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Abstract

Since 1993, over 500,000 people have served in AmeriCorps national service programs. This
dissertation evaluates the long-term impacts of AmeriCorps service on participants, particularly
in the areas of civic engagement, future volunteerism, appreciation of diversity, and a number of
other job and life skills. It fills a gap by using both quantitative and qualitative methods to help
illuminate some of the ways that program characteristics play a mediating role on the
participants’ outcomes.
The analyses, which converge on a set of consequential program characteristics, have
implications for program design as organizations try to create programs that will have positive
and long-lasting impacts on members. The salient program features include support from
mentors, strong relationships, focused training, leadership opportunities, projects that allow
members to feel they have made a difference, and exposure to new and unique situations.
Programs with team-based formats and diverse groups of people can have positive impacts, but
diversity and teamwork must be structured with care. In addition, the interviews revealed that
service can alter the life-course at key transition points and that exposure to new circumstances
may have particularly strong impacts at pivotal times in young adults’ development.
Other program features did not emerge as significantly related to long-term impacts on
participants. In the end, service programs are highly variable, and the specifics of the experience
may ultimately determine whether or not a participant is impacted by the program.
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Part I: Introduction
Background
AmeriCorps was established in 1993, when President Bill Clinton signed the National and
Community Service Trust Act into law. Since then, over 500,000 people have served in
AmeriCorps national service programs. Often recognized as simply the domestic Peace Corps,
AmeriCorps is more accurately described as “a network of local, state, and national service
programs that connects more than 70,000 Americans each year in intensive service to meet our
country’s critical needs in education, public safety, health, and the environment.”1 In addition to
programs run entirely through AmeriCorps, other well-known service organizations such as
Teach for America, Habitat for Humanity, and the network of state Conservation Corps receive
support through AmeriCorps funding streams.
AmeriCorps programs have two broad goals: one is to provide direct, beneficial service to
communities, while the other is to produce positive effects on participants in areas that include
civic engagement, continued volunteerism, and job/life skills. This dissertation will focus on
understanding which program characteristics are critical in accomplishing the latter mission.

Research Questions
This dissertation aims to answer the following research questions:
1. What are the long-term impacts of AmeriCorps service on participants, particularly in the
areas of civic engagement, continued volunteerism, public service career choice, appreciation
of diversity, and work/life skills?
2. Which program characteristics contribute to these outcomes?
1

http://www.americorps.gov/about/ac/index.asp
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Qualitative methods—analysis of semi-structured alumni interviews—will be used to answer
the first research question about the long-term impacts of AmeriCorps service. The second
research question will be addressed by both the interviews and quantitative analysis of a
longitudinal data set that tracked AmeriCorps members over an eight year period.

Policy Relevance
While some scholars have raised concerns about declining levels of community action and
civic engagement (Putnam, 2000), other studies have shown that the current generation of young
Americans is highly engaged in volunteerism. This defines a new form of public service and
civic engagement in an age of intense political polarization. Effectively transitioning national
service participants into engaged citizens is a critical component of the mission of national
service programs. Programs such as AmeriCorps allow participants to work with non-profits and
communities in need, gain skills such as leadership and self-efficacy, and learn how to work with
others to solve problems. Being engaged in service may put participants on a lifetime path of
increased civic engagement, volunteerism, and community involvement. Importantly, there is
also evidence that volunteering lessens the gap in civic attitudes and behaviors between
disadvantaged youth and those from more fortunate circumstances (CNCS, 2007).
Alumni of national service programs can provide leadership both in their communities and in
the public sector. There is a need for leaders in public and nonprofit positions because of the
coming retirement wave in federal government, government recruitment challenges, and concern
about non-profit leadership succession (Light, 2008). According to one study, nonprofits may
need to attract and develop up to 640,000 new senior managers by 2016 (Tierney, 2006). A
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recent paper examined the potential leadership pipeline and concluded that the need for a new
class of quality public servants presents a strong business case for national service (Sagawa,
Connolly, and Chao, 2008).
Additionally, national service provides new and innovative opportunities for partnerships
between government, non-profits, and the private sector. Talented social entrepreneurs are
bursting onto the scene around the country, and many have served one or two years in programs
like AmeriCorps. Finally, service programs are emerging as a way to address community needs
and as a strategy to solve pressing national problems. These programs are currently filling the
gaps in education, environmental protection, disaster relief, public health, and countless other
areas.
The political tone around national service has shifted dramatically in the past few years. A
critical mass of support is building, and people around the country are talking about a new spirit
of public service. There is a growing bipartisan political consensus that AmeriCorps and other
service programs are a worthwhile investment. On April 21, 2009, the Edward M. Kennedy
Serve America Act was signed into law by President Barack Obama. This legislation authorizes
the largest expansion of national service programs since the creation of the Peace Corps,
including an eventual expansion of AmeriCorps from 75,000 to 250,000 members per year.2
Finally, it is worth noting that applications to AmeriCorps have surged in recent years.
Applications to AmeriCorps jumped from 3,159 in February 2008 to 9,731 in February 2009
(Hall, 2009); online applications in the first quarter of 2008 were 11,111, while the equivalent
figure for the first quarter of 2009 was 35,245 (New York Times, 2009). Some of this increase is
obviously attributable to the severe economic downturn, but since the financial incentives are
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Note that many AmeriCorps slots are currently—and will continue to be—designated for part time members who
serve the equivalent of ¼ or ½ of a 10 month full-time term of service.
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only about $11,000 a year we may assume that renewed interest in public service is also playing
a significant role.

Focus on Program Characteristics
The recently released AmeriCorps longitudinal study (CNCS, 2008) demonstrates that
AmeriCorps service has a long-term impact on the average participant, both in terms of future
civic engagement and volunteerism. However, it is clear that not all AmeriCorps programs are
equal. “A year of AmeriCorps service” means vastly different things depending on program
location, type of service, operating structure, other participants, etc. This variety arose because
the original plan for AmeriCorps was to have a number of different program models, working
locally, with grants given by states and national organizations.
Given that AmeriCorps is poised to undergo a dramatic expansion, how should future
AmeriCorps programs be designed? Resources are limited and choices will have to be made
about which programs to keep, which to expand, and which to stop funding. Which kinds of
programs have an impact? Why those and not others? How would we best design a program to
achieve high marks on future volunteerism and skill development? What kinds of programs tend
to have a transformative impact on participants?
While previous research in this field has looked at average impacts on participants and
impacts on particular subgroups (demographics, education level, etc.), large gaps remain in terms
of looking at program characteristics. These include the highly variable aspects of AmeriCorps
programs such as team-based or individual service, training and member development, quality of
staff, issue area addressed, amount of direct contact with service beneficiaries, variety of
projects, diversity among program participants, and leadership opportunities. This dissertation
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aims to address that gap by using both quantitative and qualitative methods to help illuminate
some of the ways that program characteristics play a mediating role on the long-term impacts of
service on participants.

5

Review of the Literature
Impacts of Service
A number of different evaluations have been conducted to assess the impacts of AmeriCorps
and related service programs on those who serve. One of the earlier studies, done in the mid
1990s, looked at self-reported responses to a Life Skills Inventory from a random sample of
AmeriCorps members from a variety of programs (Aguirre International, 1999). Members were
assessed at the beginning and the end of their AmeriCorps service, and 76% had significant gains
in life skills. A more recent study (Abt Associates, 2008) looked at three different generations of
VISTA participants and compared them to a control group of people who had applied for
VISTA, did some of the training, but ultimately did not serve in the program. They focused on
the long-term effects of VISTA in four areas: (1) civic engagement, (2) education, (3)
employment, and (4) intergenerational transfer of values. The study’s authors found that a
majority of members felt challenged by their VISTA service, believed they had made a
contribution, and felt like part of a community. Many felt that VISTA either changed them in
important ways or reinforced their values, and for some it was a transformational experience.
Compared to the control group, VISTA members had higher levels of engagement in the political
process and were more likely to take their children with them to volunteer activities (a measure
of intergenerational transfer of values). Those who served in VISTA were not any different in
personal effectiveness of community service, community leadership, and connection to
community.
The recent AmeriCorps longitudinal study (CNCS, 2008) looked at the impacts of service on
participants, measured seven years after the completion of their service. This was a quasiexperimental design that compared participants in AmeriCorps State and National and
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AmeriCorps National Civilian Community Corps (NCCC) programs to similarly motivated
individuals who did not serve. The study found that many AmeriCorps alumni have careers in
public service: 46% of State and National alumni work in a job related to public service, such as
education, social work, or public safety, compared to 33% of the comparison group (although the
difference is not significant). Alumni from NCCC are significantly more likely to volunteer than
the comparison group (64% to 51%), and alumni from State and National programs are
significantly more likely to be active in community activities than members of the comparison
group (69% to 63%). State and National and NCCC members are significantly more likely to
have a strong connection to community, but the study found no significant differences between
AmeriCorps alumni and the comparison group in terms of group interactions, appreciation of
diversity, or the rate of donations to nonprofits and charities.
A study by Simon and Wang (Simon and Wang, 2002) surveyed AmeriCorps members in
four western states, preservice and postservice in 1997-98 and 1998-99. They found that
members were more involved in communities at the end of their term of service and that they
experienced increases in the values of freedom and equality, and wisdom and true friendship. In
contrast, members did not become more confident in public institutions and there was no
systematic change in optimism, civic attitudes, or social trust. Another recent study looked at a
random sample of 107 City Year corps members who served in 2002-2003 and compared them
to 85 other people who were accepted to City Year but did not serve (Policy Study Associates,
2007a). They measured levels of civic engagement, civic leadership, and development of social
capital and found positive effects of City Year three years after the completion of their service.
The seminal research synthesis on national service is Perry and Thomson’s review of 139
evaluations and research studies through 2001 (Perry and Thomson, 2004). When considering
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civic service outcomes for those who serve, they group the findings into the following
categories: skill development, civic responsibility, educational opportunity, self-esteem,
tolerance for diversity, satisfaction from serving, and health. In the area of skill development, 33
of 38 studies are positive and a few show no effect. They note that the positive outcomes persist
across research conducted during a 50-year period, the positive outcomes are sustained across a
range of very different program types, and that the effects may be most positive for so-called
“general life skills” rather than professional skills or academic achievement. In the realm of civic
responsibility, a diverse set of studies found a positive relationship between civic service and
civic responsibility. The positive findings vary in terms of service intensity, which suggests that
short-term civic service may have positive effects in this area. They also found that a diversity of
program designs had positive findings for civic responsibility. Interestingly, four of the five
programs with null findings were AmeriCorps programs, but they speculate that one reason for
differing results is that different methods and measures of civic responsibility were used across
studies.
A few other conclusions from this research synthesis are worth mentioning. Research on
tolerance for diversity is less common and has mixed results, although the authors note that the
studies are slightly skewed towards no effect rather than positive effects. For those studies that
looked at educational opportunity, eleven showed positive impacts and one showed a negative
effect. Ten studies had positive impacts on self-esteem while two had null findings. Only six
studies looked at health outcomes, and all involved senior citizens, but these studies had
consistent positive effects that persisted over time. Finally, all studies reported positive results in
the area of satisfaction from serving. These positive effects were found across a variety of
contexts and the sources of satisfaction were diverse.
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Program Characteristics
The literature on specific service program characteristics is under-developed. Service
programs have tremendous variety, and even within a program the members’ experiences are not
homogenous. The literature on service learning has identified a set of essential elements of
quality programs, but beyond that few studies have focused on mediating variables and those that
do have tended to look at different sets of variables (Pritzker and McBride, 2005). Nonetheless,
by looking broadly at the service literature we can begin to identity program characteristics that
may lead to positive effects on participants.
Much has been written about youth service learning and community service. Perry and Katula
(Perry and Katula, 2001) reviewed 37 empirical studies focused on the relationship between
service and citizenship. They found that the type of service that produces the most consistent
positive results is service learning. Other researchers studying service learning have identified
eleven essential elements to quality programs, and a recent study found that three are particularly
important in terms of positive impacts on students (CNCS, 2006). These are: (1) student
reflection on the service-learning activities, (2) involvement of students in the planning and
implementation of projects, and (3) regular service activities that last at least one semester. This
study found that students who participate in service-learning with these three essential elements
are more likely to volunteer, intend to be engaged in the future, believe they can make a
difference in the community, and are more interested in politics and current events.
Another series of studies looked at high school community service programs. One concluded
that the high school service programs with the best impacts on participants are those that: have a
service coordinator who provides concrete service opportunities and meaningful activities for the
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students, provide students with a clear and compelling rationale for service, “put students in new
circumstances different from their usual routine,” challenge students to develop skills they didn’t
know they had, and provide opportunities for reflection (Metz and Youniss, 2005). Another
study looked at Boston high school students over the nine month school year and found that
service that aided people or addressed social issues (“social cause” service) was positively
related to concern for social issues, future unconventional civic intentions, and future intended
service. Standard service without the social cause focus did not have the same impacts on the
students (Metz, McLellan, and Youniss, 2003). In addition, these authors cite earlier research by
Youniss and Yates that found that “direct contact with people in need or with issues of inequality
and injustice” may be important. This is because these service experiences “expose adolescents
to realities of society, challenge their preconceived notions, stimulate reflection on society, and
further link them to their community in meaningful ways” (Metz, McLellan, and Youniss, 2003,
p. 190). They also note that social cause service allows students to help solve problems by being
agents in a remedy. A related study agreed that service has greater efficacy when it involves
“interacting with unfamiliar others who are in states of need” (McLellan and Youniss, 2003,
p.56).
Finally, a review of youth service programs (age 15-25) looked at programmatic factors that
may mediate the effects of youth service. The authors concluded that programs have more
positive impacts when students are involved in planning the service-learning projects, have
substantive responsibilities during implementation, are directly involved with community
members, are challenged, participate actively, and have positive interactions with others in the
field. Programs also should have long duration and continued participation, strong supervision
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and support, reflection sessions, and mentoring by former volunteers (McBride, Pritzker, et al.,
2004).

Looking beyond service learning and youth service to national service programs like
AmeriCorps, research has narrowed in on some program features that seem to matter most.
Members of one of the earliest AmeriCorps studies (Aguirre International, 1999) reported that
the most significant parts of the experience were the ethic of service, personal development/selfdiscovery, and experiences of diversity. In the same study, a random sample of eight programs
showed that successful programs had the following characteristics: strong design with clearly
defined objectives focusing on a needed service; effective recruitment, training, and supervision;
effective coordination with partners; and solid management. An evaluation of Youth Corps in the
mid 90s (Jastrzab, Blomquist, et al., 1997) studied corps programs that focused on both service
and skills training for primarily underrepresented minorities. The essential features of those
programs were identified as: comprehensiveness of services like case management, counseling,
and education; supportive and dedicated program staff; quality service projects with adequate
supervision, on-site learning, frequent use of service learning or reflection, and opportunity for
corps members to propose ideas for projects and help plan them; intensity of the service
experience—full-time, for months, with hard physical labor and tasks that were mentally
draining; and programs where corps members have access to an expanded social network that
allows them to work in teams and interact with people from outside their community.
Finally, the research synthesis by Perry and Thomson (Perry and Thomson, 2004) looked
across a variety of different service program models and identified key qualities of successful
programs. In the area of program management, they found that the best programs had a clear
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focus and purpose, congruence between program duration and goals, realistic and measurable
goals, and grounding in sound theory. Successful programs also had good team leaders who
could serve as role models and mentors, effective supervision, clear communication of
expectations between stakeholders, and effective staff-to-corps member support. They
concluded that training is important, but it must be effective and efficient. There was also
evidence that on-the-job training may be more effective for service than formal academic
training. Additional qualities of successful programs included good collaboration between the
lead agency and partners, strong program leaders who have a clear vision of how to use
AmeriCorps members, visibility in the community, low levels of administrative burden, and
solid fiscal management.
Perry and Thomson also identified some mediating factors that lead to specific outcomes for
those who serve. For skill development, they found that it was more likely to occur when it is an
explicit goal, and that longer exposure to service was more likely to result in positive effects. For
programs whose goals include building members’ tolerance for diversity, they found that it is
important for programs to place explicit importance on diversity, intentionally recruit a diverse
mix of members, appropriately structure member assignments, and give attention to members’
skills in working through conflicts constructively (Perry and Thomson, 2004).

Volunteer Motivation and Goals
An extensive literature on volunteer motivation and goals demonstrates that these factors have
a strong influence on whether and how service impacts those who participate. Participants have
different motivations for volunteering or for serving in a national service program like
AmeriCorps. Volunteer motivation is often differentiated between two types, instrumental and
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altruistic (Mesch, Tschirhart, et al., 1998). Instrumental motivation is related to the self-interest
of the volunteer, such as a desire to learn new skills, prepare for employment, or have the
opportunity to socialize. In contrast, altruistic motivation is the desire to help others and serve
the community. Not surprisingly, an individual’s motivations and goals for serving can play an
important role in their satisfaction with the experience and how it affects them. One study
surveyed 362 AmeriCorps members a month into service and then at the end of their one year
term, with the aim of looking at the relationship between initial goals and subsequent service
outcomes, satisfaction, and intention to volunteer in the future (Tschirhart, Mesch, et al., 2001).
These researchers found that the goals members brought to their service did influence outcomes
related to those goals and that goals guide behavior during service.
Perry’s public service motivation scale identifies four dimensions that measure the extent to
which an individual is oriented to public service: attraction to public policy making, commitment
to the public interest, compassion, and self-sacrifice (Perry, 1996). Other researchers have
emphasized the importance of alignment between an individual’s values and the values in a
workplace. People respond to organizational values that they perceive as being within their own
zone of existing values, and the alignment of individual and organizational values is positively
related to employee satisfaction, commitment, and involvement (Paarlberg and Perry, 2007). It is
reasonable to assume that service programs are similar, and that AmeriCorps members’ values
are likely reinforced by being in a program whose values align with the values or motivations
they entered with. In fact, a recent study aimed to discover how public service motivation
interacts with job characteristics to affect public service motivation over time (Perry and Lee,
2007). These authors analyzed panel data from AmeriCorps members in 1995-99 and measured
public service motivation upon joining, at the end of the one year term, and again one year after
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completing their service. They found that public service motivation is relatively stable over time,
but it is influenced by how the members experienced their service and the context in which they
served. Although the study did not directly measure job characteristics, the authors suggest that
factors such as task significance and autonomy were likely to raise an individual’s public service
motivation, at least in the short term.

Development and Identity Formation
Research has demonstrated that service can alter the life-course at pivotal times in adolescent
development when identities are being formed. A series of studies looked at the role of
volunteering and service in aiding the positive development of adolescents’ social identity. Yates
reviewed the research on community service in adolescents and outlined a theoretical approach
that relates service participation to identity development. She discusses three concepts that are
critical in understanding how service can influence youth: “agency, which refers to findings that
associate service with personal directedness and increased self-understanding; social relatedness,
which pertains to findings that address the social characteristic of service; and moral-political
awareness, which refers to findings that relate service to morality and civic behavior” (Yates,
1995, p.8-9).
Another paper reviewed studies that reported a link between youth participation in organized
activities and civic behaviors 15 or more years later. The data show that students who
participated in high school government or community service projects are more likely to vote
and join community organizations than those who do not participate. The authors assert that
“participation during the youth era can be seminal in the construction of civic identity that
includes a sense of agency and social responsibility in sustaining the community’s well-being”
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(Youniss, McLellan, and Yates, 1997, p. 620). Participation during youth matters so much
because it is a very formative time when young people are still forming their identifies. When
young people form an identity that includes civic character, that identity stays with them and
influences their future civic behavior. In addition, participating at a young age provides hands-on
training, an introduction to processes, experience with collective action, and connection to the
broader polity. This allows youth to see themselves as civic actors and to experience what can be
accomplished when people work together toward a common purpose. Similarly, researchers have
noted that service allows youth to be part of a movement and to develop their identities within
the context of communities (Youniss, Bales, et al., 2002).
Finally, a review of this literature would not be complete without citing the work of Yates and
Youniss in their study of a high school service program where students worked at a downtown
soup kitchen as part of a year-long course on social justice (Yates and Youniss, 1997). The
researchers collected reflections from the participants as they went through the program and then
3, 5, and 10 years later. Many participants saw the service experience as an identity-defining
event that was pertinent to their present lives. Continuing themes in the alumni essays included
empathy towards people who they previously considered to be “other,” and the sense of relating
one’s agency to helping people who are less fortunate. The researchers suggest that the service
experience may have been particularly salient in identity formation because the work was
emotionally intense, and students were brought face to face with the harsh realities of poverty.
These “encounter experiences” or “landmark experiences” can play an important role in forming
a civic identity that lasts into the future. The authors note that individuals’ outlooks on society
will change through experiences at work, in personal relationships, and with government, but
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“what differentiates individuals in terms of civic commitment…are beliefs in agency and a sense
of responsibility for the way society is and ought to be” (Yates and Youniss, 1997, p.10).
Although this body of literature deals with adolescent service, it is highly relevant to
AmeriCorps because identity formation now extends further into young adulthood. Jeffrey Arnett
coined the term “emerging adulthood” to describe the period that runs from adolescence to the
mid-to-late 20s, a time when young people are still forming their identities. Emerging adulthood
has become a common feature of industrial societies where middle and upper class young people
can postpone marriage and adult roles in favor of higher education and career exploration
(Arnett, 2000; Arnett, 2005). This period of life is characterized by frequent changes and
exploration of different possible life directions; it is a chance to experiment and have different
experiences before one has to make adult choices. This happens to be the age of the majority of
AmeriCorps participants, and many do in fact enter the program at a transition point after high
school or after college. As Arnett notes, this is a time in life “when many different directions
remain possible, and when little about the future has been decided for certain, when the scope of
independent exploration of life’s possibilities is greater for most people than it will be at any
other period of the life course” (Arnett, 2000, p.469). With more and more people expected to
graduate from high school and then attend college, much of identity exploration now occurs in
emerging adulthood rather than in adolescence. Emerging adults can devote attention to figuring
out their sense of self, and service programs like AmeriCorps can play a role in this process.

The Logic of National Service
Much has been written about the benefits of national service and the role these programs play
in American society. Some assert that service is a way for people to develop leadership, civic
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skills, and a civic consciousness. While this was always important, it may be even more critical
now that the country has seen a decline in democratic, voluntary associations (Putnam, 2000;
Skocpol, 2003). Some suggest that we need opportunities like AmeriCorps for young people to
gain civic training because we lack it in other institutions. People who participate in politics or
community service at a young age are much more likely to be involved years later. As Peter
Levine writes, “It is crucial to invest in the development of young people. They will be
permanently shaped by the way they first experience politics, social issues, and civil society”
(Levine, 2007, p.70).
Others have suggested that service can provide a sense of purpose that is often lacking in
today’s young people (Damon, 2008). Perry and Thomson convey a similar sentiment when they
write that “personal acts of service have the potential to effect positive changes in individuals by
bringing diverse groups of people together around a common task in order to solve specific
societal problems” (Perry and Thomson, 1999, p.230). Beyond developing a civic consciousness,
national service programs help cultivate skills and the ability to lead, problem solve, and
communicate effectively. Programs like AmeriCorps can teach members to be resourceful and
flexible, to adapt to changes, to work effectively with other people, and to develop a sense of
resiliency in order to succeed. Members get outside their range of normal experiences and that
can have important implications for future life directions. “A term of service often exposes youth
to parts of society that they would otherwise not encounter, and helps them see that they have the
power to make positive change in their own communities. For many, their service experience
opens up new paths for community engagement and civic leadership, whether through their
career path choices or in a volunteer capacity” (Sagawa, Connolly, and Chao, 2008, p.9). Finally,
AmeriCorps presents a unique setting where people from diverse backgrounds can work together
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in communities across the nation. “Scaling up AmeriCorps…would be one of the few institutions
in our increasingly stratified and segmented society that throw together Americans from different
social and economic backgrounds. The experience of working together across racial, ethnic, and
class lines to solve common problems hones the basic skills of democratic citizenship—the
ability to see past stereotypes, to empathize with others, to negotiate and compromise, and to
transcend our group identities. In political scientist Robert Putnam’s term, it creates ‘bridging’
social capital essential to making multiethnic democracy work” (Marshall and Magee, 2005,
p.113).
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Part II: Interviews
A series of semi-structured interviews was conducted with AmeriCorps alumni in order to get
a better understanding of their AmeriCorps experiences and how members perceive that the
program impacted them. The objectives of the interviews were to: (a) provide context and depth
to complement the quantitative analysis, and (b) gain more nuanced information about impacts
and program characteristics to help build new theory.

Methods
Sample selection
In order to obtain a broad pool of AmeriCorps alumni from which to sample, a question was
inserted at the end of a survey that was administered online by the AmeriCorps Alums
organization to all alumni in their database. The question asked if the respondent was willing to
be interviewed at length about his or her AmeriCorps experience and, if so, to provide an email
address and phone number. Access was granted to the entire survey so that it was possible to
match up willing respondents with other information about when they served in AmeriCorps and
the name of the program that they served in. The survey was open for approximately two weeks,
and at the end of that time a potential pool of over 700 willing respondents was collected. The
list was sorted into groups as follows:




Served 1 term or 2 terms
NCCC or State/National3
Year of service (first year, if member served two terms): 0-4 years ago, 5-9 years ago,
10+ years ago

3

The NCCC (National Civilian Community Corps) is a team-based, residential program in which members serve on
one of five campuses around the country. State/National refers to a diverse variety of AmeriCorps programs,
administered either nationally, by states, or by local nonprofits.
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Within each group, random numbers were assigned to each respondent and they were
contacted by email beginning with the smallest random number. Each potential interviewee was
contacted twice by email; if no response was given after the second email, contact was initiated
with the next person on the list within that group. The final interview sample consisted of 38
respondents as shown here:

1st term
State/National
NCCC

Years since service began
0-4
5-9
10+
10
10
9
1
5
3

Protocol development and interviewing process
An extensive literature review was conducted in order to ascertain the content of similar types
of interviews. Questions were adapted from interviews conducted with City Year alumni (Policy
Study Associates 2007a, 2007b) and VISTA alumni (Abt Associates, 2008). Additional
questions were added to mirror some of the more critical questions that participants had been
asked in the AmeriCorps longitudinal study (CNCS 2004, CNCS 2008). Finally, some questions
were included based on the theory of service in order to gather new information. Specific
questions were asked about program characteristics that the literature has identified as
particularly salient in terms of contributing to member impacts.
Two pilot tests were conducted, and the protocol was modified accordingly. All interviews
were conducted by telephone during a one-month period. Interviews were audio recorded,
transcribed, and imported into NVivo analytic software. The final interview protocol can be
found in Appendix A.
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Characteristics of the interview sample
It is important to keep in mind that this sample of interviewees self-selected in many ways.
First of all, they had chosen to join the AmeriCorps Alums organization and were thus in the
database when the original survey was administered. Second, they chose to be in the sample pool
by indicating their willingness to be interviewed. Finally, they chose to respond to the email
request to schedule an interview. Despite these potential sources of bias, the sample is reasonably
representative of AmeriCorps alumni. The tables below show the demographics and service
information for the interview sample. Additional details about the interview participants can be
found in Appendix B.

Gender
Female
Male

31
7

Education at baseline
High school
2
Some college
5
College grad
31

Ethnicity
White
Non-White

29
9

Full-time or part-time
Full-time
33
Part-time
5

Location of service
West
10
Central
15
South
4
East
9
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Number of terms
One term
29
Two term
9

Age at baseline
18-20
4
21-24
24
25-29
5
30+
5

Analysis and Findings
Coding
During the first iteration of coding, an initial set of codes was derived based on the interview
questions. These codes corresponded to broad domains of interest and included questions about
the participants’ background and motivation to serve, a description of the program that they
served in, and the extent to which they found the experience to be transformational. During the
second iteration, Level 2 sub-codes were generated to categorize response types to each of the
interview questions. Once this second iteration was completed, all of the transcripts were read
through again and the codes were checked. Codes were modified and additional codes added as
needed. The complete codebook can be found in Appendix C.

Analysis
The fourth iteration involved printing NVivo reports for the codes that corresponded to each
research question and picking out themes. The goal for this process was to generate findings for
each research question based on the themes that emerged from the data. In order to ensure that
the findings were as accurate as possible, the reports were reviewed multiple times at different
stages of the research process.

Findings
The alumni interviews provided valuable information not captured in the CNCS longitudinal
survey data or in previous research. A very rich narrative emerged when alumni were given the
opportunity to describe their experiences in AmeriCorps and how those experiences impacted
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their lives. This section summarizes key findings from the interviews, structured around the
following three research questions:
1. What are the self-perceived impacts of AmeriCorps for these alumni?
2. Which characteristics (both positive and negative) of the AmeriCorps program do alumni
feel were particularly important in their experiences?
3. Why did—or didn’t—AmeriCorps have long-lasting impacts on those who served?

In the final section of the dissertation, the interview findings are compared with those of the
quantitative data analysis. Both sources of data are used in drawing conclusions and making
recommendations for program design.

Q1: Impacts
The impacts of AmeriCorps service on participants are varied, and the strength of those
impacts varies as well. Impacts encompass a wide range of personal and professional attitudes
and behaviors. The impacts appear to depend on the member’s background and motivation for
joining, the service work itself, the program structure, and other factors such as staff and peers.
Motivation for joining
Some members join AmeriCorps for altruistic service motivations, such as this member4 who
said that “I was attracted to this particular program because of the school, but I wanted to just do
a year of service. I knew I had this year and I didn’t want to just do anything with it. I wanted to
feel like I was substantively giving back or doing something productive” [752].

4

Quotations from interview participants are presented with a random number identification in brackets. This is done
to preserve each participant’s anonymity.
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Many others had considered joining the Peace Corps and saw AmeriCorps as a good
alternative. For example, this member explained that he wanted to serve but that he could not
feasibly leave the country as the Peace Corps would require: “Toward the end of my college
experience I thought I’m going to join the Peace Corps and that’s what I want to do. But life
happens and as I was nearing the end of my degree, you get within relationships and you have
ties that bind that keep you where you are. So I thought what can I do that’s similar where I
don’t have to really leave and I just happened to find AmeriCorps. And it seemed like a great
opportunity and it was really sold to me as the domestic Peace Corps…” [284].
In contrast, others simply needed a job, and some did not even realize at first that they were
applying for an AmeriCorps position. One member explained that “I actually did not know that
this job was AmeriCorps when I applied for it. It was a college access program and I had
worked in the admissions office as an undergraduate and I was looking for college access work.
I was looking for that work specifically for a lot of other reasons and then this program sounded
perfect for me and I got the job and it must have said AmeriCorps when I joined, but I don’t
remember at any time looking at that or looking for—I definitely wasn’t looking for an
AmeriCorps job, I don’t even remember noticing it. It wasn’t until they offered me the job and
told me how much I was going to be paid that I realized it was national service” [661]. Another
member related a similar experience: “I actually think I stumbled up on it. I had been a youth
worker, youth related work all of my career up until that point and I was getting really burnt out.
Wanted to try something new and specifically was looking for a job or some experience with
elderly people and found a newspaper ad for a position. And come to find out it was an
AmeriCorps position” [191].
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When considering the impacts of AmeriCorps, it is important to take into account the
member’s motivation for joining. As discussed earlier, members’ goals and motivations can play
an important role in determining their satisfaction with the service experience and how it ends up
affecting their future attitudes and behaviors.

Impacts on career
For some people, AmeriCorps had little discernible impact on their future career paths. For
example, one member explained that she took a “year off” to do AmeriCorps between college
and graduate school. “Well, it hasn’t changed a lot of what I’m actually doing with my life, I had
planned to go to this kind of grad school before and I’m still doing that. And I planned to try to
become a college professor before and I’m still planning to try to do that” [477].
In contrast, some people went into AmeriCorps consciously looking for a career change, or
they joined AmeriCorps in order to find some direction and test out possible careers. Some
participants truly are transformed by AmeriCorps—the experience completely changes their path
professionally or educationally. For example, this member explained that she went in an entirely
different direction after her year of service: “I think that it was completely transformational
because it helped me realize what I needed to do and the direction of my life, basically, because
what I was doing at the time, in Atlanta when I had started my career, I was unhappy with it and
then after I did my AmeriCorps service I was able to realize that that’s what I wanted to continue
doing and so I was able to find a career with AmeriCorps for five years and then after that I just
knew that, basically, social service was the only thing that I could do after that, that I would be
satisfied and happy with. So I didn’t have a direction and it helped me find a direction” [87].
Another noted that she planned for AmeriCorps to be just a year off but instead it became much
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more than that: “AmeriCorps was supposed to be my year off from school, I had intended to go
to grad school, I was a psychology major, so I had intended to go for my Ph.D. after school and I
figured I would take a year off and do AmeriCorps and then go to school. So I did my
AmeriCorps year and by the time I was done, being out and doing work and being active and that
sort of thing, it just changed me completely and I wanted to be in the working world and I didn’t
want to go to school, so it completely changed the course of my life, completely. Actually, I
enjoyed my experience with the Red Cross so much, I ended up getting a job with the Red Cross
full-time afterwards. It completely changed everything that I had planned to do” [323].
Others joined AmeriCorps because they were looking for a job where they could get
experience, ended up enjoying the work, and then continued on in the non-profit or social service
sectors. As one member explained, “I think I felt a sense of purpose. I don’t know, it was the first
time that I felt really passionate about something and felt like I could use that passion to drive
toward the goal” [719]. Some members already had a strong motivation towards public or
nonprofit work when they entered AmeriCorps, but they could have pursued a number of
different career paths. AmeriCorps affirmed (or strengthened) their prior beliefs and inclinations,
and it was a meaningful experience at a critical juncture in their lives. Rather than being a
complete path-changer, the year of service strengthened their resolve to stay on the public
service path. For example, this member noted how his AmeriCorps service affected his choice of
graduate study: “I went to school for a master of public policy... I had a little bit of interest in it
before I did NCCC. But I saw how policy can affect things so it kind of motivated me to get
really focused on getting my public policy degree” [762]. Another explained that the experience
working with children confirmed her desire to continue that kind of work. “I would say I did
find it transformational, yeah. In a way I had sort of started to be on a path, I think, of really
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having a strong interest in service and working with kids who were in some way needing a lot of
support and that sort of thing, so doing that really, really affirmed for me that, even though in
this case it was very challenging, that was the kind of thing that I wanted to be doing” [559].
The service experience also helped some members to narrow their focus; in fact, many
explained that they had self-selected into particular AmeriCorps programs in order to gain clarity
on potential career directions. They wanted to test out something new, or focus in on one specific
population that they wanted to work with. One member noted the following: “I think it just gave
me, like I was mentioning earlier, how it helped give you direction in life, that’s pretty much
how I was because I knew I wanted to help in some capacity but I didn’t know how. So I know
that I would have liked to work with developmentally disabled people, I know that I would have
wanted to teach and do all these things, but realistically you can’t get that many degrees. So I
settled on social work because social work is so broad to where I could work in a school, I could
work for the state, I could work with developmentally disabled children, I could work with
abused children. So it kind of narrows things down for me and pointed me in that direction and I
don’t think I would have discovered that as quickly if I had just gone my merry way without
serving in NCCC” [368]. Another member explained that AmeriCorps helped to sharpen her
interests: “I’m applying to law schools now and I always knew I wanted to head towards law
school but I didn’t have a specific track. And for me, it was important to know what I wanted to
go to law school for because I didn’t want to just become a lawyer or work on anything. I was
specifically interested in human rights and international law and constitutional law. But I didn’t
know what I wanted to do with it. And I knew I was interested in human rights and societal
structures in the Middle East and working in this community really gave me knowledge of
that…” [752].
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For other members, AmeriCorps helped them to select away from a particular career after
they discovered they did not enjoy the work. For example, one member noted that “I really just
did not like what I was doing, direct service-wise, but I understood its importance. I just didn’t
like it. It wasn’t me. I knew it wasn’t what I wanted to do long term but I was so invested in the
larger program and what it was about that that was okay. Just, it wasn’t a totally great match for
me, but it also helped me understand again what I already knew—that that wasn’t the field for
me to be in” [132]. Another member explained that working as a teacher in AmeriCorps allowed
her to realize that a different kind of career would actually be a better choice. “Just a couple
months in to my service I was like, okay, I don’t want to do this, I don’t want to be a teacher and
I don’t want to do education policy or anything like that, so I’m going to go to social work
school. It’s hard to say. I might have gone the social work route anyway, but I think it gave me
a good opportunity to feel it out and be really confident that was a decision I wanted to make and
invest money in school” [287].
Regardless of the ultimate impact on career choice, AmeriCorps provides an opportunity to
explore one or more possible career routes. This member explained: “I was not sure what I
wanted to do with my business major. I just didn’t see how I fit in to that kind of grand scheme
of things and I actually, I was sort of fighting the urge to become a teacher my whole life. My
entire family are teachers, so before I was graduating, during my senior year, I was kind of
wondering what I was going to do with my degree …so when I didn’t know what I wanted to do
career-wise, I thought that this would be a really good opportunity to do something worthwhile
and hopefully help me decide whether I would want to go back to school for teaching or get into
the business side of non-profit and managing a non-profit and things like that” [719]. In addition
to providing an opportunity to try out a job, AmeriCorps also tends to be low risk because the
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year-long commitment provides a defined beginning and a set end point. In a 10-12 month
period, members have an opportunity to test out a job and decide if a particular type of work is a
good fit. As one member said, “I think that a year of service gives you that opportunity to step
away from what most people would consider their regular life. When you make that
commitment for a twelve-month period, it kind of sets you a goal. So if you find out that, oh,
this isn’t for me, you know that there’s an end to it and there are a lot of people who do get into it
for different reasons and think, well, I’m not real sure I can do this, but hey, it’s just a couple of
more months” [631].
Many of these participants continued to work for the nonprofit, agency, or AmeriCorps
program after their year of service. They were hired as a direct result of having the AmeriCorps
experience, either by the AmeriCorps program or by the service site. One member explained how
her career in national service began with the AmeriCorps year: “My year of service has had a
huge impact on my life from that point on. I’ve been in national service ever since as a result of
serving in the AmeriCorps program. I worked with them for a little while after that. And then I
went onto—because of their—connections I had made that year in the AmeriCorps program and
their recommendations and support—I then went to the Texas Commission that funds all the
AmeriCorps programs in Texas and worked there for six years. And now I work for myself and
most of what I do is training and facilitation around national service with the AmeriCorps
program or VISTA projects or Senior Corps programs. So it definitely…it got in my blood so
I’ve been doing it ever since“ [132]. Another member noted the natural fit between serving as an
AmeriCorps member and then being hired on by the program in a staff role: “I don’t think that I
would have been as motivated to get this position or as qualified to get this position if I hadn’t
already done the year in AmeriCorps. That sort of makes me a perfect candidate for this position,
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because when people call and want to know what they’re getting themselves into, I can give
them first-hand account of what it’s like to be a member of this program” [456].
Others explained that the AmeriCorps experience gave them a leg up in getting a future job
and that it would have been hard for them to enter certain fields had they not done AmeriCorps.
AmeriCorps gave them this jump-start either directly through networking and connections, or
because the skills and experiences they gained in AmeriCorps helped them land their next job.
For example, this member said that “the biggest effect of the service was just frankly, getting
myself out of a career rut and exposing me to different career opportunities and direction that
would have been harder to break into those fields had I not been afforded the experience… I got
a lot of experience in different potential fields and directions I could go in, either volunteer
management or non-profit work or program development stuff that would have been harder just
to go get a job cold from what I’d been doing” [191]. Similarly, another member noted that
having the AmeriCorps experience allowed her to start working for nonprofits: “I wanted to do
this career path before AmeriCorps, I wanted to work for a non-profit, kind of do community
service. I think my AmeriCorps year just kind of made it happen where before I don’t think I
would have gotten a non-profit job. I was having a hard time getting a job, period, outside of
school so I might have taken something…like, I was interviewing for jobs that were less than
par, not non-profit, like Enterprise rental car kind of things. If I hadn’t done AmeriCorps, I
might have still be doing that today versus the track I’m doing now” [641].

Impacts on volunteerism and civic engagement
AmeriCorps can also have impacts on members’ attitudes and behaviors in the areas of
political activity and civic engagement. Many AmeriCorps members enter the program with a
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high baseline level of involvement and are likely to remain highly engaged in the future,
regardless of their AmeriCorps experience. For example, this member said “…That was already
a part of who I was going into Public Allies. I was someone who volunteered and someone who
was actively participating in the political process and all of that. That was something that I think
was instilled in me from my family” [769]. For some members, the AmeriCorps experience
served to affirm or strengthen their prior beliefs or engagement: “I don’t know if it increased the
amount that I feel civically engaged, I think it definitely sharpened the focus of that engagement.
I think I was civically engaged before but I just think it was a lot of abstraction that I now have a
little bit better idea of what to do with” [661].
For others, the year of service had important consequences for their likelihood of future
volunteer behavior. For some members, AmeriCorps influenced the specific organizations that
they now choose to volunteer with. For others with little prior volunteer experience, AmeriCorps
was the impetus to start volunteering and it served as the first step in what they expect will be a
lifetime of service. One member explained: “I’ve tried to volunteer more, I don’t always do it as
much as I would like, but I know that I don’t think I would have pursued volunteering maybe as
much as if I hadn’t done AmeriCorps and I don’t think I would have been as interested in social
causes, like learning about them and trying to be involved in them maybe as I am from being in
AmeriCorps and knowing and just seeing what I’ve seen” [375]. Another agreed, saying that “I
think it made me be aware that I should be thinking beyond my work and so it made me find the
time to commit to volunteer” [545]. One member noted that AmeriCorps was particularly helpful
in illuminating how to find volunteer projects in the community. “I volunteer for the Olympia
Food Co-op and the Olympia Film Society which are both local non-profit organizations
promoting food and film, imagine that and that was not something that I had done before
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AmeriCorps. It was something that I had always sort of intended to do, but never got around to
doing and I think that AmeriCorps definitely provided me the impetus to actually get up and go
and realize that no one was going to come knocking on my door and sign me up to start
volunteering for something and I would actually have to take the first step...” [456].
Others expressed a desire to volunteer but explained that they are too busy because of school,
work, children, or other facets of life. Interestingly, some said that they do not feel the need to
volunteer because their job is in the nonprofit or social sector. For example, this member said,
“so I actually, in all honesty, don’t do any community service or volunteer work right now. I
have a six-month old and a three-year old, so it’s kind of hard to get time to do that. But I feel
like the work that I do professionally does…I think if I was working in a for-profit sector, I
would feel more of a necessity to give more time, do more community service, to be impacting
my community, but because of the work that I do professionally, I feel like I’m still making an
impact in my community” [155]. Another explained that her job left her little desire to volunteer:
“I don’t really volunteer, I have to say. I’m a social worker for my job and I’m just…it’s funny
but I’m just sort of done… After I take care of myself, after a day of taking care of other people,
it’s hard, you know?” [287]. Another expressed a similar sentiment: “Well, my whole job is… I
wouldn’t say that I volunteer that much outside my job. I do go to Haiti every year with my
church, but other than that, it’s my job” [641]. It is often assumed that AmeriCorps leads
members to volunteer more in the future, but if there is a tradeoff between social sector careers
and volunteerism, then this is an important factor to consider when assessing the impacts of
AmeriCorps service on future volunteer behavior.
Impacts on political involvement were generally less salient, likely because of the very high
level of political engagement among members of this sample when they entered the program. In
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addition, political activities are prohibited while members are serving in AmeriCorps, and few
programs explicitly emphasize politics. Most participants in this sample indicated that
AmeriCorps had little to no impact on their political engagement. However, many did mention
that they actively support national service and take political action on behalf of AmeriCorps5.
For example, this member explained that “it has made a difference, because I see that we need
programs like AmeriCorps so like I said before, I try to be involved and write letters to my
congressmen and that kind of thing to get their support for AmeriCorps, so it’s made a difference
that way” [275]. For this member, service gave him a personal reason to connect with politics:
“I’m more focused on wanting to know what candidates stand for as far as if they’re going to cut
service dollars, that’s important to me now. Whereas when I was growing up or in college I
really didn’t care about those things and honestly was pretty apathetic about politics. And I’m
more involved in that personally. I watch debates on TV, I watch the candidate’s Forum on
Service on television, so yeah, personally those things are important and they’re things that I
talked about with my family, with my partner, with friends and try to educate them about the
systems that exist. So yeah, I would say that without that experience I probably wouldn’t be
where I am today on advising family and friends on how they should vote” [284].
In addition to members indicating that they are now more supportive of national service, some
felt that their experiences in the program made them more aware of issue areas in which they had
done their service. A few explained that AmeriCorps helped them understand how policy
ultimately impacts what happens on the ground in communities. For example, this member said,
“I would say it definitely changed my political views. I shouldn’t say changed, maybe confirmed

5

Note, however, that all of these alumni are part of the AmeriCorps Alums organization, which regularly sends out
emails with action steps when key legislation is pending. It is unknown if these members would be as supportive of
national service if they were not regularly receiving information about how to advocate on behalf of the program.
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and strengthened, like coming right off the undergrad experience, being a political science major,
you’re dealing with a lot of theory in discussion and I think the AmeriCorps experience was
definitely a very practical experiential learning and got to see how policy impacts people and
how that impacts the day to day lives of many people on the “lower realms” of our society, or
people most in need, I should say” [44]. Another said, “I think it had a pretty big influence, just
because I realized how important some of the things that were happening in government were
and how much decisions that were made at the top trickled down and really affected people in
their communities. It brought the bigger picture, I guess, to the forefront for me” [323].
Others felt that their service experience affirmed or strengthened the political beliefs that they
had when they entered AmeriCorps. For example, one member felt that “…now I find myself
more interested in the specifics of the issue, not just the general issue, but I want to know the
bottom dollar. How is this going to impact me, but how is this going to impact my sister with
five kids or how is this going to impact my neighbor across the street or how is this going to
impact someone who’s not even in my economic bracket? And okay, well maybe this guy is
going to benefit, that maybe this guy won’t and is it the lesser of two evils or is it going to
balance out? I really look at legislation as how it’s going to impact people on the whole and
myself included and obviously my children, but I think it makes a big difference and I think that
now, I’m more vocal about it” [631]. Another member summarized the impact of AmeriCorps on
his political involvement as follows: “Well, I’m more likely to contact my legislatures about
AmeriCorps, but other than that, no, I would say I was pretty involved and engaged already, it
maybe just strengthened my resolve to remain engaged” [456].
Finally, a couple of members said that they are now more politically active because of the
influence of peers that they had served with. This member explained the effects of peers: “I’ll
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say that by watching the other volunteers I was with, so the first time I was really like, oh, I
should call people too because I was with various people that were extremely passionate about it.
Oh, I have to call my representatives and tell them and I’d never done that before. So they made
me get on that bandwagon and see that as something that I could do, too” [197].

Subtle impacts
For some, the influence of AmeriCorps is subtle, yet it can still be very important. These
more subtle influences are particularly apparent when members describe their own personal
development both during and after the program. AmeriCorps can lay the foundation for future
thinking or actions; for many participants it is the first step—or an intermediate step—in a
winding developmental path. For example, when describing his career trajectory one member
noted that: “…that experience definitely propelled me on the career path I’m in now. I feel each
step has been building upon each previous experience, but it was definitely that AmeriCorps
experience that pointed me in the direction where I find myself now” [44].
Many members cited ways in which their AmeriCorps experience changed how they view the
world or view other people. These sorts of impacts may not manifest themselves in large
behavioral changes, but neither should they be dismissed as unimportant. For example, members
noted impacts in developing job or life skills such as learning to be more flexible, more
adaptable, or more patient; increased self-efficacy; change in perspective about what is
important; communication and interpersonal skills; confidence; compassion; recognizing
personal strengths and weaknesses; teamwork, personal growth; and development of
management and leadership skills.
Members gave many examples of the ways in which AmeriCorps had impacted them—the
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following are just a few illustrative examples: “I also think the work that I was able to do,
because I didn’t think that I would ever be comfortable in an emergency services, never quite
knowing…always this air of, like, waiting, lingering because you don’t know what’s coming
next, really taught me a lot about how to be more flexible on the job and in life in general
because you just didn’t know what was coming next” [1]. “It’s also had an impact in that I’m a
little more sure of myself. Even now, off on my own, I can go back to that point where I was
learning to live on my own, so it gives me inspiration from then to now. And then just also being
involved in what’s going on in the world. I was beforehand, but I kind of lived it” [762]. “There
were a few people on my team who I was having communication difficulties with, so one of the
things that I really felt like I learned during my service time was trying to find different ways to
communicate with people” [769]. “It just kind of wraps everything up, becoming more mature
meaning a better understanding of other people’s problems, a better understanding of where
people come from, who they really are, a better understanding of what I wanted personally; all of
those things came over the course of that one year that wouldn’t have come had I stayed in
college or had I just taken a year off and just worked” [738]. “I think the number one thing that I
took away was that before I was not good at facing conflict, of dealing with conflict really on
any level, and so I just made it a goal of mine that year to learn how to do it and to make myself
do it and I really had to do it, so that was a good thing. So I think that’s made the biggest
difference in my life, because I’ve learned that’s one of the things in terms of leadership in my
opinion that really makes a big difference” [87].
“It just put it into place and perspective of what I want to be doing, what I’m most talented at
and called to do. It gave me the opportunity to exercise that” [446]. “But there’s also, I guess, an
introspection that I hadn’t had before, on a different level, seeing different levels of economical
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and sociological levels of life in America and what I, as a child, had taken for granted and what I
will never take for granted now and hope that I can instill different things in my children and the
next generation” [631]. “The best part is what it did for me as a person, the self development,
growth, maturity, broadening of my view of my community, broadening my view of my country,
just what it did for me personally….I went from a narrow world view to a global world view. In
other words, I discovered that it takes all kinds of people to make our world work. It sounds
cliché and kind of silly, but it’s so much of what I experienced is wrapped up in how I feel about
it that it’s hard to put into words. I went from being single vision, tunnel vision, to being... My
daughter says I was sheltered, so I went from being sheltered to unsheltered. I realized that the
world didn’t revolve around me” [717].

Q2: Program Characteristics
A number of the interview questions were designed to elicit the members’ assessments of
program characteristics that were particularly important in defining their experiences, as well as
features that they would characterize as the “best” and “worst” parts of the experience. The
following program features emerged from the interviews as being especially significant.

Support system
A support system is critical, and it was cited by many of the members as one of the most
important characteristics of the program. Support came from the team or larger group, from a
mentor or supervisor, or from both. Positive support or mentorship seems to be so critical
because AmeriCorps members are often placed in very difficult work situations where they are
expected to assume high levels of responsibility. This member described the helpful staff in her
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program as follows: “Well, the first piece was the staff. They were just, for lack of a better
word, totally awesome. They lived and breathed AmeriCorps, they got it, they were very
committed to us as members. You could tell that they had just a huge stake in our success and
just were constantly supportive, whether through formal activities in training or supervision or
just informal meetings and if you just needed to talk, they were there” [132]. Similarly, another
member said, “I also think that the supervision that was provided was really important because it
was just enough that you never felt like there was always someone behind you looking over your
shoulder and you really were able to make the project your own but there was someone there if
you needed help or advice or support along the way” [1]. In programs where members are placed
on teams, the team leader can play an important role in setting the tone for the experience: “I
think a hugely critical piece was our team leader was very high quality, an amazing individual.
And it wasn’t so much that she was brilliant—although she was—but she was just a really
gracious, people person. She was really good with people. So she created a safe culture, a fun
culture for all of us to interact with each other and to make mistakes and have fun and learn
along the way. I credit her and anyone in that position that creates a successful environment for
people for a large part of the success of that experience” [191].
In contrast, a few members believed that feeling isolated in the placement site or lacking
support was one of the most negative aspects of their experience. These members explained: “At
my site I didn’t get a lot of support and my supervisor was out for long periods of time. I don’t
really know what was going on with her but she was having some personal issues so she would
be gone for, like, weeks. And I would be running this program by myself and because of this
business/corporate environment, it was very isolating” [287]. “And I didn’t feel like I had
enough support… it would have benefitted me a lot if I could have actually had a designated
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mentor who I sat down with even for twenty minutes every week and just talked to and get some
advice and support from” [559].
Bad supervisors were also mentioned by members, and examples were given of supervisors
who were unresponsive to feedback or suggestions about how to improve the program. This has
significant implications for program design—a well-designed program with a bad supervisor
could result in a very poor experience. One member noted that her service year suffered because
her supervisor was inexperienced and could not provide the necessary support. “Well, I think that
it was a lot for anybody to handle during Hurricane Katrina, so emotionally I don’t think I got
the support I needed from my supervisor as kind of talking about how do you feel about this
experience. She was brand new and so literally she started a week before we did and she had no
idea. So I felt like that was the biggest struggle of the year, she didn’t really know what was
going on and so she didn’t know how to manage us, so she would just give us a project and be
like, okay, go do this, good luck. I didn’t have the skills at that point in my life to even know
sometimes how to start that, and going well, what do I do with this? So I thought that my
supervisor was a struggle” [641].

Training and member development
All AmeriCorps programs include training for members, although the type and amount of
training varies widely. Training received mixed reviews from this sample of alumni. Members
usually valued and appreciated skills training (for example, CPR and first aid, tool training,
literacy instruction) that related to the work itself and that prepared members for the jobs they
would be doing at their service sites. These members described their training and how it related
to the jobs they did in AmeriCorps: “As soon as we got there we had two weeks of training in the
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Red Cross, so everything that you can imagine, from basic services to more centralized services.
We became CPR instructor certified. So I thought that the trainings that they provided were both
useful to our jobs, but they were also useful just for general life experiences and I know that
they’ll definitely benefit me here on out also. So I was very happy with the training I received, I
was very well prepared for everything that we were doing” [1]. “Before I went to my initial
training and I kind of felt lost and in the dark like, aah, I’m not a trained reading specialist so I’m
not sure how to even go about doing this. And so the initial training was very helpful because
they spent literally seven days giving us a crash course in being reading specialists. They [taught
us] how to use the reading inventories with the children, what it would be like when we meet
with principals to negotiate contracts and so I found that very helpful and they always revisited
that through out the year. And they made sure during each one of our retreat/trainings
throughout the year that they were giving us books that we could take back to use with children,
teaching us different little tricks of the trade to use. So I found it very helpful” [284]. “I got
trained in all aspects of tutoring, school culture, volunteer recruitment and management, how to
put on a community service project, we went through civic engagement curriculum with our
team and then we implemented the civic engagement curriculum as members with junior high
kids. My training was extensive and it’s come in handy” [456].
Members who serve in leadership roles usually receive some additional training, as this
member explained: “One of the trainings that we had was just a general kind of supervisory
training and it was mostly classroom-based with the experiential parts being exercises within the
actual class itself and I saw myself referring to that training throughout the year and different
things that I had learned about how to motivate different types of people or how to find what
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people are motivated by and how each situation itself needed to be dealt what situationally, that
there wasn’t a blanket way of supervising that works for everyone” [87].
However, if the skills training was too general or not tailored to the specific site placement or
particular situation, some members felt it was not useful. For example, one member noted that
“They had specific guidelines that every person who joined must go through this training. Okay,
and I understand that everyone should, but I think the training should be geared more towards the
individuals that are in the group, rather than the group, as a whole…I know that there were times
when I was frustrated simply because I had come from a different background. But I also
noticed coworkers or co-volunteers who, at a certain point, would get bored because it would
either be something that they didn’t need and when you saw the majority of the people not
interested in that particular topic because either they already knew about it or it didn’t directly
apply to them, that was probably what was most frustrating” [631]. Another member explained
that her training was not relevant to the actual job she had to do: “The whole month was
dedicated to training to go into the school, except for that we never received anything practical.
They took some academic text and read it to us and read it to us and had us do exercises based
off of it, but when we got to the school it was a completely different experience…For example,
most of the kids I worked with were native Arabic speakers, but a lot of the other schools we
worked in were predominately Spanish or there were other languages. So all of us, even though
we were at different schools, we all faced serious language barrier problems. Because we were
there to help the kids who were really, really falling behind and those happened to be the ones
who additionally, had this language barrier. So we had asked for just basic language training or
maybe to meet with various ESL teachers to give us advice about tutoring on subjects and
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overcoming the language barrier. And that didn’t really happen but instead we would focus on
just different teaching methods and different after school program aspects” [752].
In addition, some members felt undertrained to do what they were being asked to do, and
these members cited a lack of training as one of the most negative parts of their service year.
When asked about the worst parts of her AmeriCorps experience, one member said, “Feeling like
I was undertrained. That stuff was really hard and you really do need to be a professional to help
counsel people and guide people. And it’s something that takes, I think, study and a lot of work
in the field, so feeling frustrated I just couldn’t be better at what I was doing” [63]. Another
member explained that the sequence of training was not aligned with her job requirements: “So
on Fridays when we had the training, I don’t know, sometimes if we were having good training it
just didn’t come at the right time or we would get trained on something after we already had had
to do it…With financial aid, especially there were some things that we got training on long
before we ever had to do it and then there was some trainings we got long after we had to do it or
after the kids had already started asking us about it, so sometimes they were just mistimed”
[661].

Many AmeriCorps programs also include member development and/or service learning as
part of their training. These trainings were loved by some and hated by others, which may at
least partially depend on the member and his or her motivation for joining AmeriCorps. Some
members really enjoyed training that was devoted to personal development or team-building. For
example, one member said that “it was really interesting because a lot of the training was very
useful, like conflict resolution. I got really tickled because I did the Myers-Briggs—in those two
years I think I did the Myers-Briggs at least six times in various different ways or reasons. But
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they did a lot of stuff on interaction, communicating with others and then also working with
children, working with diverse communities. Both programs, both program years I was at
programs that were really focused on providing a lot of member support and training. So I had a
lot of good training” [390]. Another member also enjoyed the trainings, explaining that “it was
also great having this course once a week where I could sit back if there were no kids around, get
a chance to talk with other young people working there and get just some more context for what
we were doing and the philosophies on how the school worked, things like that. I loved it, I
always wanted more training” [559].
In contrast, others found the member development to be hokey and unnecessary, and they
would rather have spent that time doing more direct service. One member explained her
frustration at being forced to do trainings when she felt like her time would have been better
spent working in the schools: “It seems like you spend the whole time doing things, sort of
gimmicky things…it just seems like a lot of time is wasted on procedure and empty things that
are supposed to symbolize something, instead of actual real work, which is what we thought we
were doing. So throughout the day you’d have to do these team building exercises and…they
were told that on Fridays we couldn’t go to school, so we would do these training exercises that
were supposed to be for training to help us accomplish certain things in the schools, but really
they would end up being, I don’t know, just really motivating exercises or inspirational exercises
and it didn’t really accomplish what it was meant to accomplish or what we thought it was
intended for….I also think that it seemed sometimes that they were just really stuck on procedure
and things that sounded good or idealistic, sort of like they were just talking the talk and not
walking the walk” [752]. Another member, also in a school-based program, explained that her
job was so intense that it was unreasonable to expect members to spend additional time on
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reflection. “I was getting to my school at eight or nine in the morning and I was there until seven
or eight at night and when I came home, I was reading essays and then my students called me at
eleven. I was working all the time, so when we were in trainings and they tried to make us
reflect, it was kind of like you have to be kidding me! You want us to reflect? Please let us go
home and sleep and I’ll reflect when…I feel like it would be like if you asked a soldier to reflect
on his service. There just wasn’t time for that” [661].
Other members described service learning that was not done in a high-quality manner. “We
became a little sick of service learning. They did their duty and forced us to reflect an adequate
amount, I will say that. I know that reflection is a valuable thing, it helped us, but yeah. It
became a little hokey, but I do think we got something out of it” [379]. Another member
expressed a similar sentiment about the reflection component of her program: “My team leader
gave us all journals and there was a couple times throughout the year where he asked us to write
a couple things, but it kind of just seemed like something he was asking us to do and no one
really knew what we were getting out of it” [719].

Most of the alumni seemed to value the weekly or biweekly group meetings and large
statewide AmeriCorps gatherings. In these larger group settings, members had an opportunity to
debrief, share ideas, and interact with members in other AmeriCorps programs or at other
placement sites. The large gatherings or days of service also allowed members to feel as though
they were part of something larger than themselves. For example, one member explained that she
was part of an intercorps council that brought together representatives from different programs in
the area: “But it was great that I actually had a lot of support from the site coordinator person
and then the intercorps council. Those meetings, I don’t know how often we met; maybe like
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once or two weeks or something, but they were just really helpful because you meet other
people, you feel like you’re part of something larger. It was a good opportunity to just get out of
your little bubble” [287]. Another talked about the benefits of monthly meetings with the larger
AmeriCorps group: “And then I thought that the meetings on Fridays were incredible positives,
in general, just the way that we always had so much training and time to work with other people
who were doing similar things in different—just that networking is so valuable for people in any
profession, to be able to talk to your peers when you’re otherwise isolated. I wasn’t in a giant
office building filled with people who were doing volunteer administration and literacy work. I
was two people in a school full of Somali people who were doing their own thing. It was good
to get together with twenty other people once a month and be able to share the literacy and
volunteer recruitment stuff, that was vital, it kept us going and we looked forward to that” [379].
One member was particularly affected by participating in national days of service: “And then I
think the greatest thing, which I still talk about today—is when we did the national days of
service with the Senior Corps projects. I just thought that was the coolest thing, that I was
working on a playground with someone who was 80-something years old. And that just hit
home to me that this was something bigger than what I was doing just at the site that I was at”
[132].
On the other hand, a few members said that a negative aspect of their experience was not
knowing much about the larger AmeriCorps program and that they would have wanted more
connection to other AmeriCorps groups. As one member noted, her program was “…very
wrapped up in the American Red Cross, what we were doing for the Red Cross. So sometimes
we didn’t hear about what other AmeriCorps groups were doing and that, I think, would have
been beneficial” [1]. Similarly, another participant felt that more connection to other programs
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would have given him a better experience: “I think it would have been if we had more
connections, opportunities to connect to a network with other AmeriCorps volunteers outside of
our little program and we had a couple days of the year we spent together but it was just
everyone in the state. It’s a national program, but it was administrated locally, so kind of
bridging that gap” [44].

Teams
Most of the State/National programs operate in some sort of team-based format. Even if
members do not work with other members on a daily basis, they usually interact with the larger
group at the weekly or bi-weekly meetings that were mentioned above. In NCCC, the team
format is an overwhelmingly critical part of the experience. NCCC members live and work
together as a team for the entire ten months, and almost all NCCC members cited some aspect of
the team structure as an influential part of their experience. Some described teammates that
became close friends; many talked about learning to work together as a team composed of very
different people who would probably not otherwise have chosen to be friends. One NCCC
member explained the benefit of serving in such an intense team environment: “The program that
I was in, I think it was a very unique experience. It would be great if more people could have it,
but just being put into a situation where you’re with the same—like I was saying, people who are
completely different—but you’re with them and you have no choice but to get along with them
24 hours a day, 7 days a week for the year. I think it’s a great program, I think it’s a great idea, I
think it’s a great way to teach people how to interact with those who aren’t even remotely similar
to themselves” [738]. Another member agreed, saying, “I think that NCCC again, it’s that you’re
in a group. When you’re going to be in the working world or going back to school, you’re going
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to be working in groups at those times as well. You’ve got to work by yourself but you’re also
going to work in a group so it’s important to know how to understand group dynamics and know
there’s going to be different personalities within a group and so I think exposing you to the group
dynamic in NCCC is really important” [762].
While most NCCC alumni seemed to appreciate the value in this type of team experience,
many did cite examples of challenges that the structure creates. For example, one member noted
that “the challenge of being day in and day out with the same ten people, being on top of each
other all the time, that obviously wears on you, personality clashes and all that kind of thing. I
think that was probably the biggest challenge” [323]. Another described it as a learning
experience for everyone: “…You’re with so many people that you normally wouldn’t have
approached in the first place, like this wasn’t your normal group of friends, so there are a couple
of us that were kind of loners and then others that were just more outgoing, so we worked really
hard to get that balance. Of course, you’ve got so many different ideas, ideas about how things
should be done, it was just working out the kinks there so that we can be efficient. Eventually
we did achieve that, but that was definitely the most challenging part, I would say” [368].
Beyond the experience of working intensely in teams, some programs such as NCCC and City
Year have the added layer of a “corps” structure. According to alumni from these programs, the
esprit de corps was apparent and strong—it’s similar to the camaraderie that comes from being a
member of the military. Structures and processes are in place to build and cultivate a shared
identity that lasts far into the future. As one member explained: “I think the clear definition for
me, between AmeriCorps and AmeriCorps NCCC came when I started meeting people from
different AmeriCorps programs… During the year, you meet a few people that work in San
Diego and L.A. and that kind of thing and it was just so different and unique what we were
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doing. People would look at us and be like, wow, you guys are really hard-core. We don’t do
any of that. So it was almost, not a competitive thing, I think, but at the time you really—
especially right after, you want people to know that it wasn’t just any AmeriCorps program, I did
NCCC. We were that group that got up at 4:30 every day and went running, that was us. So it
was almost like you wanted to establish yourself just beyond AmeriCorps but you were
AmeriCorps NCCC” [275]. This shared identity even transcends particular campuses or service
years: “…If I meet somebody that has done another AmeriCorps program that’s not NCCC, I
don’t feel like I have that much in common with them or that much to talk about, whereas if I
meet another NCCC member, especially another team leader, then we have an instant bond”
[482].
City Year is known for its red jackets and group calisthenics that members perform in public
places. As one member explained: “[At City Year they] want to inspire, they build a culture that
allows everyone to be identified with it and so it helps to bridge any sort of differences. You
rally around your red coat, it sounds really silly, but I think that really makes a difference” [719].
The espirt de corps is so strong that members of City Year usually identify primarily with that
program and the connection to AmeriCorps is often secondary: “City Year had a lot of pride. I
know we were an AmeriCorps program, it didn’t really get brought up much” [446].

Diversity
When asked about diversity, almost all the members agreed that AmeriCorps increased their
understanding of people different from themselves. Diversity and exposure to differences came
from a variety of sources—from other AmeriCorps members, from non-AmeriCorps volunteers
or staff, and from interacting with service beneficiaries who were very different in some way.
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For example, this member described his NCCC experience: “Everybody was very different than
one another. Very different. Some people were from the city, some people were from the
country. Like I said, we had people who were black, white, Hispanic, Asian. We had people
who were young, people who were a little bit older who had been through college and some
people who had just finished high school. Some people had been through college already, some
had just a couple years of college. We had 13 people on the team and nine different states
represented, so everybody was very, very different. Nobody was even actually remotely similar
to another” [738]. Diversity comes in many forms, as this member conveyed: “There wasn’t very
much ethnic diversity but there was other kinds of diversity on our team. We had a different
religious, political, economic, education, sexual orientation background, pretty diverse team in
those respects” [191].
Many members lived and/or worked in places that were different from what they were used
to, and they believed that the experience gave them an enhanced understanding of different kinds
of communities. For example, one member felt that “…having an AmeriCorps experience and
then having to work in the inner city and be with those who were from not only different ethnic
backgrounds than I grew up, but also socioeconomic backgrounds, did impact my life” [284].
Another member explained that in AmeriCorps she was living in a different kind of place and
working with different kinds of people: “I was the only one who had a college degree. There
was a couple other people who weren’t from there, but I would say seventy-five percent of the
other mentors I worked with were from Escondido. I was white and I came from a small, rural
community and I was now in the city in Southern California with people not like myself. I mean,
which was fine, it was really a good learning experience. A lot of the other people, too, we had
had different backgrounds growing up, I guess culturally very different, in that sense, just where
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we’d come from” [155]. One member expressed how working in a different kind of community
impacted her: “Oh, my goodness; it’s changed my whole world view because you’re coming in
contact with people that don’t even speak English; totally different languages. It teaches you
about different cultural ideals, different heritage, ethnic differences; but also you learn about the
similarities about each culture and group that you’re serving” [38].
Some members felt that AmeriCorps challenged stereotypes that they had coming in about
certain kinds of people. One member explained that “It was a community that I lived in, serving
a population that I hadn’t been familiar with previously. I had gone into the program with a
preconceived idea of what homelessness and what homeless families were like, so not only did I
learn that what I thought was homelessness and what homeless families or people look like, but
also develop the ability to dispel myths and misconceptions relating to homelessness and
homeless families” [717]. Another member expressed a similar sentiment, saying that “prior to
that experience, I didn’t have much interactions with anyone who was homeless and I think if
you just saw how homeless people were portrayed in mainstream media or entertainment,
television, radio, movies, whatever, you’d definitely have a certain caricature of them, but when
you’re working with them day in, day out, you see them as individuals humans and you learn
their stories and what led them to be homeless” [44].
AmeriCorps members were often put in situations where they were forced to get along with
people different from themselves—they did not choose their team, whom they worked with, or
whom they served. Living and working with a diverse group of people was highlighted often by
the NCCC alumni. At discussed above, the NCCC program forms intentionally diverse teams,
and members are forced to live together, work together, and learn to function well as a team. For
many members, diversity was direct, immediate, and unavoidable. They experienced diversity in
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a very real and powerful way as they were fully immersed in diverse situations. Many had prior
experience talking about diversity in theory, but AmeriCorps made them live it day-in and dayout. For example: “For whatever reasons, in the towns I grew up in, I either didn’t notice or
acknowledge it, or I didn’t get to experience it in the same intensity that I experienced it that
year. It’s like when you’re on a team—you can pick and choose who you hang out with, but
your team is there, like it or not so it’s not like choosing friends in a class at school or in a
neighborhood, choosing and picking who you’re comfortable with. Comfortable or not, you
need to learn to work with and be with this group of people and that was a really good
experience for me because frankly, there were some people I probably wouldn’t have chosen to
interact with on a regular basis because they initially made me uncomfortable. But learning to be
comfortable with the range of people that were on our team was a very valuable experience”
[191]. A member from another team-based program had a similar experience with diversity: “I
wouldn’t say it perfected my understanding of diversity, by any means, but forcing the
experienced on someone and kind of saying these are your six people that you’re working with
and they’re all different from you and you need to get along with them and you need to make it
work, I think that (inaudible)... learned an incredibly amount, more than any other experience
that I’ve ever participated in…” [719].
A few members contrasted the intellectual appreciation of diversity that they had coming in
with the actual experience of diversity that they encountered in AmeriCorps and how that was
more powerful. As one member said, “I would say because whatever I had read before or
whatever I had intellectualized before, nothing really takes the place of actually working and
living with people different from you” [661]. Another member described her experience as
follows: “I was just engrossed in an area of people who were totally different than myself, so I
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had to find ways to communicate and find ways to get along with them. Also was I not only
working with people who had all this different background, I was mentoring kids who were from
a different background, and so they were talking about things that I’d never even heard of before,
I was like what? I was like, I didn’t even know that was going on! I think that I’d come from
this academic environment where we talked about diversity and all this stuff and I’d never really
seen it. Oregon doesn’t have the most diverse population, as far as ethnicity differences and
things like that. So it was really interesting to move to a place where I was the only white person
and to serve with people who had come from this city and I was from rural Oregon and who had
just made all these different choices. It was hard and there were times where it was very much in
my face, but I’m also glad that I experienced it because it helps me look at this a little differently
now” [155].
Despite these positive outcomes, members explained that it was not easy to handle all this
diversity forced on them. These experiences were complicated and challenging, and in fact many
mentioned difficulties in dealing with other people as one of the worst parts of the AmeriCorps
experience. It is also interesting to note that when members were asked if the program enhanced
their understanding of people different from themselves, the responses varied widely in terms of
the type of differences they cited. Many different types of diversity were mentioned, including
age, ethnicity, backgrounds, life experiences, education, socioeconomic status, and disabilities.
Most members felt that diversity had a positive impact in terms of their knowledge, perspectives,
and understanding, but few cited behaviors that have changed subsequently. For example, they
did not say that they now had different kinds of friends or that they made an effort to seek out
diverse people. (Note, however, that members were not specifically asked about behavior change
related to diversity.) Nonetheless, one cannot dismiss the possibility that the changes in attitude
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that they cited—such as an enhanced understanding of different kinds of people—did cause
behavioral changes that were simply not mentioned.

Experiential learning
For most members, AmeriCorps service is far more experiential than intellectual. The
literature on service in adolescents emphasizes the critical importance of service learning, but
this does not seem to be the case for older participants. As mentioned above, some found the
service learning to be unnecessary or tangential to the work they were doing. For participants in
AmeriCorps, what mattered was the direct service experience, putting oneself in a real situation
and doing meaningful work. The value came from getting out there and getting things done.
Alumni cited very specific moments of direct service that had an impact on them, and almost
every member could relate vivid stories about people and circumstances that had clearly stuck in
their minds. AmeriCorps service was not an intellectual exercise; rather, it was the experiential
piece that mattered.
The following members all had very different kinds of AmeriCorps experiences, but their
examples illustrate the unifying importance of on-the-job learning. “I think the cliché of real
world experience just rings true. I was fresh out of college so I had a lot of book knowledge and
I’d studied about and done some things. I’d had some good experiences but that year I feel like I
grew tremendously in my understanding of racism and oppression. That came up so many times
during that year, which is why I keep saying that, I guess. I didn’t realize how much I didn’t
know until that year” [191]. “I think I got to interact with a community in a way that I wouldn’t
have just by shadowing or researching. Having that intimate interaction with families and the
children and not just acquiring a knowledge but doing something constructive and having some
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kind of role in their lives was really valuable for me” [752]. “It’s real life experience day in, day
out, of meeting and interacting with people and seeing and hearing their stories and
understanding how policy impacts their situations and either helps them or prevents them from
moving out of homelessness into a more permanent, stable living condition” [44]. “I think
anytime that you become friends with someone, it makes their experience more real and so for
the first time I was becoming friends with people who were refugees and who grew up with
conflicts and those were realities that I had not had that personal connection with beforehand. So
in that way they became much more real and I really understood what those things meant, what
the pain meant, what the challenges meant through hearing their stories and caring about their
situations” [197].

Feeling productive at the service site
When asked about the parts of their AmeriCorps program that were done well, members
mentioned having a well-structured program, working in agencies that supported AmeriCorps,
and good integration of AmeriCorps with the sites. In these cases, members felt useful and
valued. For example, one member described the importance of working in a well-known agency:
“I think the fact that it is co-sponsored by the United Way, which everybody hears about,
everybody knows something about, kind of helped get the foot in the door for the groups that we
were involved in. So a group that may not necessarily have been accepted in a variety of places,
because we were connected with United Way, made a big difference. United Way also provided
us with the training and the counseling that comes along with being in the program and I think
that that was a big push” [631]. Another mentioned the alignment between AmeriCorps and the
service site placement: “I think also just the intensive support and training that they gave
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throughout the program year and how intentionally they were at every point to make sure we
were integrated into our sites. At the beginning we met really intensely with our service sites at
orientation to get to know them and understand the project” [132].
In contrast, poor integration of AmeriCorps with the host sites was cited by some members as
a negative aspect of the experience. Poor integration included differences in rules or
expectations, members not feeling welcome at the site, and a lack of coordination between the
site and the AmeriCorps program. One member noted: “At times, different staff who wanted to
treat you one way, they hear that this is free help so luckily we had a program director and we
had a principal who didn’t tolerate it but I think you did feel a little bit slighted by some of the
staff who didn’t give the respect or weren’t as helpful” [156]. Another explained how the
AmeriCorps rules and the organization’s goals conflicted: “Sometimes the hard part was having
all the federal stipulations that are necessary evils that prohibited activities; things you can and
can’t do as an AmeriCorps member in an organization that has really high needs. Trying to do
meaningful work and get things done without letting yourself be grabbed in other direction that
the organization needs but that you weren’t necessarily there to do” [191]. This sentiment was
echoed by another member, working in a different program: “The AmeriCorps program people
and the YWCA had really different ideas about my position and how much supervision I would
have and what I was allowed to do in different things. So it was actually kind of frustrating
because I felt like AmeriCorps or my AmeriCorps program, they basically gave me this long,
long, long, long list of things I wasn’t allowed to do and they were really specific, but also it was
almost impossible for me to do my job without breaking some of the rules that they made for me
and it was almost like the YWCA had put me in a position where I had to break them, their
expectations, so that was really stressful and frustrating” [477].
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Other members did not feel valued by the sites they worked at. For example, “One of the
challenges I had being an AmeriCorps member when they’re placed in a host site was really
convincing people that you belong. There are often times as AmeriCorps members we were
overlooked and other people at our site would be like, oh, well, they’re just the AmeriCorps
members, or we don’t need to involve them because they’re just AmeriCorps. When you hear
that it makes us seem like it’s not as important as other things going on. So just getting that
reinforced all the time really stunk, honestly” [284]. “I had a couple of experiences with teachers
at school where they just were not as supportive, there were a couple teachers who just opted-out
of sending their kids to the reading corps at all, which is a little frustrating, because you felt like
they weren’t taking advantage of the opportunity that you were giving them” [456].
Some members felt underused, that certain projects were not the best use of time, that
programs were poorly organized, or that they had to endure burdensome paperwork and
reporting requirements. For example, one member said that “the worst part was probably the
struggles I had with feeling unproductive at work, with feeling underused” [197]. Another
explained that some sponsors were not prepared with adequate work for the team. “The worst
part was probably feeling that our time could have been better spent on a different project
because there was one place that we went to…and they just didn’t have their stuff together.
They gave us a place to stay and we constantly had to find work for us to do because the work
that they had initially planned for us was not safe. … Also, like I mentioned on the painting
project earlier, why were we painting houses that were already painted a couple months prior,
this is just busy work. It just could have been more organized in some sense before it came
down to us” [368].
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Leadership opportunities
Many members appreciated the opportunity to take on leadership roles during their
AmeriCorps service. They assumed high levels of responsibility and often felt ownership for
projects they worked on. This member described all the different tasks she had to do: “I learned
a lot, we had to do so much. I had to teach, my supervisor was not on-site most of the time, I
managed my time myself, I built relationships in the school, I worked with teachers and
principals. The kids come to you with all kind of problems, like I helped my students find legal
aid, I helped my students apply for food stamps or whatever it is. I learned more about the tax
codes than I ever thought I would need to know. I learned a lot, I had to do a lot of different
jobs, I had a lot of responsibility…” [661]. Another member explained the freedom she had to
help shape the service: “I think the fact that they didn’t treat us like babies or children or people
that were inadequate to come up with programs of our own. We always had a chance to do
something each, at our site, they gave us that type of leadership opportunity … So we felt kind of
blessed that we were the ones that got a good site where we were able to actually do what we
wanted to do and make an impact as opposed to just giving us work that someone else didn’t
want to do” [156]. Another agreed, saying that “…the supervision we had back then, I liked the
way they did it…Because the supervision that we had is we give you tools and we run with it
ourselves. And to me we had not so much support, but if we told them we were going to do
something we did it and they told us to run with it” [338]. One member described her many
responsibilities: “I was taking initiative in my job on a day-to-day basis, because we’re the first
AmeriCorps members in their school and they had never had a volunteer program except for one
that brought in family members and other Somali family members, who of course were not the
best literacy tutors because they themselves couldn’t read fluently. So we were building things
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up from the ground when it came to everything we did. We visited a mosque, we visited
volunteer fairs, we ran booths…[we] went to high schools, brainstormed and then made things
happen” [379].

Q3: Why AmeriCorps had an impact

Exposure to new people and experiences
Nearly all the members described the AmeriCorps experience as eye-opening or explained
that it had given them exposure to new situations, new kinds of people, or new kinds of work.
This “exposure to newness” came from being in a different kind of community, from the work
itself, from the service beneficiaries, from teammates, or from the staff at the work site.
Members referred to people or cultures they had never encountered before, and they emphasized
the importance of new experiences and tasks. They used words and phrases such as “eye
opening,” “changed my perspective,” “things I would not have been able to do otherwise,” “saw
first-hand,” “first time,” “unique experience.” For many people, AmeriCorps exposed them to
new jobs or new kinds of people that they simply would not have encountered otherwise and
they felt that this was a valuable part of their AmeriCorps experience.
This member talked about the different kinds of people she worked with: “Definitely just
with my teammates and also with the people I was working with, the whole time I was exposed
to people who grew up differently than me and had different ideals than I did. People who led
different types of lives, so I was definitely exposed to a lot” [323]. Another member explained:
“I met a lot of families who were really different from my family and I spent a lot of time with
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kids who were in a situation that was really different from what mine had been when I was a kid
… So they were mostly Mexican because that was just the community of people who lived there
so I learned a lot about that culture and I feel like there would have been no other opportunity or
way for me to learn about that” [477].
Many members described how their service work exposed them to new situations. For
example, one remarked that “I’d never been in a city like that before and so I’d never worked
with youth who were experiencing the things that they were experiencing” [155]. Another noted
that “Working at a police department was something I had never even been exposed to before. It
was a totally different culture. And then going out into the community on the crisis calls that
you are on, you’re definitely in communities maybe that you weren’t exposed to previously”
[132]. For this member, her job forced her to take action in a way that she had never had to do
before: “But it was the first time that I had really gotten involved with people who were drug
addicts and people who were used to gang violence on a regular basis and used to coming from a
very physically abusive household. I mean, I knew a lot about, well, if you suspect child abuse
this is the steps that you do, but to actually be in the situation where you like the parent and you
like the child and then all of a sudden, you see the child and you see the child being abused and
having to report it. You hear about that on the news, you read about it in school, but when you
come face to face with the realities of I have to do something to help this child, that’s a bit of a
shock” [631].
Some members served in the communities they were from, while others traveled far to join a
program in a new city or a new state. For some of those who relocated, the opportunity to live in
a new place with new people broadened their horizons. “Also, me coming from a really small
town and not really having any exposure to people outside of my small town or my circle of
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friends, just really opened up my eyes to a lot of different possibilities, even as far as it never
even occurred to me to move outside of New England, let alone to go all the way to San Diego
and see all these different places” [738]. It’s quite possible that members would have gotten this
kind of exposure later in life, but it may not have come at a time when they were still young and
flexible enough to alter the life-course, or shift values, in a substantive way.

Intensity
Along with exposure came intensity. Many AmeriCorps programs are designed to be intense
experiences in which participants are expected to do things far outside their usual patterns of
behavior. These members worked in neighborhoods they would not otherwise encounter while
doing things they would not have had the opportunity to do in normal circumstances. For many,
it was the first time they worked daily as part of a team; for others it was the first time they were
placed in a leadership role. In these situations they were forced to address conflict and learn to
work together, day in and day out.
AmeriCorps jolts people out of their comfort zones. It challenges them, and it puts them in
positions to do things and meet people that are dramatically different from their lives up to that
point. The challenge of working hard in new circumstances makes a lasting impact on many of
those who serve. It’s a rare opportunity to get outside of their normal lives and fully immerse
themselves in trying new things. These members described the intensity of their service: “It was
a really intense experience, it was definitely more work than I had ever committed myself to, the
amount of time that I spent on things when I would come home and I remember specifically,
some of the lessons that we taught students were…the conversations that we had with them were
so fascinating to me” [719]. “It was very intense. I remember at one point we had a drill—it
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wasn’t a drill, it was an actual…there was a car full of gang members with guns that were
planning to shoot out the school. So being the safety that we were after school and the kids were
going home, we had to quietly bring all the kids inside for lockdown after they were all already
going home. So it was that type of experience. On my last day there, at the school, one of my
girls didn’t show up and that was very odd, because as long as we were there, they were there.
They were excited and we were kind of like, why is that? Her brother had come home the night
before and wanted to get out of his gang and in front of the entire family, shot himself. They
lived in a very hard-core community, some of the things that I would never have imagined, so it
was an eye-opening experience, I kind of grew up a lot in that project because of it. It was just
amazing, I wouldn’t take it back for the world and I just realized the importance of education and
realize what some of our kids in our country are going through” [275].

People
Relationships matter, and the people involved in AmeriCorps may be as important as the
service itself. Members often cited close friends they had made in the program or relationships
they formed with mentors or supervisors. Important relationships form because of the
camaraderie of being on a team, from working in a network of like-minded people, and from
being together in an intense, new experience. In fact, when asked about the best parts of the
experience or the most valuable things they took away from AmeriCorps, many of the members
interviewed mentioned the people involved, the team, or the relationships they formed.
When asked about the best part of her AmeriCorps service, one member said it was “the
people I got to serve with; the program staff and the AmeriCorps members themselves. It was
just a lot of fun and a lot of great people I met” [132]. Another member agreed, saying that the
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best part was “the people. It all comes down to the people, like-minded individuals all working
for similar causes with similar goals. We all may have come from different walks of life and
we’re all different ages and we’re all different genders and we’re all different preferences, but
when it came right down to it, we were all pulling together as a united front” [631].
Some members mentioned the importance of building relationships with mentors. “I really
enjoyed the staff that I worked with, the clinicians who were at the Center and I’m still in touch
with some of them. I really, really enjoyed them, they were all incredibly inspiring people and I
felt so lucky to be surrounded by people that I wanted to be like, that I respected enough to want
to emulate them, to want to figure out how they got there so that I could do that too” [197].
Others cited teammates that later became friends. “I remain very close friends with one of the
other team members that I worked with, we were roommates for a couple of years, I was in his
wedding party. We’re close friends to this day” [44]. “I would say my team coordinator for that
year, I consider a mentor and a role model and definitely someone who’s very special to me and
then I developed great friendships with a bunch of the reading corps members who I served with.
Like I said, we were a really tight team” [456]. “Oh yes, it was very strong relationships. At the
end of the year, everybody, whether you liked them or not at the beginning of the year,
everybody was like brother/sister. Those are the kind of relationships we had. It was a very,
very lasting relationship. I still keep in contact” [738].
Many also talked about the relationships they formed with service beneficiaries—especially
children—as being one of the most positive parts of their AmeriCorps experience. As this
member explained, “Well it was actually really hard for me to leave when it was time, which
wasn’t something that I thought about at the beginning but because I had formed those kinds of
relationships with some of the kids, I don’t think it was that easy for them for me to just leave…”
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[477]. Another said, “I really felt attached to the children and to the principal of the school….I
hope that I still keep in touch with them when they’re 16 or when they’re applying to college. I
hope they’re applying to college. I really want to be there for them for the rest of their lives.
That, I think was the most meaningful part to me” [752]. Another member who worked in a
school agreed, saying that “There was no question that we were doing direct service and the best
part of my week was Monday through Thursday with the students. … I think the amount of time
with students and the direct service with students and the relationships built with students, you
got to be really close to your students is the best part” [661].

Timing
AmeriCorps draws the majority of participants from the 18-24 age range, which is often a
pivotal time in life. Many people do AmeriCorps during a transition point—after high school, as
a break during college, or right after graduating from college. For some, AmeriCorps is a chance
to pause and think about what to do next while doing something worthwhile at the same time.
For those who were programmed since a young age to work hard in school and go to a good
college, AmeriCorps is a safe way to temporarily “get off the path” and perhaps go in a new
direction. It’s an opportunity to explore, and many people do AmeriCorps because they are
consciously looking for a change. Exposure to new and different situations may have particularly
strong impacts at these pivotal times, and the program may be less likely to cause huge shifts if it
is done later in life. Doing AmeriCorps at a pivotal moment in development—the timing of the
experience—seems to be an important factor in understanding long-term impacts. As these
members explained: “Probably the important piece of this is I was doing this right after college
so I had graduated from Ridge University and went from graduating pretty much directly into
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AmeriCorps. So it was definitely a pivotal point in my life where I finished one huge chunk of
my life and was moving into another chunk of my life, so it was kind of that first step in
whatever direction I was going to take” [465]. “It was definitely one of those key points in my
life that I took a different path than I was expecting to take, so it was very much a
transformational thing for me…I was ready for a change; I was ready to take on a new challenge
and it made sense to me” [390].
Similarly, AmeriCorps is a time-limited, year-long program (or two years for those who
choose to serve a second term). Knowing that the experience was bounded—that there was a
defined beginning and an end—may make members more likely to take risks and try new things
while they are in the program. It may also make them more likely to fully engross themselves in
the experience, which in turn may lead to more lasting impacts. This member explained: “I think
it’s just the whole experience of having another year to sort of…it’s an experience most people
don’t get to have, where you don’t have to worry about—I mean you have to worry about
money—but you’re sort of given that freedom. I have a friend who doesn’t like when I say this,
but ‘to take a year off’. It’s not a year of vacation, but it’s just a year where you can sort of be
removed from that whole, like, who’s paying your rent and your 401K and all that kind of stuff
that everybody seems to worry about when they’re in their 20’s. It’s just a different lifestyle.
You’re totally immersed in that lifestyle” [287].

Self-efficacy
AmeriCorps projects are usually designed to allow members to make a tangible difference
and to see the results of their hard work. After all, the AmeriCorps slogan is to “get things done.”
Members are put in positions with high levels of responsibility. They work hard and begin to
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realize that they can make a difference in communities, which can subsequently lead to enhanced
self-efficacy. One member noted that one of the most valuable things she took away from the
AmeriCorps experience was “…just knowing that the little things that you do can definitely
make a difference. You don’t have to do something…you know, there’s a lot of people that have
accomplished great things, but even just the little tasks, the fact that you’ve reached even a
handful of people, that’s enough” [368].
Other members recalled how these accomplishments made them feel: “Pretty much anything
they asked us to do, we did… It was awesome, it was pretty hard because I had just not done
anything like that before. I know, by the time I was more than halfway done with the year, I felt
like I could do anything. I wish I felt that way all the time, I regress, I know that, but I just felt
like I could take on anything” [375]. “I think also when I did the Red Cross preparedness patch
and accomplished that and finished it, that was a great feeling because that was, for the first time
kind of in my life, I had accomplished something so big on my own. So that was kind of like a
moment” [641]. “The school we were at—I remember hooking up one of the Internets in a lab
next to last day and one of the kids was real excited and signing me about how happy they were.
And that’s kind of a moment like wow, this really has had an impact on another individual who
maybe isn’t as well off as I have been” [762].
This member articulated how his time in AmeriCorps increased his self-efficacy: “I think it
changed me both personally and professionally. Like I said before, it changed my attitudes as to
the possibility of overcoming problems. Before I had done a year in AmeriCorps I was very
aware of a lot of the problems in our country and in our world, but I felt like they were
overwhelming and just there was nothing that could really be done and so it wasn’t really worth
trying to effect change on a small scale, because there was so many large-scale problems and I
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think that my AmeriCorps experience really changed that and allowed me to see that no matter
how bad it is, working to create some small good is always worthwhile, so that was a big change
personally, in attitude, and then professionally also, it gave me a lot of skills and experience and
confidence that I could coordinate massive events or just deal with people in a more professional
manner” [456].

Teamwork and common purpose
Members noted the feelings they had in AmeriCorps of being part of something larger than
themselves, either by being part of a diverse team working for the same purpose, or as part of the
AmeriCorps national service movement. For some members, living and working in a diverse
environment allowed them to feel a common bond through service. Some mentioned that they
realized they were all there for a shared purpose and that AmeriCorps helped them to see
similarities among people who were outwardly very different or who came in with very different
backgrounds. These members saw the power of service as an equalizer.
They explained: “I can say the best thing about my experience was we all came into the
program on the same level. In other words, although we came from different backgrounds, we
were all different ages, gender, different educational backgrounds, because we were all coming
in at the same time, we formed our team from the ground up. In other words, everybody was on
the same playing field” [717]. “It was so amazing to see the people that were passionate about
serving, people that you’d think were just…I mean you’d walk around and see people with all
these piercings and tattoos and whatever and you’re like, okay. I really think that service brings
people together, there was no other…nothing else could have shown me that then my time with
NCCC, I can kind of see all the different faces right now. I remember the first day that we were
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there, just kind of looking around saying, wow, these people are here for the same reasons I am”
[368]. “We had a pretty good mix of racial diversity and people from different incomes and
walks of life. It was a really inspiring to be part of a group that was such a different mix of
people but that got along so well and so quickly and sort of realized, hey, we’re all here to do the
same thing and just sort of took it from that starting point, from that common ground… I think it
allowed me to see the commonalities between me and people who I assumed were wildly
different than me” [456].
One member told a particularly poignant story: “This was our first real project and the first
thing that we do is walk into this center where it’s all kids who have been taken away from their
families for one reason or another, usually abuse problems. So the kids don’t necessarily have
anything wrong with them. But the first person that I met, that I saw, was an 8 year old girl who
had—a really cute little blond girl—who’d had hot water thrown on her by her mother because
she was crying. You know? And she had burns all down the side of her face and on her arm and
you could see they were on her torso also. But you walk in and that’s the first thing that you see.
You had an immediate gut check saying, what you’re about to do is pretty serious and you want
to make sure that you’re taking this serious. That’s kind of the common thread that helped
everybody get through no matter what everybody’s differences were, and there were a lot of very
big differences on our team. The common thread was that we all knew that we were there for
reasons outside of our own. So if you get into a fight with somebody on the team, which was
bound to happen; at the end of the day it didn’t really matter how you felt about that other person
or how they felt about you because there was a bigger reason that we were there” [738].
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Specifics matter
In the end, particular circumstances and particular people determine whether or not members
are impacted by their AmeriCorps experiences. Members noted how widely these factors vary—
even in a very standardized program like NCCC, the experience is not at all homogeneous. The
quality and impacts of a year of AmeriCorps service ultimately come down to the specific
projects and the specific group of people.
One member explained how the specifics of the program can determine the nature of the
experience: “I do definitely recommend it with the caveat that it’s not for everyone and that it
can be a wildly different experience depending on where you serve and who you have above
you. Some of my friends who went through the program before me served in the other program
that we run here, the Youth in Service program and they had a lot more issues with their team
coordinator and definitely didn’t bond in the same way that I did and so their experience was a
little more mixed. They definitely had the good experiences, but a lot of bad experiences too.
So I do wholeheartedly recommend it to people, but I do also note that it’s going to go
differently every time and people should really be aware of what they’re getting themselves into”
[456]. Another member agreed that the particulars of the experience vary widely: “Usually when
I tell people about it, I’m like, really research the organization first because you’re part of
AmeriCorps but AmeriCorps isn’t consistent across the board, it’s different between different
sites and who’s your boss” [641].
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Part III: Quantitative Data
Longitudinal Study Design
Research about national service has been hampered because of a lack of high-quality data.
Recently, however, the Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS), which is the
federal agency that administers AmeriCorps and other service programs, released a set of
comprehensive data files to the public. These data come from a longitudinal study of over 2,000
participants in about 100 full-time AmeriCorps programs across the country. The data come from
surveys and include control groups of non-participants as part of a quasi-experimental design to
assess the impacts of participation in AmeriCorps. Surveys were conducted at baseline in 1999,
at the end of one year of AmeriCorps service, two years after the end of service, and seven years
after completion of AmeriCorps service (2007).
Survey Wave

# Observations

# Variables

Description

1

Baseline

4153

214

Baseline dataset. Survey administered
from September 1999 to March 2000.

2

Post-Program

3300

409

Post-program dataset. Survey
administered from September 2000 to
May 2001.

3

Post-program
supplemental (PPSS)

2975

381

Post-program supplemental dataset.
Survey administered from September
2002 to June 2003.

4

State/National program
director (SNPD)

108

176

State/National program directors
dataset. Survey administered from
August 2000 to November 2000.

5

Phase III

2240

1273

Phase III dataset. Survey administered
in 2007.

CNCS contracted with Abt Associates to gather these data and do the preliminary set of
analyses (CNCS 2004, CNCS 2008). They looked at participants in two different types of
AmeriCorps programs: for AmeriCorps State and National, they randomly sampled participants
from over 100 different programs around the country that are either state-sponsored or are
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affiliates of national non-profits. They formed a control group by using people who had
expressed interest in participating by calling the AmeriCorps 1-800 informational phone number.
The other type of program is the National Civilian Community Corps (NCCC), which is teambased and residential. Participants were selected from three out of five campus locations around
the country.6 The NCCC program is more selective and had space constraints, so the control
group consisted of people who either interviewed for the program and chose not to participate, or
those who wanted to join but were denied a slot. For this program the participant and nonparticipant groups likely come closer to random assignment. This presents a strong research
design, but the problem with using just this group in the analysis is that it only accounts for about
450 of the original 2000+ AmeriCorps participants.
In addition, the NCCC program is not very representative of the larger universe of
AmeriCorps programs because of the age restrictions on participants, the team-based and
residential structure of the program, and the type of work that participants do during their term of
service. Not only is NCCC a unique type of AmeriCorps program, but members tend to have
somewhat similar experiences because the program operates under a highly standardized model.
Since this dissertation is concerned with effects of different program characteristics, it was more
informative to focus the analysis on the more variable State and National programs. Therefore
the quantitative analysis uses only observations from members who participated in State and
National programs.

6

At the time of the survey there were 5 NCCC campuses; now there are 4. Charleston and DC closed, Iowa opened
in the summer of 2008. A fifth campus is scheduled to open soon in Mississippi.
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Methods
Description of the sample
The longitudinal study had high attrition, as shown in the table below. This is not surprising
given that many AmeriCorps participants are young and highly mobile, thus making them a
difficult population to track down for the follow-up surveys. Abt’s analysis (CNCS, 2008)
included extensive testing for attrition bias and found few significant differences between the
attriters and the non-attriters. Therefore the treatment sample at Phase III is considered to be
representative of the AmeriCorps population that began their service in 1999.

S/N treatment
NCCC treatment
Total treatment

Baseline Post-program Phase III
1,752
1,385
906
476
461
337
2,228
1,846
1,243

As mentioned above, this analysis focuses on members of the State and National treatment
group. Basic demographics for this sample are shown in the tables below. Most members began
their service with some college experience or were college graduates; the majority fall into the
18-24 age range, although there is a large percentage of members who served when they were
above age 30; and this sample includes a sizeable number of non-white participants.
Education at Baseline
Freq
Percent
No HS diploma
32
3.5
HS diploma or equivalent
168
18.5
Some college
342
37.8
College graduate
358
39.5

Age at Baseline
Freq
Percent
Under 18
15
1.7
18 to 24
482
53.2
25 to 30
126
13.9
Over 30
283
31.2
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Ethnicity
Hispanic
Multiracial
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian
Black/African American
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
White

Freq
Percent
125
13.8
28
3.1
22
2.4
25
2.8
220
24.3
10
1.1
475
52.5

Program Characteristics
In order to focus on program characteristics, the analysis utilizes variables in the data set that
describe features of the AmeriCorps State and National programs and the types of service done
by members. Program characteristic variables come from three different surveys: the
State/National program director survey, the post-program member survey, and the post-program
supplemental member survey. The State/National program director survey consists of a series of
questions that describe the focus of the AmeriCorps program and its structure. Each of these
programs was given a unique program ID, so it was possible to link the program director data to
member records by using this identifier. The post-program and post-program supplemental
surveys contain a number of questions that asked the members about details of their program and
their particular experiences. These include whether or not participants served as part of a team or
alone, the amount of orientation and training they received, inclusion of service-learning in the
program, opportunities for leadership, issue area addressed, amount of direct contact with service
beneficiaries, etc. The variables from all three surveys are listed in the tables below7. In addition,
some highly collinear variables were combined into new constructs using principal components
analysis. These variables are listed in the final table.
7

The variables from the two member-reported surveys (post-program and post-program supplemental) are split into
categories: member actions and behavior during service, member perceptions of the service experience, and actions
taken by members after the service ended. This is described further in the Model Selection section.
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Actions/Behaviors During Service
* = Post-program supplemental survey
Variable Name
*planningpca

Survey Question
First principal component, planning and leading

*govt
*staff_challenge

How often did you work with a local or state government official on a
service project?
How often did staff and supervisors challenge you to do your best?

*staffpca

First principal component, staff

*mentor

diversemembers

During your AmeriCorps experience, did you develop a meaningful
relationship with someone who served as your mentor?
How much are the activities you did in AmeriCorps related to any longterm career or job interest you currently have?
How many days did you attend orientation at the beginning of your
enrollment in the program?
How often did the program bring all members together for a meeting or
trainings?
How often did you keep a journal or write about what your service or
volunteer experience meant to you?
How often did you talk about your AmeriCorps experience with other
volunteers, friends, or relatives?
How often did you work with members from diverse backgrounds?

servewithothers

How often did you serve with other members at the same location?

diverserecipients

directbeneficiary

How often did you work with service recipients from different
backgrounds than you?
During AmeriCorps, did you live or serve in a community that was
culturally different from the place where you grew up?
How often did your AmeriCorps experience expose you to
communities different from the one(s) that you grew up in?
During your AmeriCorps service year, did you primarily serve in the
area of Education?
During your AmeriCorps service year, did you primarily serve in the
area of Environment?
During your AmeriCorps service year, did you primarily serve in the
area of Public Safety?
During your AmeriCorps service year, did you primarily serve in the
area of Human Needs?
How often did you serve in direct contact with service beneficiaries?

worklivecomm

How often did you work in the community where you live?

careerinterest
daysorientation
freqmeetings
journal
discussexperience

differentcomm
exposedifferentcomm
Education
Environment
PublicSafety
HumanNeeds
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Member perceptions of the service experience
* = Post-program supplemental survey
Variable Name
*challenge_phys

Survey Question
How often did you feel physically challenged by your assignments?

*challenge_emot

How often did you feel emotionally challenged by your assignments?

*challenge_others

How often did other AmeriCorps members challenge you to do your
best?
How much do you agree that you did things you never thought you
could do?
How often did you feel respected by other members?

didhardthings
*respected
exposedtonew
reexamined
realworld
changedbeliefs
enhanceunderstanding
*felt_appreciated
contributiontocomm
madedifference
partofcomm

How much do you agree that you were exposed to new ideas and
ways of seeing the world?
How much do you agree that you re-examined your beliefs and
attitudes about yourself?
How much do you agree that you learned more about the “real” world?
How much do you agree that you changed some of your beliefs and
attitudes?
How much did your AmeriCorps experience enhance your
understanding about people different from you?
How often did you feel appreciated by the service recipients?
How much do you agree that you felt that you made a contribution to
the community?
How much do you agree that you felt you made a difference in the life
of at least one person?
How much do you agree that you felt like part of a community?

Member actions after service ended
* = Post-program supplemental survey
Variable Name
*contactsupervisorpca

Survey Question
First principal component, contact with supervisor

*ACorps_hire

Since the end of your program, have you been hired as an employee
by your AmeriCorps program or a sponsoring organization where you
did a service project?
Since the end of your program, have you stayed in contact with other
AmeriCorps members?
Since the end of your program, have you stayed in contact with coworkers?
Since the end of your program, have you stayed in contact with service
recipients?

*contact_ACorpsmembers
*contact_coworkers
*contact_recipient
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State/National Program Director Survey
Variable Name
OrgAge

Survey Question
Approximately how many years has your agency been in operation?

ACorpsAge
PriorityService

Approximately how many years has your program received
AmeriCorps funding?
Highest priority of AmeriCorps program is providing needed services?

PriorityComm

Highest priority of AmeriCorps program is strengthening community?

PriorityMembers

Highest priority of AmeriCorps program is developing members?

FocusMatch

Does focus of organization match that of AmeriCorps program?

MemsDoOtherService
%Urban

Aside from their regular service projects/activities, how often do
members participate in other service projects in the community?
% of members serving in urban setting

%TimeDirectContact

% time on projects w/direct contact w/service beneficiaries

%TimeNoDirectContact

% time on projects w/no direct contact w/service beneficiaries

%TimeAdmin

% time spent on paperwork/administrative duties

OtherVolunteers

Besides AmeriCorps members, does organization have other
volunteers?
How much were AmeriCorps members involved in volunteer
recruitment?
% of members that come from the community in which they are
serving
In total, how many AmeriCorps members did you enroll in the 19992000 program year?
Number of first- or second-year full-time members serving at the
program.
How long is your AmeriCorps program orientation?

VolRecruitment
%FromComm
NumMembers
Fulltime
OrientationDays
SponsorPlan
SponsorTrain
SponsorOrientation
LeadershipFocus
%StaffTimeMemDvlp

Sponsoring staff help in planning/arranging service activities/projects
for members?
Sponsoring staff participate in providing/arranging periodic member
development/training for members?
Do you require that your service sites provide some type of formal
orientation for members?
Leadership skills are a major focus for AmeriCorps program?
What percentage of total staff time is spent planning or leading
member development activities?
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State/National Program Director Survey (continued)
Variable Name
%TimeMemDvlp
MemDvlp_hours
LifeAfterACorps
LifeAfterACorps_individual
CivicEng

Survey Question
In an average month, what percent of time do your AmeriCorps
members spend in training/member development activities?
How many hours of member development opportunities were offered
by AmeriCorps programs?
Does your program provide transition activities for members leaving
the AmeriCorps program at the end of their term of service?
Does your program provide individual counseling, meetings with
staff/supervisor/team leader to discuss transition/future goals?
While enrolled in your program how important is it that your members
develop commitment to civic engagement, social responsibility, and
volunteerism?

Skills

While enrolled in your program how important is it that your members
learn skills that they can use on the job, or for future employment?

Diversity

While enrolled in your program how important is it that your members
have an opportunity to serve with members from diverse
backgrounds?
While enrolled in your program how important is it that your members
develop teamwork/leadership skills?
% of AmeriCorps members who serve as the only AmeriCorps
members at the service site
Does your AmeriCorps program utilize team/crew leaders?

TeamworkLeadership
%ServeAlone
TeamLeaders
MemSeeOthers_daily
MemsInTeams
StaffRatio
Uniforms
ACorpsEvents

On average, do your AmeriCorps members see other AmeriCorps
members in your program daily?
Do your members serve in teams?
Ratio of full-time organizational staff working with AmeriCorps
members
Do your members wear AmeriCorps materials to encourage members
to identify with AmeriCorps as a national program?
Do you have any events/activities with other AmeriCorps programs to
encourage members to identify with AmeriCorps as a national
program?

ACorpsRallies

Do your members attend nationally sponsored rallies in order to
encourage them to identify with AmeriCorps as a national program?

StateEvents

Do your members attend state and/or regional events in order to
encourage them to identify with AmeriCorps as a national program?
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The table below shows survey questions that were used in forming the constructs from highly
collinear variables. The new variables consist of the first principal component from each group.

* = Post-program supplemental survey
Variable Name
planningpca
planningpca
planningpca
planningpca
planningpca
planningpca
planningpca
planningpca
staffpca
staffpca
staffpca
contactsupervisorpca
contactsupervisorpca
contactsupervisorpca
contactsupervisorpca

Survey Question
*How often did you go to a meeting where you took part in making
decisions?
*How often did you plan or lead a meeting or activity?
*How often did you give a presentation or speech?
*How often did you decide which activities you did?
*How often did you set rules for some aspect of your AmeriCorps
service?
*How often did you plan activities or events, such as planning field
trips, selecting speakers, etc?
How often did you get involved in planning your service activities?
*How often did you write a letter or memo?
*How often did staff and supervisors help you adjust to and deal with
your service experience?
*How often did staff and supervisors show interest in what was going
on in your life?
*How often would staff and supervisors compliment you when you did
something well?
Since the end of your program, have you stayed in contact with an
AmeriCorps team leader or immediate supervisor?
Since the end of your program, have you stayed in contact with an
AmeriCorps program administrator?
Since the end of your program, have you stayed in contact with a
service site administrator?
Since the end of your program, have you stayed in contact with
someone who served as your mentor?

Some of the program characteristic variables had little variation in the responses given by
members or by program directors—this challenge will be discussed further in the Data
Limitations section. On the other hand, some variables had a very useful distribution of
responses, which illustrates how widely some aspects of the experience do indeed vary between
programs. Two examples are shown below: first is an example from the member-reported set of
variables, and below that is an example from the program director survey.
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How often during your AmeriCorps experience did you plan an activity or lead a meeting?
Freq.
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Regularly
Total

53
77
245
427
802

Percent
Cum.
6.6
6.6
9.6
16.2
30.6
46.8
53.2
100.0
100.0

0

5

Percentage of programs
10
15

20

What percent of staff time is spent on member development activities?

0
20
40
60
80
100
What % of staff time is spent planning or leading member development activities

Outcomes of Interest: Dependent Variables
Previous analyses of this data set grouped related outcome items into comprehensive
constructs, and principal components analysis was used to verify that these groupings were
accurate 8. Items in each category were averaged to create a single continuous variable for each
outcome. Twelve outcome measures were constructed in this fashion. Three additional outcomes
were included that had a single binary “yes/no” response (designated by a * in the list below). A

8

Methods follow the approach used by researchers at Abt Associates and CNCS (see CNCS 2004 and CNCS 2008).
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complete description of the survey items used in each composite outcome variable can be found
in Appendix D.
15 outcomes:
Group interactions (Group)
Behavior in teams (Team)
Appreciation of diversity (Diversity)
Community problem identification (KnowIssues)
Connections to community (Community)
Neighborhood obligations (neighborhoodoblg)
Civic obligations (civicoblg)
Local civic efficacy (civicefficacy)
Grassroots efficacy (grassrtefficacy)
Community-based activism (commactivism)
Engagement in the political process (engpolitics)
*Volunteerism in last 12 months (Vol12Month)
Political behavior (P3Politics) [phase III]
*Civic behavior—attend public meeting (P3Civic1) [phase III]
*Job in the public or nonprofit sector (jobpublic) [phase III]
For the first 12 outcomes listed above, the same survey questions were asked in the Phase III
and baseline surveys. The final three outcomes consisted of questions that were asked only in the
Phase III survey.

Model Selection
The analysis uses multiple regression: OLS for continuous outcomes, logistic for binary
outcomes. The basic model is: Yij(t+1) = αXij + βPj + θYij(t) + εij where Yij(t+1) is the outcome for
individual i in program type j at Phase III, Yij(t) is the outcome for individual i in program type j
at baseline (when available), Xij is a vector of individual controls, Pj is a vector of program
characteristics, and εij are error terms clustered by program.
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This model uses the Phase III score as the dependent variable and controls for the baseline
score by including it as a covariate. In this way, the baseline score serves as a proxy for all the
other unobservable characteristics that may affect an individual’s score in Phase III. For the
three outcomes that are based on questions asked only in the Phase III survey, unobservable
factors are controlled for by including similar questions asked at baseline as covariates. In
addition, a vector of individual controls was included that consisted of gender, age at baseline,
education at baseline, mother’s education, a childhood poverty index, and ethnicity. All analysis
was done using the survey commands in STATA 9.
Two other models were considered but then rejected. The first was a model that used change
scores as the dependent variable: Yij(t+1) - Yij(t) = αXij + βPj + εij If the change score model was
correctly specified, then the θ coefficient in the original model should be very close to 1. In
testing the change score model this was rarely the case, thus it was rejected in favor of the model
that uses Phase III scores, conditional on baseline scores. Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM)
was also explored in depth but was ultimately rejected in favor of a simpler approach that
clusters errors at the program level.
Program characteristic variables were grouped into four distinct categories, and each group
serves as a unique vector Pj of program characteristics. Four separate regressions were run—one
for each vector Pj—for each of the 15 outcomes of interest. The four categories of variables are
as follows:





State/National program director descriptions of programs
Actions and behaviors during AmeriCorps service
Members’ perception of their service experience
Actions taken by members after service ended

The program director category included 39 separate variables. With only 900 observations it
was not desirable to include all 39 variables together in the regression, so these regressions were
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run in two stages. For the first stage, a regression was run for each outcome that included the
vector of individual covariates, the baseline control, and a single program director variable. The
second stage consisted of multiple regressions that included all the program director variables
that were significant at the p<0.05 level for that outcome. For each of the three groups of
member-reported variables, multiple regressions were run with all the program characteristic
variables in that group together at once. This process thus generated a total of 60 final
regressions (15 outcomes times 4 categories of program variables).
The three categories of member-reported variables had enough missing data that it was
necessary to explore imputation methods. Each of these models was run twice: the first version
dropped all observations for which there was missing data. The second version imputed the mean
for observations that had missing data for any of the program characteristic variables. The mean
was not imputed for missing values that occurred in outcomes of interest or the baseline controls.
There is simply no way to know, a priori, which of the two model versions is more correct.
Therefore a decision was made to err on the conservative side and accept only the most robust
results. The two models were compared and coefficients were only kept if they achieved a
p<0.10 significance level with both models. The coefficients and standard errors from the
imputation version are presented here so as to include as much of the original data as possible.
These robust results are displayed in the tables below, and all results from both models are
presented in Appendix E.
Finally, an additional “intensity analysis” was done for the category of member-reported
actions and behaviors during service. For this supplementary analysis, all Likert scale variables
were re-coded into binary categories to test whether or not the intensity of the program feature
made a difference. For example, if the member “never,” “rarely,” or “sometimes” did an activity
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during their AmeriCorps service, that was re-coded as a 0, while the “regularly” category was recoded as a 1. Similarly, responses of “strongly disagree,” “disagree,” and “neither agree nor
disagree” were coded as 0, while “agree,” and “strongly agree” were coded as 1.

Results
Results are presented below for all four categories of program characteristics. Each table
shows the statistically significant regression coefficients, with standard errors presented in
parenthesis below each value. The program director tables only include results from the few
variables that had consistent significant values across outcomes. Tables for the three categories
of member-reported variables include all variables9, and only those values with significance of at
least p<0.10 are presented. Significance levels are designated as follows: * = p<0.10; **=
p<0.05; ***= p<0.01. Additional tables with all values, for all variables, are included in
Appendix E. The results from the intensity analysis are also included in this appendix.

9

The exception is the category of member-reported actions and behaviors during service, in which the Education,
Environment, Human Needs, and Public Safety variables are omitted here due to space constraints.
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1. State/National Program Director descriptions of programs

%FromComm

StateEvents

commactivism P3Politics
-0.003***
-0.003***
(0.001)
(0.001)

civicoblg
0.051**
(0.023)

jobpublic
-0.011**
(0.004)

P3Politics
0.174***
(0.046)

KnowIssues
LeadershipFocus
%StaffTimeMemDvlp
MemDvlp_hours

P3Civic1
-0.011***
(0.003)

-0.037**
(0.015)

community neighborhdoblg engpolitics
0.048**
0.262***
(0.024)
(0.051)
-0.003***
(0.001)
-0.034**
(0.015)
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P3Civic1
0.861**
(0.357)

-0.190***
(0.052)

2. Member actions and behaviors
group
planningpca

team

diversity

Know
Issues

comm
unity

neighbor
hoodoblg

civic
oblg

civic
efficacy

grassrt
efficacy

0.054***

0.042***

0.031**

0.049***

0.038**

(0.018)

(0.015)

(0.012)

(0.013)

(0.018)

govt
staff_challenge

comm
activism

0.106**
(0.046)

eng
politics

(0.063)
(0.030)

(0.019)

(0.043)

mentor

0.097**

jobpublic

(0.053)
0.065***

(0.032)

P3Civic1
0.092*

0.066**
-0.079*

-0.030*

P3
Politics

0.136**

0.062*

staffpca

vol12
month

(0.015)
0.448**

(0.042)

(0.215)

careerinterest

-0.063**

-0.079*

-0.059**

[reverse coded]

(0.030)

(0.041)

(0.025)

-0.443**
(0.178)

daysorientation

-0.010***
(0.004)

freqmeetings

0.030**
(0.015)

journal
discussexperience

0.154*
(0.089)

diversemembers

0.078**

-0.063*

-0.045**

(0.035)

(0.034)

(0.019)

servewithothers

-0.047**

-0.013*

(0.022)

(0.007)

0.045*

differentcomm

-0.091*

-0.072**

-0.043**

-0.086**

0.135**

-0.495*

(0.055)

(0.036)

(0.019)

(0.037)

(0.056)

(0.276)

exposedifftcomm

0.058**

(0.030)

(0.026)

(0.081)

diverserecipients

(0.024)

0.072**

-0.185**
0.040*
(0.022)

-0.071**

0.028***

-0.047***

(0.030)

(0.010)

(0.017)

directbeneficiary
worklivecomm

0.170*
(0.089)
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3. Member perceptions of the service experience
group

team

diversity

Know
Issues

comm
unity

neighbor
hoodoblg

civic
oblg

civic
efficacy

grassrt
efficacy

comm
activism

eng
politics

vol12
month

P3
Politics

P3Civic1

jobpublic

challenge_phys
challenge_emot

-0.239**
(0.118)

challenge_others

0.066*

0.042*

(0.036)

(0.022)

0.052*
(0.030)

didhardthings

-0.058*
(0.030)

respected

0.105***
(0.040)

exposedtonew
reexamined
realworld

0.088***

0.252*

(0.032)

(0.135)

0.080**
(0.036)

changedbeliefs

-0.081***

0.107***

(0.029)
enhanceunderstanding

(0.037)

-0.074**

0.023**

0.046***

(0.035)

(0.011)

(0.017)

felt_appreciated

0.037*

-0.041*

(0.020)

(0.022)

0.060**

0.302**

(0.026)

(0.152)

contributiontocomm
madedifference
partofcomm

0.104*

0.105*

(0.053)

(0.063)

0.100**

0.079***

0.047***

0.048*

0.407**

(0.047)

(0.025)

(0.016)

(0.028)

(0.197)

-0.056**

0.069*

(0.025)

(0.036)
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4 . Member actions post-service
contactsupervisorpca

group
team
0.032*
(0.017)

ACorps_hire
contact_ACorpsmembers

diversity KnowIssues community
0.045**
(0.019)
0.074**
0.104*
(0.035)
(0.056)
0.078**
(0.036)

neighborhdoblg civicoblg

0.060*
(0.034)

contact_coworkers
contact_recipient

contactsupervisorpca

0.179***
(0.051)

0.088**
(0.037)

0.101*
(0.056)

civicefficacy grassrtefficacy commactivism engpolitics
0.025**
0.081***
(0.012)
(0.021)

ACorps_hire
contact_ACorpsmembers

0.057**
(0.026)

vol12month P3Politics
0.119*
0.031*
(0.054)
(0.017)
-0.413*
(0.211)

P3Civic1 jobpublic
0.228***
(0.062)

0.137*
(0.081)

contact_coworkers
contact_recipient

0.133***
(0.041)
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0.376**
(0.165)

0.465*
(0.272)
0.410**
(0.207)

0.761***
(0.251)

Summary of Quantitative Results
Rather than highlighting the effects of individual program characteristics on individual
outcomes of interest, the discussion instead focuses on the effects of program characteristics
across the entire spectrum of outcomes. With such a long list of independent variables and 15
different outcomes, one can be more confident in results that hold up under these more
conservative criteria. The discussion below summarizes trends for program characteristics that
were significant across multiple different outcomes. The discussion uses the signs of the
coefficients (+ or -) because it is hard to have confidence in the absolute accuracy of individual
point estimates. The variables are measured on scales that are difficult to interpret, so the
coefficients do not have meaning in and of themselves. In addition, many of the variables were
measured on slightly different scales and the results are not standardized; therefore one should
use caution in making comparisons among point estimates. Besides the variables included in the
discussion below, other variables had significant associations for single outcomes, mixed signs
across multiple outcomes, and/or were only weakly significant at the p<0.10 level. These values
can be reviewed in the results tables and in Appendix E.

State/National program director survey
39 different program characteristic variables were tested in this category, and most were not
significant for any of the outcomes of interest. However, five variables stand out. The first is the
percentage of members from the community in which they serve. Members of programs with a
higher percentage of members from that community had, on average, drops in their scores on
community activism, political behavior, civic behavior, and having a job in the public or
nonprofit sector. In contrast, members in which program directors reported a focus on leadership
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had average gains in their scores on neighborhood obligations, engagement in the political
process, and civic behavior. Members of programs in which they attended state or regional
AmeriCorps events had gains in civic obligations and political behavior. The last two variables—
percentage of staff time spent on member development, and the total hours of member
development—can be considered together as a summary of the time spent on member
development trainings. Members of programs with a high percentage of staff time spent in this
area, or a high number of hours of this kind of training, had drops in their scores on knowledge
of issues, connection to community, engagement in the political process, and civic behavior.

Member actions and behaviors during their service
This category of variables had a number of interesting results. First is the “planningpca”
construct, which is the first principal component of a set of eight variables that describe the
extent to which members were involved in planning their service or leading activities. Members
who reported high levels of planning and leading had positive gains in group behavior,
connection to community, civic efficacy, grassroots efficacy, community activism, volunteer
behavior, and civic behavior. With the exception of civic behavior, all these results were
significant at the p<0.05 or p<0.01 level. Doing service related to a member’s career interests
also led to positive gains10 in appreciation of diversity, connection to community, civic
obligations, and having a job in the public or nonprofit sector. Members who reported having a
mentor had positive gains in appreciation of diversity and civic behavior, while those who
reported that they often worked with government officials on service projects had positive gains
in engagement with the political process and political behavior. In addition, members who

10

This variable was reverse-coded. Although the coefficients show up with a negative sign in the tables, the reverse
coding means that the value is actually positive.
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reported that they often worked with diverse service recipients had positive gains in team
behavior, knowledge of issues, connection to community, and grassroots efficacy.
Other variables were associated with decreases in members’ scores on some outcomes.
Members who reported that they often served with other members at the same location had
decreases in their scores on connection to community, neighborhood obligations, and the
likelihood of having a job in the public or nonprofit sector. Members who reported that they
lived or served in a community that was culturally different from the place they grew up
decreased their scores on team behavior, appreciation of diversity, neighborhood obligations,
civic efficacy, and the likelihood of having a job in the public or nonprofit sector. They did,
however, have positive gains in political behavior. Two other variables—working with members
from diverse backgrounds, and being exposed to communities different from the ones members
grew up in—had mixed signs across outcomes.

Member perceptions of the service experience
Variables that described members’ perceptions of the service experience had more mixed
results. Members who reported that other members often challenged them to do their best had
weakly significant gains in knowledge of issues, civic efficacy, and political behavior. Results
were mixed—sometimes positive, sometimes negative—for the variables that measured
members’ reports of the extent to which they changed their beliefs and attitudes because of
AmeriCorps, and the extent to which AmeriCorps enhanced their understanding of different
kinds of people. In contrast, members had consistently positive gains across many outcomes
when they felt that they had accomplished something valuable in AmeriCorps. These three
variables measured the extent to which they felt appreciated by service recipients, felt they had
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made a contribution to the community, and felt like they made a difference in the life of at least
one person. This collection of three variables had positive associations with nine of the outcomes
of interest. The values were especially significant for the variable that assessed the extent to
which members felt they had made a difference.

Member actions after service
Actions that members took after their AmeriCorps service—reported at the time of the postprogram supplemental survey—included staying in contact with various people they met during
that year and being hired as an employee by the AmeriCorps program or sponsoring
organization. In this category, two variables stand out. Members who had stayed in contact with
a supervisor had gains in their scores on group behavior, connection to the community, civic
efficacy, community activism, volunteer behavior, political behavior, and civic behavior.
Members who had stayed in contact with a service recipient had gains on group behavior,
appreciation of diversity, connection to community, civic obligations, grassroots efficacy,
volunteer behavior, civic behavior, and were more likely to have a job in the public or nonprofit
sectors. What is particularly interesting about these two variables is that they were positively
associated with so many different outcomes, and the significance level was often very high.

Data Limitations
This data set presents a number of limitations. To begin with, all the data are self-reported,
either from program directors or from the AmeriCorps members themselves. Participants may
not have been able to recall correctly, particularly for the survey questions that were asked a
couple of years after the completion of service. Similarly, program directors may have given
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rough estimates in their responses, and the person who filled out the survey may not have had the
best working knowledge of the program. There is also no way to know if a program was
implemented with fidelity. So, for example, a program director may have reported a strong focus
on leadership, but we cannot be certain that members in that program actually experienced a
program with that intended focus. A related problem arises when the reported variation among
individuals within the same program overwhelms variation between programs. In these cases it is
difficult to separate out salient program features because of heterogeneity in members’
experiences within the same program.
Second, there are problems with the survey questions themselves. Some survey questions
have ambiguous wording, and respondents may have interpreted questions in different ways. For
example, when asked how often they worked with members from diverse backgrounds, members
could have considered diversity in age, ethnicity, gender, or any number of different factors. A
question that asks how much a member agrees that during AmeriCorps he or she felt like part of
a community naturally lends itself to multiple interpretations of what is meant by “community.”
In addition, measures must have ample variation in order to be useful in a regression
framework. This proved to be challenging, particularly for the program director survey where so
many directors “agree” or “strongly agree” with the questions asked. If a variable describing a
program characteristic did not have useful variation, it would not show up as a significant
predictor of any outcome, regardless of whether or not this program feature actually made a
difference. The lack of variation was a problem for some of the member-reported variables as
well. The intensity analysis, presented in Appendix E, was an attempt to more sharply demarcate
member responses into meaningful categories. A comparison of this new model and the original
model does show some differences, but overall there is limited evidence of an intensity effect.
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Many variables are highly collinear, and this presents analytic challenges. Whenever possible,
collinear variables were combined into larger constructs by using principal components analysis.
This certainly helped, but it did not entirely eliminate the problem and some collinear variables
remain. Another option would have been to drop variables, but this would have run the risk of
omitted variable bias. Multicollinearity makes estimates of individual variables less precise,
which is why + or – signs are emphasized rather than specific point estimates. Multicollinearity
also inflates standard errors, which increases the likelihood that we will fail to reject the null
hypothesis that a program characteristic variable is not significant.
A related problem—inherent in this type of analysis—arises from running so many tests using
the same set of data. This is often known as the “multiple comparisons problem,” and it means
that we are likely to find 5% of the variables to be significant at a p<0.05 level purely by chance
alone. Ideally one would run the same regressions using a new set of data in order to test the
results, but obviously that was not possible here. In order to have more confidence that the
significant program characteristics were truly significant, the analysis looks across all 15
outcomes for each of the independent variables. While it is true that the outcomes of interest are
measuring different attitudes and behaviors, in fact we would expect salient program features to
have effects on a range of member outcomes. When a variable has a significant effect on
multiple outcomes, we can be more confident that it is not simply the spurious result of running
so many regressions.
Finally, missing data was a serious problem. Attempts were made to compensate for this issue
by using imputation methods and presenting only robust results, but whenever data are missing it
necessarily decreases confidence in the results.
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Additional Caveats
Two additional issues should be taken into account when considering the implications of this
analysis. First of all, the inability to reject the null hypothesis does not mean that the program
characteristic is unimportant. As discussed above, many variables simply do not have enough
variation to pick up whether or not there is an effect. Directors and staff may consider certain
features to be “best practices” that should always be included in a program’s design. For
example, the interviews indicated that members felt it was important that they were exposed to
new ideas and ways of seeing the world while they served in AmeriCorps. Interestingly, this
program characteristic was not significantly related to any of the outcomes in the quantitative
analysis. As the graph below demonstrates, however, almost all members agreed that they were
indeed exposed to new ideas and perspectives. In this case, it is most likely an artifact of an
invariant data set that is preventing us from calling this an important program characteristic.
You were exposed to new ideas and ways of seeing the world
Strongly disagree
1%

Disagree
4%

Neither agree nor
disagree
7%

Strongly agree
44%
Agree
44%

Endogeneity is the second issue to consider. Members self-select into certain types of
AmeriCorps programs based on their interests, knowledge, ability to relocate, and countless
other factors. They are also likely to choose a program based on program features, such as
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whether or not members work in teams, whether or not they live in the community in which they
serve, and whether or not the program has a reputation for having strong staff. This means that
the program characteristic variables may be correlated with unobserved factors that are included
in the regression’s error term, which can result in biased estimates.
If, for example, a member wants to develop her ability to work in a team environment, then
she is more likely to select into a team-based program. It would not be surprising to find that this
member increased her score on team behavior, and because of endogeneity we cannot say
whether or not this was actually an effect of the team-based service experience. By the same
token, some member behaviors are likely to be partly endogeneous. A program may provide the
opportunity for leadership, but in the end it may be the member’s choice whether or not he seizes
that opportunity. Similarly, a member who chooses to maintain contact with a supervisor or a
service recipient may naturally be inclined to grow in her connection to community or civic
engagement.
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IV: Conclusions and Future Research

Implications for Program Design: Comparing qualitative and quantitative results
A comparison of the data from the qualitative and quantitative analyses reveals a number of
similarities, and the results converge on a set of consequential program characteristics. This has
important implications for program design as organizations try to create programs that will have
positive and long-lasting impacts on members.
1. People matter. Interview participants spoke about the importance of support from mentors,
supervisors, and teammates, and the quantitative data showed evidence of positive impacts
for members who had a mentor or were challenged by others to do their best. Interview
participants also indicated that the relationships they formed with supervisors, teammates,
and service recipients were often some of the most valuable things they got out of the
program. Similarly, members who maintained contact with supervisors or service recipients
had positive gains on many of the outcomes of interest. These results indicate that programs
should invest in high-quality staff, encourage mentorship, and ensure that members have
adequate time and space to develop relationships with staff, other members, and service
recipients.
2. Training should focus on the task at hand; some amount of more general member
development may be appropriate, but this type of training should be thoughtful and targeted.
Interview participants appreciated skill-based training that was directly related to the work
they would be doing during their service. Irrelevant or excessive trainings were not valued.
Some members enjoyed member development and felt it was useful, but others would have
preferred to spend that time in direct service. These findings are supported by the quantitative
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data—members in programs with many hours of member development or a lot of staff time
spent on member development had decreases in outcome scores. On the other hand, both the
interviews and the quantitative data supported the idea that large regional/statewide days of
service or events were positive experiences for members. Viewed together, the qualitative
and quantitative data indicate that training is important, but that it must be appropriate for the
specific program and the particular members who are serving.
3. AmeriCorps is an opportunity to build leadership skills. The interviews indicated that many
members valued the opportunity to take on leadership roles during their term of service. The
quantitative analysis produced similar findings: members in programs with a leadership focus
had positive impacts, and those members who often led or helped plan service activities had
consistent outcome gains. In contrast to the member development trainings discussed above,
hands-on leadership appears to have clear positive benefits for members. It seems evident
that programs should encourage members to take on challenging responsibilities and offer
meaningful opportunities for leadership.
4. Projects should allow members to feel useful and productive in their service. In their
interviews, members expressed the importance of quality projects where they could do real
work that needed to be done, see tangible results of this work, and consequently feel like they
had accomplished something. This, in turn, increased members self-efficacy. Similarly, the
quantitative analysis demonstrated that members had positive long-term impacts when they
felt appreciated by service recipients, felt they had made a contribution to the community,
and felt like they made a difference in the life of at least one person. Programs should keep
these findings in mind when they think about developing projects for AmeriCorps members.
In addition, a critical component of a quality AmeriCorps experience is alignment between
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the AmeriCorps program and the service site so that members feel welcome and productive
in their site placements.
5. AmeriCorps teams may or may not be positive experiences for members, just like in any
other work environment. The exception was NCCC, where the team was an integral, central,
and overwhelmingly positive component of the program. Most members (State/National and
NCCC) saw benefits of the teamwork experience, particularly when it allowed them to see
how a diverse group of people could work together for a common purpose. Nonetheless, the
team structure presented a number of challenges, and members readily admitted that it could
be difficult to work with other members they had not chosen to serve with. Results from the
quantitative analysis were also mixed: team variables on the program director survey
generally showed no significant effects on outcomes, and members who reported that they
often served with others had decreases in their outcome scores on three measures.
6. Actions speak louder than words—real life experiences matter. Over and over, the interview
participants talked about the importance of exposure to new jobs, new people, and new
situations. They also talked about the intensity and “real world” nature of their AmeriCorps
experiences. The quantitative data is harder to interpret: on one hand, members who reported
serving often with diverse recipients had positive impacts, which may indicate that they were
exposed to people very different from themselves. Similarly, those who reported that they
reexamined their beliefs or learned more about the real world seemed to have long-term
positive impacts from their service. Members whose service was related to their career
interests had positive impacts, and this may also reflect some exposure to possible career
options during their AmeriCorps year. Another interesting finding was that members of
programs with a high percentage of people from the community had negative outcomes. This
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may indicate that they did not have much exposure to different kinds of people, or it could
simply indicate that they were part of local, less-prestigious programs that did not recruit
from outside the immediate geographic area. Members of these programs may be lower in
measures of member “quality” such as motivation or educational aspirations.
On the other hand, some of the quantitative results were mixed and trending towards
negative, such as when members reported that they served in a community different from
where they were from or when they were often exposed to different kinds of communities.
Without more information it is unclear how to best interpret these results, but it is reasonable
to suggest that programs should include high levels of intense, direct service that exposes
members to a variety of new situations and potential career options. Exposure should clearly
be balanced with support, though, so that members end up feeling confident and encouraged
as they explore the world outside their comfort zones.
7. Programs offer a unique opportunity for members to experience diversity, but there is no
guarantee that this will have positive impacts. The interviews demonstrated that diversity
comes from many sources and that it can manifest itself in many kinds of differences.
Members appreciated diversity and felt that it broadened their perspectives, but working with
different kinds of people was sometimes difficult. The quantitative data was equally mixed:
coefficients on variables that measured a member’s exposure to different communities or
diverse members were mixed, as were the measures of a members’ enhanced understanding
of different kinds of people. The only diversity variable with consistently positive effects was
the extent to which a member worked with diverse service recipients.
In many ways these findings are not surprising. Diversity can be interpreted in a number
of different ways, and the United States has a long and complicated history of dealing with
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differences among people. Much has been written about the subject, and research runs the
gamut as to whether putting people in diverse situations helps or hinders their attitudes and
behaviors towards people different than themselves. Some scholars subscribe to the “contact
hypothesis,” which asserts that more contact with people unlike ourselves improves tolerance
and social solidarity among different ethnic groups. Others argue in favor of the “conflict
theory,” in which more encounters with different ethnicities lead people to distrust other
groups and instead stick to their own (Putnam, 2007). Nonetheless, it does appear that
AmeriCorps can help build bridges in an increasingly diverse society. Members of the
interview sample saw service as an equalizer, and the experience of working in a diverse
setting seemed to have a positive impact on how they viewed other people (at least for some).
Robert Litan has written eloquently about this possible benefit of service: “A service
program in which young people from different backgrounds work and live together would do
far more than college ever could to immerse young Americans in the diversity of our country.
It would also help sensitize more fortunate young men and women, at an impressionable
point in their lives, to the concerns and experiences of others from different backgrounds and
give them an enduring appreciation of what life is like ‘on the other side of the tracks.’ ”
(Dionne, Drogosz, et al., 2003, p. 104).
Programs should include diverse people working together for a common goal, but
diversity should be dealt with carefully and intentionally. It is difficult for members to be put
in such diverse environments while at the same time working long hours with high levels of
responsibility. Appreciation for diversity may come easily for some members in these
situations, but for others it may be so challenging that they end up viewing other kinds of
people through a negative lens. If programs want members to have an increased long-term
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appreciation of diversity, it is unlikely that simply putting them in a diverse situation and
hoping for the best will have the intended effect (see Perry and Thomson, 2004).

Additional Implications from the Interviews
The interviews with AmeriCorps alumni generated a few additional insights for which there
were no parallel quantitative data. To begin with, it seems clear that service can alter the lifecourse at key transition points. Emerging adulthood leads to an extended period of development,
and young people now have more time to pick careers and learn how to be civically engaged.
Exposure to new and different situations may have particularly strong impacts at pivotal times in
development such as the 18-24 year old target range for most AmeriCorps programs. If this is the
case, then AmeriCorps programs should be designed to purposely expose participants to
situations and people that they might otherwise not encounter. Perhaps they would get this
exposure later, but it may have more of an impact at key life stages.
Future political action and traditional forms of civic engagement are often after-thoughts for
many programs. It is difficult to dispute the importance of a focus on direct service, but if future
political and civic engagement are in fact key program goals then they must be more purposeful.
It is interesting to note that the only significant effects of members’ frequency of working with
government officials was to increase members’ engagement with the political process and
political behavior. In the absence of a political focus in AmeriCorps, interview participants
usually reported that the program did not have much impact on their political behavior except
that they are more likely to advocate on behalf of service. As Kayla Meltzer Drogosz has written,
“Rhetoric about service that is divorced from institutional change and political engagement will
not, by itself, reinvigorate democratic citizenship” (Dionne, Drogosz, et al., 2003, p. 251).
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The interviews also highlighted the benefits that members derived from the esprit de corps of
programs like NCCC and City Year. This is particularly relevant because the Serve America Act
authorizes the creation of up to five new corps with structures not yet determined. One option is
to create a network of different programs that focus on one issue area, for example all under the
umbrella of something like an Education Corps. Another possibility is to create a true Corps
program, still focused on the same issue but also joined by uniform processes and program
configurations.
Finally, the interviews highlighted the somewhat obvious fact that it is difficult for a single
program to be all things for all people. Members join AmeriCorps for a number of different
reasons, and they all have different goals in terms of what they hope to get out of the program.
Upper-middle-class college graduates may benefit from an “eye-opener” program that forces
them to step outside their comfort zones, while those with a GED may benefit more from a
program that allows them to develop practical job skills Successful programs may be able to
achieve both objectives, but this will not happen automatically. If a program could achieve
greater success by focusing on a single set of goals for its members, it raises the question as to
whether—and how much—programs should differentiate in their participant selection.

Suggestions for Future Research
Much work remains to be done in order to understand how different program characteristics
lead to positive long-term impacts on participants. This dissertation has demonstrated the
difficulty in isolating the impacts of specific program characteristics, but the expansion of
AmeriCorps presents opportunities for future studies. Programs could be developed that
emphasize some of the characteristics that this research has suggested may matter. If this was
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done, it would then be possible to design studies to measure the effects of being in particular
programs and test whether or not certain types of programs affect participants’ outcomes in
different ways.
With the existing longitudinal data set, additional research could include sub-group analyses
by socio-economic status, education, age, motivation to join, etc. Modifications to the model
could include interactions and more combinations of collinear variables into larger constructs. It
would also be interesting to overlay a different coding scheme on top of this data that includes
other program features that were not included in the program director survey. This would only be
possible by gaining access to individual program names, researching each program, and then
creating new variables that describe salient program features. Finally, it would be worthwhile to
do some exploratory analyses using the NCCC participant data. Members’ experiences in that
program tend to be more homogeneous, though, so the data may not yield enough variation to be
useful.
It may also be time for a new AmeriCorps longitudinal study, or at least a new wave of data
collection for the current study. Besides continuing to track these alumni, it would be helpful to
include part-time members and ask updated survey questions. The AmeriCorps program has
changed in many important ways since this study began in 1999. Many members serve part-time,
some programs have ended, and new ones are now part of the service landscape.
On the outcomes side, mechanisms for civic engagement and community activism have
changed since 1999. For example, young people now engage in advocacy via online social media
networks that did not exist ten years ago. Instead of attending a community meeting, today’s
young people might instead join a Facebook group devoted to their issue of choice. Similar
modifications are needed for the questions that ask about civic and grassroots efficacy. Members
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were asked about their interactions with local governments to fix a pothole, or their ability to
start an after-school program. It might be worth exploring other forms of efficacy around issues
like the environment and international development that have captivated today’s young people. It
is also questionable whether or not the survey questions assess connection to community in a
meaningful way for a young, highly mobile population that may not feel very connected to their
local communities. Evolving technologies, including the Internet, have changed how people
associate with each other and how they are socially connected (Ray, 1999; Levine, 2007). With
today’s technology, it’s much easier to be involved and connected to national and international
communities, and the longitudinal survey did not capture most of these behaviors and actions.
As discussed earlier, many of the survey questions are not capturing adequate variation in
program characteristics. It would be helpful to include new questions that would capture more
variation. Perhaps some of those questions could be derived from the interviews, which
highlighted areas where new questions could be asked. For example, it would be useful to get
more complete information about members’ motivations for joining particular AmeriCorps
programs, the specific content of training and how it related to the service work, and more
detailed descriptions of the type of diversity that members encountered on their team and in the
communities they worked in. It is also worth reiterating that the alumni interviews yielded a
richness and depth not captured in the surveys. Additional qualitative work would likely produce
even more information about program characteristics and the long-term impacts of service.
As AmeriCorps expands, some existing programs will scale up and new programs will be
created. With this expansion comes the question of branding and identity (see Tschirhart,
Christensen, and Perry, 2005). The interviews suggested that members of some programs—those
like NCCC and City Year, for example—tend to identify strongly with those particular programs
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rather than with the national AmeriCorps brand. Anecdotal evidence points to strong engagement
in alumni communities by those members, but it would be interesting to analyze whether these
members also have different kinds of long-term outcomes as compared to those who served in
State or National programs. Future research should also explore the issue of members’
identification with the AmeriCorps brand and the movement that it represents.
The longitudinal study was designed to assess the impact of AmeriCorps service on
participants, and sophisticated methods were used to control for members’ prior motivations and
penchants for civic engagement. Future research, however, could examine heterogeneity in
outcomes based on members’ prior volunteerism and motivations. In effect, this means ignoring
any self-selection bias and attempting to analyze the impacts of AmeriCorps on participants as it
happens in the real world. This acknowledges that people have a choice as to whether or not they
enter the program, and the characteristics that determine this choice are also likely to affect their
future scores on the outcomes of interest. Since it unlikely that AmeriCorps service will be made
mandatory any time in the near future, we must assume that the program will continue to be
provided as an option to those who are aware of it. Even though those who choose to participate
may already be on a trajectory of higher civic engagement and volunteerism than those who do
not participate, it is reasonable to believe that service in AmeriCorps may have an additional
added benefit. For example, if AmeriCorps service pushes regular voters to become highly
engaged citizens who run for public office, then this alternate analysis might in fact be something
worth pursuing. One could look at outcomes as a function of propensity scores to assess
heterogeneity in treatment effects, or perhaps test if outcomes vary across propensity score strata.
The propensity score strata could serve as subgroups in subgroup analysis, or models could
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include interactions of strata with program characteristics. Even if this analysis yields no
heterogeneity in outcomes, that in and of itself would be an interesting finding.
Finally, future studies of national service programs should begin to quantify and integrate
impacts on participants into cost-benefit calculations. The benefits of service are usually focused
on the work done in communities—children tutored, houses built, trees planted, etc. However,
this dissertation has shown that AmeriCorps service has important and long-lasting benefits to
participants that should also be included in the benefits side of the equation. In an era of
increased accountability for government spending, it is time to fully capture all impacts when
calculating the return on investment to service.
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Appendix A
Alumni Interview Protocol
1. Demographics
a. Age, education, ethnicity, current location
2. Background in service: During your youth or before you served in AmeriCorps, to what
extent were you involved in volunteer activities? To what extend were you involved in
community affairs?
3. AmeriCorps program details (repeat if served two terms)
a. Program type and name
b. Program location
c. Year of service, age at service
d. Full time or part time
4. Motivation to join
a. Tell me how and why you got involved in AmeriCorps—in other words, what
motivated you to first apply and then join AmeriCorps? If needed, probe on how
you found out about AmeriCorps.
b. If you served a second term, what were the key factors in your decision to serve a
second term?
5. Program characteristics: Tell me about your AmeriCorps program and how you
served…walk me through an average day. [Then include the following as probes if needed.]
a. Type of service done (if necessary, probe on education, environment, public
safety, other human needs, disaster relief)
b. Individual or team-based?
i. If team-based, can you describe the other people you served with? (Probe
on diversity if not mentioned)
ii. How often did you serve with other AmeriCorps members in the same
location?
iii. How often did you see other AmeriCorps members?
iv. How often did the program bring all members together for meetings or
trainings?
c. Residential?
d. Part of a Corps or not
e. Did you serve in a community similar to or different than where you are from?
i. Did you live in the community where you were serving?
f. What kind of opportunities did you have to lead others?
g. What role did you play in shaping the service, planning activities, and deciding
how the work was done?
h. Did you manage other AmeriCorps members or other volunteers?
i. About what percentage of your time was spent in direct contact with service
beneficiaries?
j. Describe the supervision you had.
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6. Training: Tell me about the training you received in AmeriCorps. To what extent did you
find the training to be useful?
7. Program branding: What group do you most closely associate your service as part of? (The
nonprofit, a specific program, the national AmeriCorps brand, etc.) Why do you think you
identified in this way?
a. Were there visible symbols of AmeriCorps: e.g. did you wear a uniform every
day?
b. How often did you take the AmeriCorps pledge?
c. What other connections did you have with AmeriCorps while you were serving?
(events, rallies, service days, etc.)
8. Service learning and reflection: Can you tell me about any service-learning or reflection that
you did during your AmeriCorps service? Follow-up with probes if needed:
a. What activities did you do to connect your direct service to larger problems in
society? Did you discuss the meaning of your service? How often? Was everyone
involved? What purpose do you think it served?
b. Was reflection done in a structured way? Is so, how? How often?
c. Did you do additional reflection and/or service learning on your own? For
example, did you keep a journal while you were in AmeriCorps?
9. Reflection on the experience: Are there particular moments during your AmeriCorps
experience that had a significant impact on you—either positive or negative? Can you tell me
about it/them?
10. What are the most valuable things you took away from your AmeriCorps experience?
11. What particular features of the program, or how it was structured, do you think were
important, and why?
12. To what extent do you think that the overall experience of “service” was important, as
compared to the specific circumstances in which you served or the specific work you did?
13. What frustrations or challenges did you have as part of your AmeriCorps experience? Did
you ever think about dropping out?
14. How much did your AmeriCorps experience enhance your understanding about people
different from you?
15. Did you develop meaningful relationships with other people that year, either friends or
mentors?
16. I would like to know the extent to which your AmeriCorps experience resulted in a personal
or professional transformation. By “transformational experience,” I mean one that resulted in
significant changes in your life that probably would not have occurred if you had not
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participated in AmeriCorps. As a direct result of your AmeriCorps participation, to what
extent did you find it transformational?
a. In what way you were transformed?
b. Would you say that this was a personal transformation, professional
transformation, or both?
c. Why do you think AmeriCorps did or did not have a transformational effect on
you?
17. Political involvement
a. How important are politics to you, and how do you participate in the political
process?
b. In general, how much influence did your AmeriCorps experience have on your
decision to participate in political activities?
18. Civic Engagement
a. To what extent do you volunteer or are you involved in community or civic
affairs?
b. How much do you think your AmeriCorps experience has influenced your
involvement in these activities?
19. Life after AmeriCorps: Can you tell me about what you did after AmeriCorps, and what are
you doing now?
a. How has your AmeriCorps experience influenced your choice of work or your
thinking about your career path? Why do you think this is the case?
20. Education Award
a. Did you use your AmeriCorps Education Award? If so, for what? If not, do you
plan to?
b. What role do you think having the Education Award played in your educational
choices and progress?
c. If you didn’t have the Education Award, to what extent would your educational
choices/actions have been different or the same?
21. What was the best part of your AmeriCorps service?
22. What was the worst part of your AmeriCorps service?
23. What would you have changed about your program?
24. Would you recommend AmeriCorps to a friend or relative? Why or why not?
25. What do you think is the role of the AmeriCorps program?
26. Is there anything you’d like to add in your own words? Is there anything I didn’t ask that I
should have? Is there anything we didn’t discuss about your AmeriCorps experience that we
should have?
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Appendix B
Details of interview participants
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Appendix C
Alumni Interview Codebook
Level 1 Codes
Code
Background
Motivation
PC: Description
PC Important
Training
Branding

Definition
Background in service, volunteering, civic engagement
Reason(s) why participant joined AmeriCorps
Program characteristics, descriptions of how the program operated
Program features that participant identifies as important when asked (Q12b)
Training, orientation, member development activities
Identification with AmeriCorps, specific program, or agency; branding;
symbols of AmeriCorps, connection to other AmeriCorps programs.
Service Learning Service learning activities that occurred as part of the program, both formal
and informal reflection
Impact
Self-perceived impacts of AmeriCorps (Q11, Q12, Q16, others…)
Negatives
Frustrations, challenges, worst parts of experience from Q21, suggestions for
changes from Q21
Diversity
References to diversity, enhanced understanding or appreciation of different
people or different communities
Relationships
Friends, mentors, meaningful relationships
Politics
Involvement in political process, self-perceived effects of AmeriCorps on
political involvement
Current
Current civic engagement, volunteering, self-perceived effects of AmeriCorps
volunteerism
on current civic engagement or volunteering
Life After
Description of life after AmeriCorps, career, education, etc.
AmeriCorps
Ed Award
Use and impacts of Education Award, Q20
Best parts
Q21 description of best parts of the AmeriCorps experience
Recommend
Whether or not participant recommends AmeriCorps to others, and why
Role of
Participant’s assessment of the role of AmeriCorps
AmeriCorps
Service vs.
Response to Q12(c): Importance of "year of service" versus the specific
specifics
circumstance or particular work.
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Level 2 Codes:
BG--Family or youth
activities
BG--Religious activities
BG—School
BG--College
BG--Little or none
M—2nd term
M—Peace Corps
M—Job
M—Serve
M—Other
M—Ed Award
P—Support service
P—Issues
P—Little to none
P—Peers
P—Strengthened

CV—Job
CV—Impact
B—Nonprofit
B—NCCC
B—AmeriCorps
B—Program and
AmeriCorps

Background (BG)
Family traditions of doing service, or service as part of youth
activities done outside of school. Includes the null, ie: not involved in
service as youth. Also includes other volunteering for older
AmeriCorps participants.
Service done through church or other religious organizations
School requirement, or as part of school activities
Service activities done in college. Also includes the null if mentioned,
ie: did not do service in college.
Little or no experience in service prior to joining AmeriCorps
Motivation (M)
Reason for serving a second term in AmeriCorps
Was considering Peace Corps but decided it wasn’t desirable or
feasible
AmeriCorps as job option
Desire to have an intensive service experience
Didn’t know what else to do, wanted a change, wanted to travel,
needed direction, friend recommended it, needed a “year off”
Earning the Ed Award was a motivating factor
Politics (P)
Participate in, or is more aware of need for, activities to support
AmeriCorps or to support service more generally
AmeriCorps made more aware of issues and is now more involved
AmeriCorps had little to no impact on political activities, either
because was already involved or because AmeriCorps discouraged it.
Was around politically active peers in AmeriCorps, and that increased
participants’ level of political activity
Strengthened or affirmed desire to be involved in political process, or
confirmed existing beliefs
Service Learning (no sub-codes)
Relationships (no sub-codes)
Ed Award (no sub-codes)
Role of AmeriCorps (no sub-codes)
Recommend (no sub-codes)
Current Volunteerism (CV)
Job is non-profit or service-oriented, so does not volunteer much
outside of work
AmeriCorps had a notable impact on the amount or types of volunteer
activities that participant is currently involved in
Branding (B)
Participant feels closest association to the specific program, nonprofit, or the site at which he/she served.
Participant feels closest association to NCCC
Participant feels closest association to AmeriCorps
Participant identifies with both the program/non-profit and the larger
AmeriCorps program
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PC—Other AmeriCorps
PC—Team
PC—Supervisor
PC—Community
PC—Variety
PC—Leadership
PC—Exposure or
noteworthy
PC—Noteworthy
PCI—Team or Group
PCI—Supervisor
PCI—Support
PCI—Training
PCI—Variety
PCI—Freedom or
flexibility
PCI—Work structure
PCI—Other

N—Financial
N—Work
N—People
N—Other
N—Operations
T—Usefulness
T—Teamwork
T—Member
development
T—Work

D—Team
D—Service

Program Characteristics—Description
Events or activities with other AmeriCorps members, either as part of
same program or larger events that joined members of multiple
different AmeriCorps programs
Description of team or other AmeriCorps members that participant
regularly worked with
Description of the supervision that participant had in the program
Description of community that participant worked in, and whether
similar or different than what they were accustomed to
Participant did a lot of different jobs in the program
Responsibility for planning activities, shaping how service was done
Participant notes exposure to new things, intense experience, new and
different, etc.
Pieces of the program description that are noteworthy, especially
worth highlighting
Program Characteristics—Important
Team structure or group meetings
Supervisor, team leader, or program staff
Support given to participant
Trainings, including member development
Variety of work or projects
Freedom or responsibility to plan service, flexibility in how the work
was done
How the service experience was structured, or direct service aspects.
Includes discussion of integration of AmeriCorps with site or agency.
Other program characteristics that participant identified as important.
Includes discussions of diverse teams or new and different
experiences.
Negatives
Challenging financial situation, low stipend, bad living conditions.
Frustrations with the work itself
Frustrations with other AmeriCorps members or supervisors
Other frustrations or challenges
Frustration with the way the program was run, suggestions for
improvements
Training
Aspects of the training that members noted as useful or impactful, as
well as those members noted as not useful
Training on teamwork, team building, etc. Includes diversity training
Trainings focused on member development
Trainings to prepare member for the service work—either specific
program assignment, or general trainings on things like volunteer
management, etc.
Diversity
Diversity from team or people that member served with
Diversity in the community or at the program site or with the people
that member was helping
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BP—People
BP—Service
BP—Self-development

I—Moments of impact
I—Changed path
I—Efficacy
I—Exposure, new
I—Part of something
larger
I—Professional
I—Reinforce
I—Self-development
I—Service
I—Teamwork
LAA—Impact of
AmeriCorps
SvsS—Service
SvsS—Impacts
SvsS—Specifics
SvsS—Both

Best parts
Best parts were other AmeriCorps members, team, people that
member served with
Best parts were the service done, service experience itself. Includes
mention of kids, senior citizens, etc. that member served.
Best parts were member self-development, either personal or
professional. Includes member having a unique experience, eyeopening, something that member couldn’t have done otherwise.
Impact
Response to Q11, particular moments that had an impact, either
positive or negative
Participant reports that AmeriCorps service was a “path-changing”
experience
Participant felt he/she could make a difference, confidence to solve
problems, etc.
Eye opening, new and different, exposure, broadened horizons or
worldview, includes awareness of issues
Participant explicitly cites feeling part of something larger than
themselves
Professional skills, career direction, etc.
Reinforce, enhance, solidify, affirm
Self-development other than professional skills, teamwork,
Impact on current interest in volunteer service, civic engagement, or
political involvement
Teamwork skills, working with other people, etc.
Life After AmeriCorps
Explicit mention of impact of AmeriCorps on career or life choices,
either unprompted or as response to specific question asked
Service vs. Specifics
Doing a year of service was what made an impact, what was most
important.
Impacts of AmeriCorps cited in the response to this question
Specific circumstances of the AmeriCorps program mattered, went
into it seeking a specific type of experience, or went into it with a job
mindset
Both the idea of a year of service and the specific circumstances were
important
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Appendix D

Survey items used in constructing outcomes
Each outcome variable is the average of the scores on the survey questions below it
1. Group interactions (Group): How often have you been in a group situation with others where
you have done the following:
a. We discuss issues and problems and share ideas
b. We involve everyone and avoid favoritism
c. We can disagree and be different from one another without fear
d. We take time to work out any conflicts
2. Behavior in teams (Team): How often do you do the following:
a. You try to understand other team members’ idea and opinions before arguing or
stating your own
b. You try to present your ideas without criticizing the ideas of others
c. You encourage different points of view without worrying about agreement
d. You try to consider all points of view or possible options before forming an opinion
or making a decision
e. You encourage the participation of other team members and support their right to be
heard
f. You help find solutions when unexpected problems arise
3. Appreciation of diversity (Diversity): How strongly do you agree with the following
statements:
a. If people from different backgrounds took the time to understand each other, there
wouldn’t be so many social problems
b. Some of your friends are of different backgrounds from you: racial, cultural, ethnic,
or language
c. Racism affects everyone
d. You feel comfortable belonging to groups where people are different from you
e. Diverse viewpoints bring creativity and energy to a work group
f. Multicultural teams can be stimulating and fun
g. People are more motivated and productive when they feel they are accepted for who
they are
h. Diversity improves the work of organizations
i. Diversity brings many perspectives to problem-solving
j. You are comfortable interacting with people from a different racial or ethnic
background
k. On a scale of 1 to 5, how would you describe your interest in forming friendships
with people who come from a different race or ethnicity from you?
4. Community problem identification (KnowIssues): On a scale of 1 to 5, how much do you feel
you know about problems facing the community such as…?
a. The environment
b. Public health issues
c. Literacy
d. Crime
e. Lack of civic involvement
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5. Connections to community (Community): How strongly do you agree with the following
statements:
a. You have a strong attachment to your community
b. You often discuss and think about how larger political and social issues affect your
community
c. You are aware of what can be done to meet the important needs in your community
d. You feel you have the ability to make a difference in your community
e. You try to find the time or a way to make a positive difference in your community
6. Neighborhood obligations (neighborhoodoblg): Do you feel that each of the following is an
important obligation that a citizen owes to the country?
a. Reporting a crime that you may have witnessed
b. Participating in neighborhood organizations (school, religious, community,
recreational organization)
c. Helping to keep the neighborhood safe
d. Helping to keep the neighborhood clean and beautiful
e. Helping those who are less fortunate
7. Civic obligations (civicoblg): Do you feel that each of the following is an important
obligation that a citizen owes to the country?
a. Serving on a jury if called
b. Voting in elections
c. Keeping informed about news and public issues
8. Local civic efficacy (civicefficacy): Think about how hard it would be for you to accomplish
each activity:
a. Getting the local government to fix a pothole in my street
b. Getting the local government to build an addition to the community center
c. Getting an issue on the ballot for a statewide election
9. Grassroots efficacy (grassrtefficacy): Think about how hard it would be for you to
accomplish each activity:
a. Organizing an event to benefit a charity or religious organization
b. Starting an after-school program for children whose parents work
c. Organizing an annual cleanup program for the local park
10. Community-based activism (commactivism): How often do you do each of the following?
a. Participate in events such as community meetings, celebrations, or activities in your
community
b. Join organizations that support issues that are important to you
c. Write or e-mail newspapers or organizations to voice your views on an issue
11. Engagement in the political process (engpolitics): How often do you do each of the
following?
a. Vote in local elections
b. Try to learn as much as you can about candidates or ballot questions before voting
c. Keep informed about local or national news
12. Volunteerism (Vol12Month): Have you volunteered in the last 12 months?
13. Political behavior (P3Politics): In the last 12 months how often have you:
a. Expressed your opinions using the Internet
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b.
c.
d.
e.

Expressed your opinions through radio call-ins
Talked to other people to persuade them to vote for a particular party or candidate
Contacted a government official to express your opinion on a local or national issue
Worked as a volunteer for a political party or candidate running for national, state, or
local office
14. Civic behavior (P3Civic1): Have you in the last 12 months attended any public meeting in
which there was discussion of community affairs?
15. Job in the public or nonprofit sector (jobpublic): If currently employed, is your job in the
public or nonprofit sector?
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Appendix E
Quantitative Analysis Results
1A. State/National Program Director
Regressions run one variable at a time; p<0.05 is shaded
group
SNPD variables
Coef
P
-0.015 0.751
OrgAge
-0.004 0.914
ACorpsAge
0.011 0.873
PriorityService
-0.019 0.842
PriorityComm
0.001 0.992
PriorityMembers
0.048 0.401
FocusMatch
-0.061 0.255
MemsDoOtherService
0.000 0.995
%Urban
0.000 0.871
%TimeDirectContact
-0.001 0.370
%TimeNoDirectContact
0.006 0.277
%TimeAdmin
-0.093 0.104
OtherVolunteers
-0.023 0.324
VolRecruitment
-0.002 0.113
%FromComm
0.000 0.452
NumMembers
0.001 0.260
Fulltime
-0.001 0.835
OrientationDays
0.059 0.382
SponsorPlan
0.035 0.609
SponsorTrain
0.032 0.614
SponsorOrientation
0.057 0.555
LeadershipFocus
-0.001 0.697
%StaffTimeMemDvlp
0.007 0.099
%TimeMemDvlp
-0.016 0.460
MemDvlp_hours
0.030 0.678
LifeAfterACorps
LifeAfterACorps_individual -0.014 0.825
0.026 0.408
CivicEng
0.072 0.050
Skills
0.072 0.030
Diversity
0.039 0.373
TeamworkLeadership
0.000 0.534
%ServeAlone
-0.088 0.118
TeamLeaders
-0.043 0.469
MemSeeOthers_daily
-0.001 0.981
MemsInTeams
-0.033 0.220
StaffRatio
0.091 0.044
Uniforms
0.083 0.198
ACorpsEvents
-0.016 0.799
ACorpsRallies
0.159 0.019
StateEvents

team
Coef P
-0.013 0.721
0.038 0.206
0.041 0.397
-0.063 0.340
-0.002 0.973
0.004 0.917
-0.030 0.488
0.001 0.309
0.000 0.969
0.000 0.806
0.002 0.642
0.012 0.806
0.000 0.992
0.001 0.041
0.000 0.001
0.000 0.897
0.004 0.236
-0.055 0.292
-0.017 0.761
0.053 0.285
0.112 0.077
0.000 0.683
-0.001 0.878
-0.010 0.427
0.110 0.080
0.005 0.903
0.024 0.338
0.006 0.836
0.018 0.499
-0.024 0.498
-0.001 0.086
0.012 0.777
-0.026 0.529
0.018 0.669
-0.027 0.126
-0.081 0.022
-0.058 0.280
0.016 0.764
-0.032 0.500
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diversity
Coef
P
0.040 0.251
0.020 0.409
-0.023 0.525
0.022 0.596
0.017 0.735
0.006 0.870
-0.024 0.489
0.001 0.011
0.000 0.980
0.000 0.641
0.006 0.111
-0.067 0.071
-0.020 0.133
0.000 0.615
0.000 0.436
-0.001 0.293
0.003 0.278
0.032 0.595
0.063 0.244
-0.018 0.633
0.127 0.006
0.000 0.782
-0.003 0.325
0.003 0.775
0.057 0.233
0.028 0.475
0.014 0.603
0.000 0.996
-0.009 0.628
-0.049 0.151
0.000 0.403
-0.050 0.170
-0.001 0.973
0.006 0.858
0.001 0.928
-0.043 0.244
-0.039 0.375
-0.014 0.752
0.066 0.127

KnowIssues
Coef P
-0.065 0.246
-0.020 0.540
-0.052 0.426
0.079 0.411
0.005 0.945
-0.008 0.878
0.009 0.873
0.001 0.140
0.000 0.941
0.000 0.909
-0.004 0.406
-0.012 0.855
-0.016 0.515
0.000 0.683
0.000 0.058
0.000 0.743
0.006 0.307
0.041 0.514
0.016 0.838
0.024 0.736
0.206 0.128
-0.001 0.351
-0.003 0.385
-0.035 0.035
-0.080 0.271
0.009 0.884
0.029 0.517
0.042 0.369
0.089 0.005
0.034 0.615
0.000 0.881
0.041 0.477
0.065 0.261
0.034 0.553
0.022 0.406
-0.096 0.089
-0.056 0.385
-0.049 0.401
-0.003 0.963

community
Coef
P
-0.041 0.299
-0.031 0.250
-0.026 0.646
-0.022 0.785
0.071 0.230
0.053 0.241
0.013 0.778
0.000 0.431
0.000 0.900
-0.001 0.413
0.006 0.182
-0.006 0.907
0.003 0.865
-0.001 0.328
0.000 0.201
-0.001 0.162
0.004 0.479
-0.128 0.079
-0.020 0.730
0.025 0.692
0.060 0.036
0.001 0.578
-0.005 0.159
-0.032 0.038
-0.017 0.710
0.053 0.301
-0.003 0.937
0.021 0.603
0.047 0.127
0.074 0.027
0.000 0.517
0.005 0.912
-0.037 0.436
-0.056 0.233
-0.006 0.756
0.035 0.287
0.029 0.456
0.009 0.858
0.067 0.101

State/National Program Director (continued)
Regressions run one variables at a time; p<0.05 is shaded
neighbor
hoodoblg
SNPD variables
Coef P
-0.017 0.089
OrgAge
0.000 0.998
ACorpsAge
-0.021 0.183
PriorityService
0.007 0.699
PriorityComm
0.029 0.120
PriorityMembers
0.007 0.676
FocusMatch
0.004 0.806
MemsDoOtherService
0.000 0.041
%Urban
0.000 0.464
%TimeDirectContact
0.000 0.745
%TimeNoDirectContact
0.003 0.045
%TimeAdmin
0.017 0.404
OtherVolunteers
0.002 0.740
VolRecruitment
0.000 0.882
%FromComm
0.000 0.566
NumMembers
0.000 0.960
Fulltime
0.003 0.045
OrientationDays
-0.043
0.039
SponsorPlan
0.000 0.989
SponsorTrain
0.013 0.542
SponsorOrientation
0.059 0.014
LeadershipFocus
0.000 0.778
%StaffTimeMemDvlp
-0.001 0.458
%TimeMemDvlp
-0.010 0.045
MemDvlp_hours
-0.012 0.484
LifeAfterACorps
LifeAfterACorps_individual 0.000 0.984
0.006 0.571
CivicEng
0.013 0.277
Skills
0.013 0.203
Diversity
-0.009 0.533
TeamworkLeadership
0.000 0.272
%ServeAlone
-0.031 0.063
TeamLeaders
0.000 0.997
MemSeeOthers_daily
0.002 0.916
MemsInTeams
-0.003 0.665
StaffRatio
0.003 0.851
Uniforms
0.004 0.803
ACorpsEvents
0.014 0.413
ACorpsRallies
0.034 0.058
StateEvents

civicoblg
Coef P
0.028 0.361
-0.003 0.842
-0.018 0.583
0.014 0.715
0.015 0.726
-0.032 0.267
0.041 0.161
0.001 0.133
0.001 0.262
-0.001 0.475
0.002 0.449
0.009 0.782
0.000 0.991
0.001 0.192
0.000 0.301
0.000 0.722
0.004 0.066
0.011 0.794
0.081 0.036
0.058 0.120
0.083 0.005
0.001 0.032
-0.003 0.108
-0.003 0.731
-0.042 0.225
-0.055 0.053
0.048 0.022
0.010 0.655
0.023 0.144
0.036 0.168
-0.001 0.142
-0.040 0.170
-0.029 0.287
-0.012 0.655
-0.012 0.337
0.031 0.176
-0.007 0.866
0.008 0.818
0.055 0.011
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civicefficacy
Coef
P
0.005 0.816
-0.018 0.332
-0.026 0.481
0.003 0.946
0.043 0.400
-0.002 0.953
0.048 0.169
0.001 0.057
0.000 0.951
0.000 0.618
0.005 0.131
0.004 0.913
-0.008 0.527
-0.001 0.341
0.000 0.001
0.000 0.581
0.002 0.429
-0.093 0.001
-0.024 0.479
0.030 0.416
0.067 0.379
0.000 0.604
-0.003 0.269
-0.014 0.150
0.001 0.978
0.042 0.226
0.011 0.598
-0.003 0.875
0.007 0.710
0.000 0.987
0.000 0.601
-0.057 0.057
-0.061 0.035
-0.042 0.163
0.011 0.435
0.049 0.144
0.003 0.956
0.057 0.091
0.065 0.059

grassrt
efficacy
Coef P
-0.055 0.040
-0.043 0.022
-0.046 0.190
0.018 0.637
0.061 0.223
-0.005 0.873
0.007 0.824
0.000 0.857
0.000 0.657
0.000 0.817
0.004 0.188
-0.029 0.401
-0.006 0.615
-0.001 0.224
0.000 0.237
0.000 0.259
0.000 0.902
-0.026 0.585
0.062 0.234
0.024 0.542
0.088 0.019
0.000 0.572
-0.001 0.729
-0.010 0.335
-0.021 0.594
-0.013 0.708
0.049 0.056
0.007 0.748
0.030 0.104
-0.013 0.581
0.000 0.358
-0.025 0.446
-0.032 0.315
-0.017 0.579
0.001 0.912
0.009 0.726
-0.038 0.401
0.017 0.648
0.086 0.016

commactivism
Coef
P
0.001
0.987
-0.041
0.312
0.003
0.968
-0.084
0.464
0.087
0.346
-0.030
0.636
0.096
0.136
-0.001
0.482
0.000
0.855
-0.001
0.409
0.014
0.037
0.109
0.080
0.056
0.022
-0.003
0.009
0.000
0.763
0.000
0.792
-0.002
0.705
0.023
0.786
-0.025
0.782
0.138
0.080
-0.004
0.950
-0.001
0.451
0.001
0.784
-0.033
0.102
-0.130
0.095
0.060
0.389
0.028
0.512
0.031
0.579
0.065
0.056
0.097
0.052
0.000
0.594
-0.103
0.112
-0.057
0.369
-0.083
0.182
-0.037
0.157
0.006
0.901
-0.034
0.625
-0.009
0.900
0.067
0.217

State/National Program Director (continued)
Regressions run one variables at a time; p<0.05 is shaded
engpolitics
SNPD variables
Coef
P
0.009 0.878
OrgAge
0.016 0.672
ACorpsAge
-0.107 0.091
PriorityService
0.038 0.630
PriorityComm
0.144 0.062
PriorityMembers
-0.027 0.651
FocusMatch
0.063 0.312
MemsDoOtherService
0.000 0.539
%Urban
0.000 0.928
%TimeDirectContact
0.000 0.870
%TimeNoDirectContact
-0.005 0.473
%TimeAdmin
0.027 0.699
OtherVolunteers
0.016 0.510
VolRecruitment
-0.002 0.102
%FromComm
0.000 0.010
NumMembers
0.000 0.662
Fulltime
-0.004 0.560
OrientationDays
0.128 0.120
SponsorPlan
0.109 0.222
SponsorTrain
0.004 0.952
SponsorOrientation
0.278 0.000
LeadershipFocus
-0.003 0.001
%StaffTimeMemDvlp
-0.003 0.457
%TimeMemDvlp
0.009 0.686
MemDvlp_hours
0.024 0.767
LifeAfterACorps
LifeAfterACorps_individual 0.132 0.044
0.023 0.587
CivicEng
0.004 0.926
Skills
0.006 0.847
Diversity
0.069 0.254
TeamworkLeadership
0.000 0.765
%ServeAlone
0.090 0.152
TeamLeaders
0.019 0.768
MemSeeOthers_daily
0.014 0.827
MemsInTeams
0.016 0.563
StaffRatio
-0.182 0.051
Uniforms
0.025 0.806
ACorpsEvents
0.027 0.741
ACorpsRallies
0.052 0.554
StateEvents

vol12month
Coef P
-0.003 0.984
-0.057 0.552
-0.231 0.240
-0.035 0.867
0.447 0.097
-0.046 0.774
0.273 0.097
0.000 0.820
0.002 0.676
-0.007 0.149
0.017 0.346
0.133 0.471
0.079 0.250
-0.005 0.133
0.000 0.586
0.002 0.379
0.004 0.766
-0.164 0.507
0.228 0.298
0.335 0.061
0.097 0.802
-0.002 0.288
0.019 0.052
0.003 0.952
-0.008 0.969
0.130 0.474
0.137 0.255
0.150 0.296
0.042 0.605
0.198 0.226
-0.004 0.100
-0.112 0.501
0.066 0.693
0.026 0.873
-0.056 0.382
-0.181 0.414
0.223 0.340
0.071 0.703
0.113 0.422
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P3Politics
Coef
P
0.003 0.949
0.021 0.534
-0.036 0.615
-0.079 0.251
0.151 0.162
-0.075 0.174
0.124 0.032
0.001 0.350
-0.001 0.160
0.000 0.939
0.010 0.189
0.088 0.115
0.049 0.033
-0.003 0.007
0.000 0.067
0.000 0.670
0.000 0.926
-0.072 0.328
-0.017 0.805
0.133 0.026
0.094 0.677
0.000 0.795
0.004 0.182
0.007 0.699
0.030 0.657
0.041 0.502
-0.007 0.852
-0.009 0.809
0.070 0.003
0.113 0.000
0.001 0.195
-0.013 0.810
-0.053 0.330
-0.058 0.272
0.013 0.585
0.086 0.096
0.097 0.091
0.118 0.059
0.138 0.004

P3Civic1
Coef P
-0.201 0.348
-0.109 0.431
-0.250 0.319
-0.054 0.864
0.495 0.138
0.134 0.502
0.040 0.838
-0.002 0.509
0.004 0.339
-0.011 0.007
0.030 0.184
0.221 0.332
0.119 0.163
-0.008 0.036
0.000 0.404
-0.002 0.397
0.004 0.840
-0.436 0.141
-0.267 0.318
0.200 0.428
0.706 0.018
-0.006 0.109
0.004 0.787
-0.146 0.019
-0.021 0.947
0.013 0.949
0.041 0.786
0.014 0.924
0.101 0.457
0.213 0.271
0.003 0.329
0.025 0.895
-0.370 0.065
-0.345 0.078
0.014 0.873
-0.056 0.812
-0.133 0.589
0.243 0.272
0.377 0.075

jobpublic
Coef
P
0.204 0.260
0.002 0.990
-0.326 0.207
0.240 0.499
0.313 0.298
0.280 0.161
0.112 0.594
-0.003 0.230
0.006 0.273
-0.010 0.067
0.015 0.468
-0.228 0.265
-0.067 0.386
-0.010 0.012
0.000 0.769
-0.003 0.241
0.041 0.058
-0.447 0.167
-0.212 0.497
-0.064 0.783
0.316 0.486
-0.003 0.401
0.009 0.487
-0.031 0.620
-0.068 0.805
0.285 0.190
0.061 0.575
0.356 0.007
-0.028 0.828
0.324 0.152
0.001 0.798
0.035 0.870
-0.189 0.377
-0.308 0.142
0.022 0.810
-0.205 0.368
-0.204 0.549
0.131 0.610
-0.221 0.204

1B: State/National Program Director
Regressions run for each outcome with all the significant variables (p<0.05) together at once
SNPD variables
OrgAge
ACorpsAge
PriorityService
PriorityComm
PriorityMembers
FocusMatch
MemsDoOtherService
%Urban
%TimeDirectContact
%TimeNoDirectContact
%TimeAdmin
OtherVolunteers
VolRecruitment
%FromComm
NumMembers
Fulltime
OrientationDays
SponsorPlan
SponsorTrain
SponsorOrientation
LeadershipFocus
%StaffTimeMemDvlp
%TimeMemDvlp
MemDvlp_hours
LifeAfterACorps
LifeAfterACorps_individual
CivicEng

group
Coef P

team
Coef P

diversity
Coef P

KnowIssues community
Coef P
Coef P

0.001 0.034

-0.037 0.020 -0.034 0.020

Skills
Diversity

0.097 0.001

TeamworkLeadership
%ServeAlone
TeamLeaders
MemSeeOthers_daily
MemsInTeams
StaffRatio
Uniforms
ACorpsEvents
ACorpsRallies
StateEvents
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State/National Program Director (continued)
Regressions run for each outcome with all the significant variables (p<0.05) together at once

SNPD variables
OrgAge
ACorpsAge
PriorityService
PriorityComm
PriorityMembers
FocusMatch
MemsDoOtherService
%Urban
%TimeDirectContact
%TimeNoDirectContact
%TimeAdmin
OtherVolunteers
VolRecruitment
%FromComm
NumMembers
Fulltime
OrientationDays
SponsorPlan
SponsorTrain
SponsorOrientation
LeadershipFocus
%StaffTimeMemDvlp
%TimeMemDvlp
MemDvlp_hours
LifeAfterACorps
LifeAfterACorps_individual
CivicEng
Skills
Diversity
TeamworkLeadership
%ServeAlone
TeamLeaders
MemSeeOthers_daily
MemsInTeams
StaffRatio
Uniforms
ACorpsEvents
ACorpsRallies
StateEvents

neighbor
hoodoblg
Coef P

civicoblg
Coef P

civic
efficacy
Coef P

grassrt
efficacy
Coef P

comm
activism
Coef P

0.013 0.025
0.057 0.018
-0.003 0.003
0.000 0.019
0.003 0.007
-0.099 0.004

0.048 0.046

0.051 0.032
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State/National Program Director (continued)
Regressions run for each outcome with all the significant variables (p<0.05) together at once
SNPD variables
OrgAge
ACorpsAge
PriorityService
PriorityComm
PriorityMembers
FocusMatch
MemsDoOtherService
%Urban
%TimeDirectContact
%TimeNoDirectContact
%TimeAdmin
OtherVolunteers
VolRecruitment
%FromComm
NumMembers
Fulltime
OrientationDays
SponsorPlan
SponsorTrain
SponsorOrientation
LeadershipFocus
%StaffTimeMemDvlp
%TimeMemDvlp
MemDvlp_hours
LifeAfterACorps
LifeAfterACorps_individual
CivicEng
Skills
Diversity
TeamworkLeadership
%ServeAlone
TeamLeaders
MemSeeOthers_daily
MemsInTeams
StaffRatio
Uniforms
ACorpsEvents
ACorpsRallies
StateEvents

engpolitics
Coef P

vol12month P3Politics
Coef P
Coef P

P3Civic1
Coef
P

jobpublic
Coef P

-0.012 0.009

-0.003 0.000 -0.011 0.002 -0.011 0.012

0.120 0.048
0.262 0.000
-0.003 0.010

0.861 0.018

-0.190 0.000

0.378 0.002
0.090 0.022

0.174 0.000
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2. Member Actions/Behaviors During Service
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White Column = With all missing data dropped; Shaded Column = With imputations for missing data (IM)

planningpca
govt
staff_challenge
staffpca
mentor
careerinterest
daysorientation
freqmeetings
journal
discussexperience
diversemembers
servewithothers
diverserecipients
differentcomm
exposedifferentcomm
Education
Environment
PublicSafety
HumanNeeds
directbeneficiary
worklivecomm

group
Coef
0.048
0.064
0.105
-0.001
-0.130
-0.070
-0.001
-0.013
-0.024
0.209
0.070
0.000
0.049
0.088
-0.069
-0.028
0.049
0.000
0.063
0.003
-0.012

P
0.032
0.080
0.045
0.860
0.093
0.240
0.381
0.592
0.598
0.043
0.069
0.988
0.215
0.241
0.055
0.697
0.437
0.988
0.308
0.928
0.601

group (IM)
Coef P
0.054 0.004
0.052 0.157
0.106 0.023
-0.008 0.767
-0.082 0.259
-0.097 0.066
0.000 0.966
-0.011 0.643
-0.059 0.152
0.154 0.087
0.078 0.027
-0.007 0.763
0.025 0.475
-0.003 0.961
-0.071 0.022
-0.015 0.818
0.031 0.622
0.031 0.625
0.103 0.069
0.020 0.509
-0.029 0.140
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team
Coef
-0.016
0.004
0.086
0.002
0.022
0.023
0.003
0.008
0.055
0.062
0.021
0.014
0.074
-0.092
-0.019
0.002
-0.013
-0.078
0.022
0.011
-0.005

P
0.317
0.829
0.053
0.922
0.675
0.468
0.480
0.574
0.060
0.264
0.466
0.512
0.002
0.080
0.456
0.976
0.806
0.095
0.724
0.693
0.799

team (IM)
Coef P
-0.001 0.973
-0.004 0.842
0.060 0.199
0.013 0.569
0.005 0.928
0.013 0.709
0.000 0.906
0.018 0.271
0.007 0.829
0.030 0.567
0.038 0.145
0.019 0.320
0.045 0.062
-0.091 0.099
-0.012 0.600
-0.002 0.963
-0.030 0.573
-0.042 0.343
0.049 0.394
0.007 0.801
-0.011 0.447

diversity
Coef P
0.010 0.404
-0.008 0.627
0.054 0.085
-0.030 0.080
0.092 0.048
-0.105 0.001
-0.004 0.193
0.002 0.841
0.019 0.442
0.031 0.507
-0.003 0.896
-0.005 0.714
0.004 0.846
-0.073 0.038
0.031 0.079
0.010 0.814
-0.014 0.702
-0.014 0.706
0.038 0.240
-0.010 0.576
0.004 0.753

diversity (IM)
Coef P
0.018 0.095
-0.004 0.769
0.062 0.055
-0.030 0.053
0.097 0.024
-0.063 0.039
-0.004 0.148
0.008 0.493
0.008 0.736
0.035 0.406
-0.001 0.947
0.002 0.888
-0.013 0.523
-0.072 0.049
0.026 0.104
0.031 0.412
-0.006 0.858
0.008 0.831
0.051 0.117
-0.003 0.852
-0.005 0.704

KnowIssues
Coef P
0.001 0.960
0.043 0.170
0.099 0.114
-0.038 0.210
0.032 0.629
-0.027 0.618
-0.001 0.894
0.039 0.163
-0.065 0.106
0.102 0.264
-0.077 0.036
-0.005 0.841
0.104 0.000
-0.007 0.913
-0.002 0.945
0.047 0.496
0.004 0.954
-0.117 0.109
-0.018 0.782
0.039 0.185
0.045 0.043

KnowIssues (IM)

Coef
0.016
0.037
0.082
-0.035
0.055
-0.052
0.002
0.036
-0.078
0.063
-0.063
-0.008
0.072
-0.017
-0.018
0.070
0.015
-0.108
0.008
0.034
0.023

P
0.324
0.183
0.130
0.179
0.381
0.272
0.656
0.149
0.042
0.418
0.066
0.758
0.017
0.806
0.542
0.225
0.790
0.110
0.880
0.199
0.269

Member Actions/Behaviors During Service (continued)
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White Column = With all missing data dropped; Shaded Column = With imputations for missing data (IM)

planningpca
govt
staff_challenge
staffpca
mentor
careerinterest
daysorientation
freqmeetings
journal
discussexperience
diversemembers
servewithothers
diverserecipients
differentcomm
exposedifferentcomm
Education
Environment
PublicSafety
HumanNeeds
directbeneficiary
worklivecomm

community
Coef P
0.034 0.037
0.027 0.307
0.098 0.047
-0.005 0.823
0.071 0.141
-0.098 0.033
-0.002 0.620
0.043 0.086
0.054 0.156
0.051 0.515
-0.036 0.148
-0.064 0.005
0.054 0.079
-0.039 0.531
0.042 0.133
0.005 0.942
-0.019 0.741
0.023 0.723
-0.033 0.543
-0.028 0.354
0.017 0.406

community
(IM)
Coef P
0.042 0.005
0.031 0.217
0.030 0.486
0.012 0.513
0.057 0.206
-0.079 0.053
-0.006 0.334
0.022 0.252
0.018 0.598
0.074 0.276
-0.026 0.206
-0.047 0.036
0.058 0.029
-0.033 0.580
0.024 0.379
0.025 0.660
0.021 0.693
0.003 0.962
-0.025 0.588
-0.030 0.272
0.002 0.903
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neighbor
hoodoblg
Coef P
0.004 0.382
-0.006 0.582
0.031 0.072
0.012 0.175
-0.003 0.880
0.023 0.086
-0.001 0.610
0.006 0.273
0.014 0.345
0.020 0.400
-0.008 0.409
-0.013 0.083
0.001 0.953
-0.052 0.013
0.028 0.012
0.014 0.548
-0.001 0.969
0.012 0.616
0.034 0.109
-0.001 0.934
0.009 0.173

neighbor
hoodoblg (IM)

Coef
0.007
-0.006
0.025
0.013
-0.007
0.014
-0.002
0.006
0.005
0.020
-0.003
-0.013
-0.005
-0.043
0.028
0.017
-0.002
0.012
0.042
-0.002
0.001

P
0.146
0.465
0.119
0.109
0.718
0.278
0.284
0.255
0.679
0.404
0.686
0.066
0.623
0.027
0.009
0.427
0.926
0.580
0.019
0.792
0.844

civicoblg
Coef P
0.012 0.186
0.001 0.963
-0.001 0.977
-0.012 0.327
0.059 0.061
-0.053 0.050
-0.003 0.108
0.020 0.022
-0.003 0.874
0.049 0.151
0.001 0.449
-0.011 0.263
-0.010 0.580
-0.045 0.177
0.028 0.112
0.035 0.364
-0.023 0.422
0.054 0.117
-0.037 0.294
-0.015 0.209
0.011 0.216

civicoblg
(IM)
Coef P
0.009 0.307
0.004 0.719
0.019 0.291
-0.006 0.528
0.047 0.105
-0.059 0.022
-0.004 0.059
0.013 0.144
0.001 0.974
0.038 0.232
-0.013 0.324
-0.010 0.284
0.007 0.705
-0.042 0.142
0.026 0.098
0.060 0.109
-0.048 0.084
0.054 0.069
-0.010 0.767
-0.005 0.631
0.010 0.275

civicefficacy
Coef P
0.032 0.031
0.016 0.326
-0.016 0.540
0.018 0.285
0.053 0.200
0.007 0.852
-0.005 0.132
0.014 0.241
0.015 0.588
-0.024 0.645
0.002 0.921
-0.003 0.868
0.062 0.014
-0.081 0.058
-0.010 0.612
0.007 0.886
0.025 0.516
-0.035 0.439
-0.029 0.523
0.005 0.811
0.001 0.935

civicefficacy
(IM)
Coef P
0.031 0.013
0.021 0.180
-0.010 0.695
0.017 0.228
0.062 0.099
0.004 0.906
-0.005 0.066
0.015 0.201
-0.001 0.983
0.006 0.900
0.006 0.762
-0.007 0.629
0.035 0.108
-0.086 0.022
0.002 0.907
0.004 0.938
0.018 0.620
-0.043 0.275
-0.019 0.632
0.002 0.931
-0.002 0.833

Member Actions/Behaviors During Service (continued)
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White Column = With all missing data dropped; Shaded Column = With imputations for missing data (IM)

planningpca
govt
staff_challenge
staffpca
mentor
careerinterest
daysorientation
freqmeetings
journal
discussexperience
diversemembers
servewithothers
diverserecipients
differentcomm
exposedifferentcomm
Education
Environment
PublicSafety
HumanNeeds
directbeneficiary
worklivecomm

grassrt
efficacy
Coef P
0.044 0.004
0.021 0.246
0.018 0.547
-0.010 0.493
-0.018 0.665
-0.021 0.522
0.000 0.949
0.021 0.113
-0.106 0.514
0.057 0.245
-0.064 0.003
0.018 0.169
0.072 0.005
-0.017 0.700
-0.053 0.006
0.023 0.605
-0.055 0.161
0.020 0.661
0.016 0.637
0.025 0.108
0.003 0.763

grassrt
efficacy (IM)
Coef P
0.049 0.000
0.018 0.303
-0.001 0.986
-0.007 0.653
0.006 0.889
-0.025 0.413
-0.003 0.400
0.023 0.058
-0.038 0.079
0.068 0.112
-0.045 0.017
0.016 0.193
0.040 0.073
-0.008 0.852
-0.047 0.009
0.012 0.777
-0.029 0.431
0.024 0.531
-0.034 0.259
0.019 0.191
0.000 0.965
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comm
activism
Coef P
0.046 0.019
0.052 0.106
0.110 0.071
0.005 0.858
-0.033 0.575
-0.014 0.754
0.004 0.414
-0.012 0.562
0.025 0.562
0.006 0.939
-0.048 0.067
-0.038 0.068
0.038 0.263
-0.064 0.364
0.010 0.767
-0.038 0.623
-0.063 0.263
0.020 0.760
0.041 0.460
-0.005 0.854
0.036 0.112

comm
activism (IM)
Coef P
0.038 0.034
0.077 0.011
0.033 0.480
0.013 0.596
-0.025 0.647
-0.049 0.235
0.001 0.851
-0.013 0.526
0.000 0.995
0.016 0.817
-0.028 0.269
-0.031 0.136
0.030 0.314
-0.063 0.326
0.004 0.900
-0.026 0.691
-0.069 0.169
0.008 0.901
0.063 0.146
-0.009 0.726
0.036 0.079

engpolitics
Coef P
-0.008 0.758
0.074 0.052
-0.092 0.090
0.036 0.236
-0.143 0.089
0.011 0.873
-0.003 0.674
0.041 0.195
0.078 0.157
0.116 0.260
0.006 0.902
-0.049 0.089
0.010 0.816
-0.042 0.593
-0.032 0.477
0.089 0.328
-0.058 0.489
0.019 0.818
-0.056 0.494
0.032 0.453
-0.021 0.426

engpolitics
(IM)
Coef P
0.000 0.997
0.066 0.029
-0.079 0.067
0.036 0.161
-0.100 0.164
0.018 0.751
-0.005 0.269
0.029 0.283
0.039 0.404
0.100 0.263
0.015 0.708
-0.041 0.118
0.027 0.479
-0.073 0.370
-0.025 0.567
0.037 0.599
-0.044 0.552
-0.020 0.792
-0.032 0.649
0.023 0.550
-0.035 0.122

vol12month
Coef P
0.170 0.029
0.007 0.954
0.047 0.797
-0.002 0.988
-0.247 0.292
-0.266 0.165
-0.023 0.360
-0.035 0.649
-0.107 0.420
-0.153 0.600
-0.156 0.292
-0.038 0.654
0.062 0.641
-0.005 0.984
0.095 0.473
-0.050 0.845
-0.348 0.285
0.691 0.013
-0.077 0.732
-0.177 0.182
0.108 0.170

vol12month
(IM)
Coef P
0.136 0.032
0.056 0.511
0.014 0.909
-0.041 0.619
-0.071 0.727
-0.166 0.295
-0.019 0.273
-0.011 0.868
0.030 0.766
-0.089 0.698
0.001 0.993
0.083 0.178
0.031 0.773
0.212 0.252
-0.024 0.799
0.125 0.551
-0.168 0.440
0.380 0.073
0.006 0.967
-0.099 0.264
0.084 0.236

Member Actions/Behaviors During Service (continued)
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White Column = With all missing data dropped; Shaded Column = With imputations for missing data (IM)

planningpca
govt
staff_challenge
staffpca
mentor
careerinterest
daysorientation
freqmeetings
journal
discussexperience
diversemembers
servewithothers
diverserecipients
differentcomm
exposedifferentcomm
Education
Environment
PublicSafety
HumanNeeds
directbeneficiary
worklivecomm

P3Politics
Coef P
0.025 0.105
0.062 0.005
-0.002 0.949
0.006 0.779
-0.003 0.956
0.000 0.996
-0.010 0.044
0.037 0.023
-0.010 0.752
-0.035 0.517
-0.037 0.088
-0.014 0.470
0.040 0.109
0.113 0.060
-0.004 0.889
0.022 0.746
-0.031 0.567
0.036 0.508
-0.015 0.804
-0.020 0.446
0.016 0.252

P3Politics
(IM)
Coef P
0.013 -0.008
0.065 0.001
-0.037 0.252
0.009 0.616
0.007 0.868
-0.027 0.388
-0.010 0.010
0.030 0.049
-0.019 0.517
0.006 0.904
-0.024 0.317
-0.013 0.504
0.041 0.117
0.135 0.017
-0.009 0.693
0.019 0.728
-0.053 0.276
0.037 0.425
0.003 0.946
-0.028 0.241
0.021 0.134
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P3Civic1
Coef P
0.123 0.034
0.124 0.198
-0.072 0.619
-0.034 0.667
0.463 0.042
-0.198 0.233
-0.006 0.749
-0.029 0.668
0.000 1.000
0.145 0.639
-0.128 0.188
-0.078 0.341
0.001 0.993
0.051 0.847
-0.036 0.768
-0.116 0.686
-0.221 0.279
0.256 0.209
-0.297 0.225
0.125 0.132
0.061 0.381

P3Civic1 (IM)
Coef P
0.092 0.088
0.149 0.087
-0.098 0.438
-0.014 0.837
0.448 0.040
-0.214 0.157
-0.017 0.324
-0.060 0.335
0.014 0.915
0.083 0.777
-0.105 0.223
-0.098 0.197
0.041 0.665
0.088 0.666
-0.064 0.547
0.061 0.763
-0.161 0.366
0.205 0.246
-0.136 0.469
0.138 0.073
0.043 0.475

jobpublic
Coef P
0.030 0.700
0.051 0.663
-0.237 0.202
0.001 0.992
-0.089 0.754
-0.678 0.002
0.010 0.504
0.047 0.651
-0.023 0.893
-0.077 0.807
-0.098 0.453
-0.179 0.056
0.168 0.254
-0.498 0.077
0.152 0.198
0.219 0.454
-0.042 0.886
0.656 0.036
-0.242 0.250
-0.123 0.266
0.195 0.038

jobpublic
(IM)
Coef P
0.031 0.675
0.107 0.311
-0.041 0.808
-0.055 0.563
-0.043 0.851
-0.443 0.014
0.010 0.559
0.027 0.793
-0.046 0.779
-0.011 0.968
-0.044 0.695
-0.185 0.025
0.125 0.338
-0.495 0.076
0.107 0.379
0.146 0.596
-0.182 0.485
0.424 0.128
-0.186 0.312
-0.065 0.525
0.170 0.057

3. Member Perceptions of service
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White Column = With all missing data dropped; Shaded Column = With imputations for missing data (IM)
group
Coef
-0.035
challenge_phys
0.066
challenge_emot
0.020
challenge_others
-0.054
didhardthings
0.042
respected
0.055
exposedtonew
-0.003
reexamined
-0.018
realworld
-0.010
changedbeliefs
enhanceunderstanding -0.074
0.050
felt_appreciated
0.051
contributiontocomm
0.063
madedifference
0.034
partofcomm

P
0.248
0.116
0.660
0.116
0.485
0.305
0.951
0.642
0.852
0.037
0.203
0.279
0.366
0.490

group (IM)
Coef P
-0.038 0.196
0.055 0.180
0.034 0.422
-0.035 0.287
0.026 0.650
0.063 0.208
0.007 0.902
-0.027 0.481
-0.006 0.915
-0.074 0.037
0.037 0.290
0.041 0.353
0.073 0.283
0.004 0.935
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team
Coef
-0.017
0.011
-0.009
0.024
0.101
0.043
0.001
0.003
-0.078
0.014
0.003
0.034
0.101
-0.056

P
0.489
0.733
0.760
0.347
0.020
0.163
0.965
0.917
0.004
0.609
0.939
0.342
0.051
0.038

team (IM)
Coef P
-0.017 0.429
0.005 0.878
-0.005 0.854
0.029 0.218
0.105 0.010
0.047 0.111
0.011 0.723
0.009 0.741
-0.081 0.005
-0.002 0.950
-0.011 0.745
0.038 0.263
0.100 0.035
-0.057 0.026

diversity
Coef P
-0.009 0.597
0.023 0.289
0.022 0.230
0.036 0.113
0.009 0.752
-0.006 0.803
0.002 0.919
0.017 0.471
-0.011 0.640
0.010 0.636
0.004 0.883
-0.005 0.846
0.098 0.000
-0.006 0.839

diversity (IM)
Coef P
-0.017 0.292
0.026 0.221
0.030 0.100
0.038 0.073
0.008 0.768
-0.014 0.526
0.010 0.667
0.030 0.219
-0.024 0.345
0.004 0.855
0.007 0.783
0.007 0.812
0.079 0.002
-0.007 0.789

KnowIssues
Coef P
-0.016 0.593
0.017 0.583
0.071 0.066
-0.021 0.546
0.063 0.318
-0.007 0.886
-0.034 0.471
0.068 0.111
0.004 0.937
-0.026 0.499
-0.009 0.852
-0.015 0.780
0.106 0.057
-0.006 0.905

KnowIssues (IM)

Coef
-0.022
0.021
0.066
-0.021
0.047
-0.035
-0.007
0.093
-0.008
-0.017
-0.004
-0.020
0.078
-0.002

P
0.438
0.454
0.069
0.516
0.404
0.419
0.872
0.013
0.867
0.632
0.934
0.692
0.146
0.965

Member Perceptions of service (continued)
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White Column = With all missing data dropped; Shaded Column = With imputations for missing data (IM)
community
Coef P
0.027 0.172
challenge_phys
0.018 0.567
challenge_emot
0.037 0.268
challenge_others
-0.057 0.059
didhardthings
-0.022 0.654
respected
-0.011 0.770
exposedtonew
0.032 0.374
reexamined
0.069 0.074
realworld
0.034 0.284
changedbeliefs
enhanceunderstanding -0.003 0.907
0.026 0.562
felt_appreciated
0.054 0.256
contributiontocomm
0.042 0.350
madedifference
0.071 0.046
partofcomm

community
(IM)
Coef P
0.014 0.474
0.016 0.591
0.038 0.234
-0.048 0.142
-0.004 0.939
-0.018 0.640
0.031 0.394
0.080 0.030
0.031 0.349
0.009 0.772
0.024 0.593
0.062 0.159
-0.007 0.878
0.069 0.056
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neighbor
hoodoblg
Coef P
0.003 0.740
0.010 0.243
0.015 0.140
-0.015 0.181
0.019 0.200
0.024 0.080
0.005 0.709
-0.012 0.344
-0.021 0.092
0.023 0.044
-0.005 0.772
0.004 0.804
0.053 0.001
0.002 0.857

neighbor
hoodoblg (IM)

Coef
0.003
0.007
0.012
-0.011
0.020
0.017
0.010
-0.011
-0.019
0.023
-0.005
-0.004
0.047
0.012

P
0.690
0.427
0.227
0.257
0.148
0.186
0.482
0.328
0.144
0.039
0.713
0.798
0.003
0.319

civicoblg
Coef P
0.004 0.662
0.023 0.158
0.004 0.768
-0.027 0.074
-0.027 0.312
0.022 0.280
-0.019 0.378
0.002 0.936
0.001 0.948
0.046 0.004
0.010 0.712
0.034 0.194
0.014 0.444
0.010 0.566

civicoblg
(IM)
Coef P
0.004 0.665
0.026 0.107
0.004 0.789
-0.024 0.107
-0.020 0.432
0.018 0.334
-0.028 0.205
0.002 0.903
0.010 0.582
0.046 0.006
0.017 0.514
0.011 0.646
0.027 0.182
0.017 0.339

civicefficacy
Coef P
-0.014 0.455
0.002 0.935
0.045 0.047
-0.031 0.142
0.008 0.861
-0.043 0.125
0.005 0.852
0.016 0.604
0.021 0.486
0.041 0.053
0.060 0.032
0.015 0.715
0.017 0.592
-0.004 0.869

civicefficacy
(IM)
Coef P
-0.014 0.459
0.007 0.759
0.042 0.060
-0.030 0.129
0.009 0.829
-0.043 0.096
0.014 0.540
0.019 0.520
0.011 0.705
0.037 0.069
0.060 0.023
0.009 0.817
0.009 0.739
0.004 0.880

Member Perceptions of service (continued)
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White Column = With all missing data dropped; Shaded Column = With imputations for missing data (IM)
grassrt
efficacy
Coef P
-0.009 0.599
challenge_phys
0.028 0.179
challenge_emot
0.032 0.219
challenge_others
-0.035 0.111
didhardthings
0.005 0.899
respected
-0.018 0.554
exposedtonew
-0.005 0.854
reexamined
0.054 0.060
realworld
-0.023 0.418
changedbeliefs
enhanceunderstanding -0.046 0.038
-0.009 0.762
felt_appreciated
0.029 0.482
contributiontocomm
0.057 0.037
madedifference
0.026 0.404
partofcomm

grassrt
efficacy (IM)
Coef P
-0.017 0.287
0.025 0.246
0.030 0.212
-0.037 0.088
0.005 0.886
-0.023 0.428
0.023 0.398
0.045 0.108
-0.024 0.339
-0.041 0.061
-0.004 0.883
0.010 0.815
0.048 0.095
0.023 0.393
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comm
activism
Coef P
-0.004 0.842
0.007 0.850
0.018 0.701
-0.039 0.194
-0.031 0.604
-0.001 0.983
-0.017 0.692
-0.007 0.853
0.086 0.033
-0.023 0.461
0.080 0.104
0.131 0.029
0.016 0.722
0.022 0.608

comm
activism (IM)
Coef P
-0.014 0.508
0.009 0.776
0.009 0.849
-0.024 0.405
-0.029 0.595
-0.011 0.827
-0.020 0.640
-0.001 0.985
0.107 0.004
-0.013 0.664
0.105 0.024
0.104 0.054
0.010 0.802
0.019 0.650

engpolitics
Coef P
-0.036 0.278
-0.025 0.585
0.014 0.686
-0.075 0.021
0.038 0.524
0.088 0.167
0.059 0.195
-0.028 0.571
-0.018 0.646
-0.042 0.356
-0.059 0.312
0.125 0.065
-0.007 0.919
-0.030 0.529

engpolitics
(IM)
Coef P
-0.047 0.140
-0.011 0.776
0.022 0.554
-0.058 0.056
0.028 0.646
0.093 0.107
0.071 0.112
-0.040 0.406
-0.027 0.486
-0.047 0.241
-0.002 0.971
0.105 0.097
-0.023 0.717
-0.020 0.648

vol12month
Coef P
-0.134 0.143
-0.056 0.656
0.045 0.720
-0.171 0.115
0.208 0.336
0.006 0.975
0.034 0.835
-0.065 0.590
-0.068 0.633
0.124 0.334
-0.103 0.649
0.499 0.004
0.230 0.301
-0.023 0.869

vol12month
(IM)
Coef P
-0.174 0.046
0.002 0.986
0.016 0.890
-0.066 0.469
0.248 0.167
0.148 0.280
0.007 0.961
-0.121 0.305
-0.020 0.857
0.174 0.107
-0.082 0.610
0.158 0.376
0.150 0.373
-0.021 0.862

Member Perceptions of service (continued)
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White Column = With all missing data dropped; Shaded Column = With imputations for missing data (IM)
P3Politics
Coef P
-0.020 0.317
challenge_phys
0.001 0.949
challenge_emot
0.060 0.048
challenge_others
-0.013 0.598
didhardthings
-0.021 0.661
respected
-0.035 0.365
exposedtonew
0.101 0.006
reexamined
-0.014 0.631
realworld
0.010 0.778
changedbeliefs
enhanceunderstanding 0.030 0.238
0.024 0.544
felt_appreciated
0.036 0.347
contributiontocomm
0.028 0.432
madedifference
-0.066 0.038
partofcomm

P3Politics
(IM)
Coef P
-0.030 0.154
0.026 0.251
0.052 0.086
-0.026 0.271
-0.006 0.900
-0.035 0.361
0.088 0.008
-0.012 0.640
0.028 0.378
0.022 0.390
0.012 0.762
0.063 0.096
0.002 0.957
-0.035 0.260
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P3Civic1
Coef P
-0.130 0.172
0.068 0.544
-0.145 0.226
-0.035 0.761
-0.173 0.311
-0.164 0.291
0.281 0.068
-0.117 0.302
0.057 0.653
-0.018 0.878
0.286 0.078
0.216 0.159
0.089 0.634
0.041 0.753

P3Civic1 (IM)
Coef P
-0.155 0.069
0.079 0.456
-0.129 0.232
-0.035 0.758
-0.099 0.546
-0.170 0.237
0.252 0.065
-0.051 0.644
0.096 0.417
0.023 0.832
0.302 0.050
0.199 0.148
0.063 0.695
-0.014 0.907

jobpublic
Coef P
-0.158 0.124
-0.228 0.078
-0.013 0.906
0.042 0.732
0.291 0.189
-0.191 0.324
0.262 0.112
-0.158 0.241
-0.070 0.670
-0.042 0.761
0.077 0.695
-0.097 0.654
0.412 0.039
0.204 0.172

jobpublic
(IM)
Coef P
-0.120 0.235
-0.239 0.045
0.036 0.728
0.039 0.742
0.173 0.368
-0.187 0.338
0.262 0.106
-0.164 0.223
-0.071 0.663
-0.037 0.788
0.173 0.377
-0.106 0.621
0.407 0.041
0.193 0.195

4. Member Actions post-service
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White Column = With missing data dropped; Shaded Column = With imputations for missing data

group
Coef
contactsupervisorpca
0.035
ACorps_hire
-0.010
contact_ACorpsmember 0.025
contact_coworkers
0.025
contact_recipient
0.179

P
0.047
0.888
0.745
0.761
0.001

group (IM)
Coef P
0.032 0.063
-0.009 0.899
0.026 0.733
0.021 0.797
0.179 0.001

team
Coef
0.003
0.025
0.021
-0.032
0.045

community
Coef P
contactsupervisorpca
0.045 0.018
ACorps_hire
0.028 0.612
contact_ACorpsmember 0.034 0.555
contact_coworkers
-0.039 0.645
contact_recipient
0.099 0.073

community
(IM)
Coef P
0.045 0.018
0.030 0.589
0.033 0.569
-0.042 0.617
0.101 0.072

neighbor
hoodoblg
Coef P
0.006 0.303
0.005 0.780
0.006 0.729
0.026 0.242
0.003 0.870
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P
0.862
0.629
0.683
0.538
0.435

team (IM)
Coef P
0.003 0.853
0.024 0.649
0.021 0.686
-0.035 0.512
0.044 0.433

neighbor
hoodoblg (IM)

Coef
0.007
0.005
0.006
0.024
0.005

P
0.246
0.792
0.715
0.282
0.799

diversity
diversity (IM)
Coef P
Coef P
0.019 0.146 0.019 0.140
0.074 0.038 0.074 0.038
0.077 0.035 0.078 0.033
-0.004 0.924 -0.006 0.898
0.087 0.020 0.088 0.018

civicoblg
Coef P
0.003 0.655
-0.013 0.627
0.060 0.079
0.000 0.997
0.056 0.034

civicoblg
(IM)
Coef P
0.003 0.716
-0.013 0.630
0.060 0.078
0.000 0.991
0.057 0.031

KnowIssues
Coef P
0.005 0.791
0.103 0.070
0.085 0.313
-0.033 0.662
0.115 0.079

civicefficacy
Coef P
0.024 0.048
-0.009 0.852
-0.012 0.818
-0.019 0.767
0.043 0.259

KnowIssues (IM)

Coef P
0.005
0.778
0.104
0.067
0.087
0.313
-0.030
0.690
0.113
0.083

civicefficacy
(IM)
Coef P
0.025 0.044
-0.010 0.842
-0.011 0.826
-0.019 0.766
0.042 0.269

Member Actions post-service (continued)
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White Column = With missing data dropped; Shaded Column = With imputations for missing data

grassrt
efficacy
Coef P
contactsupervisorpca
0.009 0.490
ACorps_hire
-0.023 0.597
contact_ACorpsmember 0.013 0.766
contact_coworkers
0.027 0.610
contact_recipient
0.135 0.001

grassrt
efficacy (IM)
Coef P
0.009 0.452
-0.024 0.579
0.015 0.731
0.026 0.620
0.133 0.001

comm
activism
Coef P
0.082 0.000
-0.082 0.143
-0.060 0.323
0.017 0.821
0.113 0.127

comm
activism (IM)
Coef P
0.081 0.000
-0.077 0.162
-0.064 0.308
0.012 0.877
0.114 0.122

engpolitics
engpolitics
(IM)
Coef P
Coef P
-0.003 0.890 -0.002 0.926
0.073 0.358 0.077 0.333
0.133 0.099 0.137 0.093
-0.084 0.319 -0.086 0.314
0.087 0.270 0.084 0.286

P3Politics
Coef P
contactsupervisorpca
0.031 0.065
ACorps_hire
-0.061 0.266
contact_ACorpsmember 0.032 0.598
contact_coworkers
-0.010 0.900
contact_recipient
0.000 0.999

P3Politics
(IM)
Coef P
0.031 0.063
-0.054 0.319
0.035 0.566
-0.008 0.914
0.000 0.994

P3Civic1
Coef P
0.228 0.000
0.040 0.858
-0.136 0.532
0.437 0.103
0.410 0.049

P3Civic1 (IM)
Coef P
0.228 0.000
0.045 0.839
-0.123 0.579
0.465 0.090
0.410 0.050

jobpublic
Coef P
-0.062 0.432
0.107 0.694
0.380 0.131
-0.194 0.550
0.761 0.003
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jobpublic
(IM)
Coef P
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

vol12month
Coef P
0.150 0.011
-0.404 0.085
-0.147 0.425
0.199 0.592
0.275 0.099

vol12month
(IM)
Coef P
0.119 0.031
-0.413 0.052
-0.023 0.902
0.182 0.587
0.376 0.025

5. Intensity analysis for member actions/behaviors during service
Regressions run for each outcome with all the program characteristic variables together.
White column on the left has Likert scale variables recoded into 0/1 categories (INT)
Shaded column on the right is original version with missing data imputed (IM)
Shown are the values for each model that were significant at p<0.10
group (INT)

planningpca
govt
staff_challenge
staffpca
mentor
careerinterest
daysorientation
freqmeetings
journal
discussexperience
diversemembers
servewithothers
diverserecipients
differentcomm
exposedifferentcomm
Education
Environment
PublicSafety
HumanNeeds
directbeneficiary
worklivecomm

group (IM)

team (INT)

Coef P
Coef P
Coef
0.056 0.003 0.054 0.004

P

0.199 0.002 0.106 0.023

team (IM)

diversity (INT)

Coef

Coef P
Coef P
Coef
0.019 0.080 0.018 0.095

P

0.065
-0.024
0.098
-0.068
-0.004

-0.089 0.088 -0.097 0.066

0.074
0.070
0.023
0.026
0.092

diversity (IM)

0.062
-0.030
0.097
-0.063

KnowIssues (INT)

P

KnowIssues (IM)

Coef

P

0.055
0.053
0.024
0.039

-0.081

0.030 -0.078

0.042

-0.063

0.066

0.072

0.017

0.154 0.087
0.168 0.029 0.078 0.027
0.096 0.046

-0.071 0.022

0.045 0.062
0.132
-0.091 0.099 -0.081 0.027 -0.072 0.049
0.082 0.017

0.047

0.101

0.084

0.100 0.077 0.103 0.069
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Intensity analysis for member actions/behaviors during service (continued)
community
(INT)

planningpca
govt
staff_challenge
staffpca
mentor
careerinterest
daysorientation
freqmeetings
journal
discussexperience
diversemembers
servewithothers
diverserecipients
differentcomm
exposedifferentcomm
Education
Environment
PublicSafety
HumanNeeds
directbeneficiary
worklivecomm

neighborhoodob neighborhoodob
community (IM) lg (INT)
lg (IM)
civicoblg (INT)

Coef P
Coef P
Coef
0.046 0.003 0.042 0.005

0.015

P

Coef

P

Coef

P

civicoblg (IM)

Coef

P

civicefficacy
(IM)

Coef P
Coef
P
0.033 0.014 0.031 0.013

0.056
0.048 0.096
0.062 0.099
-0.062 0.017 -0.059 0.022
-0.004 0.033 -0.004 0.059 -0.005 0.056 -0.005 0.066

-0.077 0.058 -0.079 0.053

-0.130 0.022 -0.047 0.036 -0.042
0.134 0.005 0.058 0.029
-0.035
0.057

0.006 -0.013 0.066
0.087 0.055
0.075 -0.043 0.027 -0.051 0.057
-0.093 0.010 -0.086 0.022
0.015 0.028 0.009 0.090 0.013 0.026 0.098
-0.048 0.081 -0.048 0.084
0.056 0.049 0.054 0.069

0.041
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civicefficacy
(INT)

0.018 0.042 0.019

Intensity analysis for member actions/behaviors during service (continued)
grassrt
efficacy (INT)

planningpca
govt
staff_challenge
staffpca
mentor
careerinterest
daysorientation
freqmeetings
journal
discussexperience
diversemembers
servewithothers
diverserecipients
differentcomm
exposedifferentcomm
Education
Environment
PublicSafety
HumanNeeds
directbeneficiary
worklivecomm

grassrt
efficacy (IM)

commactivism
(INT)

commactivism
(IM)

engpolitics
(INT)

vol12month
engpolitics (IM) (INT)

vol12month
(IM)

Coef P
Coef P
Coef P
Coef P
Coef P
Coef P
Coef P
Coef P
0.048 0.000 0.049 0.000 0.041 0.023 0.038 0.034
0.140 0.021 0.136 0.032
0.075 0.013 0.077 0.011 0.066 0.029 0.066 0.029
-0.079 0.067

0.022 0.066 0.023 0.058
-0.040 0.072 -0.038 0.079
-0.087 0.060 -0.045 0.017 -0.147
0.055 0.082
0.040 0.073

0.010

-0.047 0.009

0.388 0.068 0.380 0.073

0.036 0.079
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Intensity analysis for member actions/behaviors during service (continued)

P3Politics (INT) P3Politics (IM)

Coef
planningpca
govt
staff_challenge
staffpca
mentor
careerinterest
daysorientation
freqmeetings
journal
discussexperience
diversemembers
servewithothers
diverserecipients
differentcomm
exposedifferentcomm
Education
Environment
PublicSafety
HumanNeeds
directbeneficiary
worklivecomm

P

Coef

P3Civic1 (INT)

P3Civic1 (IN)

P

jobpublic (INT) jobpublic (IM)

Coef P
Coef P
Coef
0.093 0.091 0.092 0.088
0.062 0.002 0.065 0.001 0.143 0.096 0.149 0.087

0.445

P

Coef

P

0.038 0.448 0.040
-0.474 0.010 -0.443 0.014

-0.011 0.006 -0.010 0.010
0.032 0.035 0.030 0.049

-0.383

0.045
-0.653 0.003 -0.185 0.025
0.573 0.024
-0.482 0.076 -0.495 0.076

0.123 0.030 0.135 0.017

-0.113 0.030

0.138 0.073
0.411 0.096 0.170 0.057
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